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THESIS, PROGRAM, INTRODUCTORY 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Perelandra, the central novel of C. S. Lewis 1 s space trilogy, is a 
modern Biblical epic which inherits and adapts the epic traditions to the 
prose novel format, while Biblical references and allusions provide the 
basis for the plot, place its universal significance and its creation-
wide scope, and set the epic theme of the battle of good versus evil. 
Perelandra fits the definition of epic by employing the devices and char-
acteristics of \.Jestern epic and by including echoes and shadows of, and 
references and parallels to, other epics. 
The extreme richness of the material calls for the approach suggest-
ed by Lewis himself in The Allegory of Love: speaking of The Faerie 
Queene, he said, 11The more concrete and vital the.poetry is, the more 
hopelessly complicated it will become in analysis .... Oddly as it may 
sound, I conceive that it is the chief duty of the interpreter to begin 
analyses and to leave them unfinished. They are not meant as substitutes 
for the imaginative apprehension of the poem. 111 Therefore, I shall not 
attempt to discuss every possible epic device or echo, but shall offer 
sufficient examples to show the fruitfulness of this approach. 
I must say with Lewis, 11 ln order to take no unfair advantage I should 
warn the reader that I myself am a Christian, and that some (by no means 
all) of the things which the atheist reader must 1 try to feel as if he 
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believed' I actually, in cold prose, do believe. But .. my Christi an-
ity is an advantage. What would you not give to have a real, live Epicu-
rean at your elbow while reading Lucretius? 112 
Corbin Scott Carnell has said: "Lewis was without doubt one of the 
most adventurous and learned men of the twentieth century. His interests 
and accomplishments ranged over wide areas--poetry, criticism, fiction, 
theology--and he dared to assert the marvelous and ~evout in an age which 
often rejected them. 113 Nathan Comfort Starr notes: "Lewis left a rich 
legacy. Apart from his brilliant teaching, he made lasting contributions 
in the fields of fiction, 1 iterary scholarship, and popular theology. 114 
Actually, lewis's reputation depends largely upon his prominence as a popu-
lar Christian apologist. During World War I I, he became widely known for 
his series of rad1o talks on basic Christianity. Even his fiction, his 
scholarly works, and personal letters were filled with the Christian tra-
dition and theology. He became famous as what Chad Walsh refers to as a 
modern "apostle to the skeptics. 15 As Moorman explains, 11 His theological 
writings are designed for and directed toward skeptical laymen who have 
been, in Lewis 1 s opinion, unduly influenced by nineteenth-century liberal-
ism and scientism and so have left the Church and its fixed moral code 
for the greener pastures of 1 humane science' and moral relativism. 116 
In the literary world today, Christianity has pretty well become the 
present pet taboo, not only because of the emphasis upon the supposedly 
more 11 sophisticated 11 moral relativism, but also because Christianity is 
so often distorted by Christians as well as non-Christians, and because 
it is too challenging, wild and free for the timid. How many really want 
to encounter the truth which will make us free? As Lewis puts it, many 
fear being "drawn in. 11 
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Lewis has said, "When an artist is in the strict sense working, he 
of course takes into account the existing taste, interests, and capacity 
of his audience. These, no less than the language, the marble, or the 
paint, are part of his raw material; to be used, tamed, sublimated, not 
ignored nor defied. Haughty indifference to them is not genius nor integ-
rity; it is laziness and incompetence. 117 Therefore, the apostle to the 
skeptics sought for a way to take into account the existing taste, inter-
ests, and capacity of an audience with whom he shared few suppositions. 
Lewis believed (with virutally all peoples until quite recent on~s) that 
human beings are not alone in the cosmos, that there are bright celestial 
entities to be sought and adored and <lark infernal entities to be avoided 
and dreaded. Hebel ieved with the ancients that loyalty, majesty, nobil-
ity, magnanimity, courage, perseverance, valor, courtesy, grace, chastity, 
purity, splendor, glory, ceremony, ritual, and mystery are qualities or 
virtues at the center of what man was created to be. Moreover, these 
qua] ities, which read 1 ike a list of the virtues of Western epics, appear-
ed to any pagan Greek or Roman, any Jew, any Christian up until less than 
200 years ago as both natural and blissful. To awaken the stultified 
modern imagination to these eternal verities, Lewis began to write fie-
tion. Because of his audience, therefore, his urbanity and wit are per-
haps necessary. Moorman aptly notes that Lewis 11 thus appears in those 
works as [an] .. advocatus Christi (we presumably no longer need an advo-
catus diabol i) attacking sophisticated skepticism with sophisticated 
Christianity, and moral relativism with ethical orthodoxy ... to demon-
strate ... that morality was never unpopular at all among really clever 
8 people." In fact, his space trilogy--Out ~the Silent Plane.!_, Perelan-
dra, and That Hideous Strength--along with The Screwtape Letters and The 
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Great Divorce, function partly as apologetic whi~h takes particular ac-
count of the skepticism and hostility of the nonbel lever. Though Marjorie 
Hope Nicho·lson is of the opinion that in Perelandra "The Christian apolo-
gist has temporarily eclipsed the poet and artist" in several instances, 9 
this view may well be maintained because she has not noted that Perelan-
dra is epic. As epic, it inherits some of the religious primary epic 
tone. Primary epic was customarily presented orally at a religious ritu-
al or in the feast hall of some great lord; it was characterized, Lewis 
tells us, by solempne, a Middle English term which, like solemn, implies 
11 the opposite of what is familiar, free and easy, or ordinary, 11 but "does 
not sug9est gloom, oppression, or austerity"; it is "the festal which is 
also the stately and the ceremonial. 1110 It is told in a festal and cere-
monial tone with the solemnity of the hall or of the temple or forum. 
Lewis assures us that with epic we "are to 'assist, 1 as the French say, 
at a great festal action. 1111 
As for his general literary reputation, Lewis has been ranked among 
the half dozen best authors of children's literature of the twentieth cen-
tury,12 and Lewis's The Last Battle received the Carnegie medal for the 
best children's 1 iterature since the Jungle Books. 13 Starr sums up Lewis's 
influence: 11To thousands of people in England and America, the discovery 
of C. S. Lewis has been a momentous experience, akin to Keats' first read-
ing Chapman's H~mer. His writing not only opened old worlds of Christian 
belief all too often unexplored but also created 'new ones of unimagined 
richness and power through his mastery of theological exposition and myth-
ical narrative. He was . . a man of prodigious learning coupled with 
1 . . . . 1114 vau ting 1mag1nat1on. 
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As for the space trilogy--Out of the Silent Planet, Perelandra, and 
That Hideous Strength--Gunnar Urang classifies these novels with the fic-
tion for which Lewis was best known. 15 Paul L. Holmer comments that with 
the scenes projected on another planet 11where vices have no institutional 
status, where laws are not necessary, where shame is unknown, one sees in 
very stark and forbidding fashion what greed, ambition, and self-centered-
ness finally have done for our world and its inhabitants. 1116 Holmer adds 
that 11 Like Dante in The Divine Comedy, like Milton in Paradise Lost and 
Paradise Regained, like Samuel Johnson in Rassel as, and like the whole of 
the Holy Bible, Lewis thinks that hell and heaven, vice and virtue, wretch-
edness and happiness, grandeur .and degradation are real possibilities for 
our thought. 1117 Lewis 1s statement in Mere Christianity provides the 
basis of his cosmic myth: 11 Christianity agrees with Dualism that this 
universe is at war. But it does not think this is a war between indepen-
dent powers. It thinks it is a civil war, a rebellion, and that we are 
living in a part of the universe occupied by the Enemy--occupied terri-
tory--that is what this world is. Christianity is the story of how the 
rightful king landed, you might say landed in disguise, and is calling us 
all to take part in a great campaign of sabotage. 1118 And we as readers 
are also drawn up into this campaign. As Holmer puts it, these novels 
11 cause the reader to observe and to articulate the differences between 
the sinless and the sinful; one becomes increasingly aware of the mixed 
proportions that we humans are. Being neither completely vicious nor vir-
tuous, ... we have all the more reason given us to seek integrity and 
truth and to avoid compromising half-measures. A kind of longing for a 
purer state is born in us by the reading.1119 And this is the response 
Lewi.s desired. 
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In a letter to Griffiths (April 16, 1940), Lewis takes a stand for 
art and 1 iterature committed to moral truth: "Art for art 1 s sake is un-
20 healthy balderdash, 11 he says. Art and literature should either provide 
innocent recreation or a clear moral intent. Lewis evangelizes throug_h 
the imagination. However, Lewis 1 s fiction is not didactic in the sense 
of teaching what ought to be believed about God and man and goodness, but 
it does focus on the questions of ultimate religious significance, the 
moral and spiritual issues all human beings must confront in order to 
maintain their true humanity. Most of al 1, as Holmer has said, 11 Lewis 
has the delightful and sane notion that good literature cannot be written 
save to be enjoyed and tasted just for itself. 1121 We may say. with Roger 
Lancelyn Green, "Professor Lewis ... is a writer in the main stream of 
English fantasy, and he contributes to it his own clear and original 
spring. 1122 Lewis himself says, "I wrote the books I should have liked to 
read. That 1 s always been my reason for writing. People won 1 t write the 
books I want, so I have to do it for myself: no rot about 1 self-expres-
sion. 11123 
The Apostle to the Skeptics and the one who wrote books he would 
like to read combined interests in his trilogy of mythic fantasies which 
began with a space journey to the truth. And Perelandra is the epitome 
and apex of this joining with its plot based upon scripture and upon the 
scriptural account of man 1 s fall in the Garden of Eden. 
And on the subject of other worlds, Lewis wrote that 11No merely phys-
ical strangeness or merely spatial distance will realize the idea of other-
ness which is what we are always trying to grasp in a story about voyaging 
through Space: you must go into another dimension. To construct plausi-
ble and moving 1other worlds 1 you must draw on the only real 1other world 1 
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we know, that of the spirit. 1124 From these basic concepts, Lewis created 
h i s t r i 1 ogy. 
Many critics have noted the parallels with the Biblical account and 
with Paradise Lost, the closest analogue, and', of course, many have com-
mented on the Christianity inherent in Perelandra, but, to my knowledge, 
no one has dealt with Perelandra as epic. Lewis 1s own critical and schol-
arly writings, and especially his Allegory of Love on Spenser 1 s Faerie 
Queene and his Preface..!£ Paradise Lost (which he was working on while 
writing Perelandra), provide the best commentary. 
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CHAPTER 11 
DEFINITION OF EPIC 
As Lewis says in~Preface!.£.Paradise Lost, 11The first qualifica-
tion for judging any piece of workmanship from a corkscrew to a cathredal 
is to know what it is--what it was intended to do and how it is meant to 
l 
be used. 11 Therefore, let us begin with a definition of epic. 
An epic will typicaJly meet most, if not all, of the following cri-
teria. It is a long narrative poem on a great and serious subject, relat-
ed in an elevated style, and centered upon a hero of imposing stature who 
embodies the ideals of a particular nation or culture and upon whose ac-
tions depends the fate of a tribe, a nation, or the whole human race. Its 
setting is vast in scope, covering great nations, the world, or the uni-
verse. The action involves great deeds in battle requiring valororsuper-
human courage. Its heroes are aided or hindered by divine or supernatural 
forces; that is, gods or supernatural beings direct or participate in the 
action. Though most commentators say the epic usually appears in the 
early stages of nationalistic or cultural consciousness, this is not neces-
sarily true. Indeed, it seems more likely that epic will appear at the 
end of an era and look back to earlier cultural values just as they are 
about to be lost (or are being lost)--that is, to attempt to retrieve val-
ues about to fall apart. (The Aeneid, for examp 1 e, seems to represent the 
latter view in the attitudes presented regarding the gods.) 
In addition, epics usually employ the following conventions: 
10 
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l. Statement of the argument or theme, 
2. Invocation of the muse to inspire the poet, 
3. Epic question (usually addressed to the muse), 
4. Beginning.!..!:!_ medias res at a critical point in the action, 
5. Division into books.and cantos, 
6. Catalogs (long 1 ists of warriors, ships, weapons, etc.), 
7. Descriptions of weapons or armor (such aspects as their physical 
appearance, magical powers, previous history, etc.), of warriors (espe-
cially their dress and equipment), of battles, of games, etc., 
8. Address to the host (a stirring speech made by the leader to in-
spire his followers to heroism in battle), 
9. Grandiose speeches (challenges, defiances, boastings, etc.) which 
reveal the diverse temperaments of the characters, 
10. Epic or Homeric simile (an extended comparison of wartime or un-
familiar incidents or things with more familiar or domestic situations; 
descriptions of nature are especially common in Homer), 
II. Stock epithet (a compound descriptive and adjective used repeated-
ly to refer to some person or thing, as "the wine-dark sea," "ox-eyed 
Hera") , 
12. Descent into the underworld; the hero learns something he could 
find out in no other way; the trip may symbolize facing the fact of death. 2 
The above characteristics are those customaril~ agreed upon by critics 
attempting to define epic, characteristics which will be 1 isted in refer-
ence books, I iterary handbooks and so forth. However, readings of the 
epics reveal other characteristics which should be added: 
13. Funeral games, 
14. Prophecies, 
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15. Descriptions of the universe, 
16. Purveying of recondite information; that is, epic is supposed to 
represent knowledge and to bring these matters to authoritative notice. 
It has a teaching function to deal with the origin of things; for example, 
the qualities of the Phaecians are discussed in the Odyssey. 
All these aspects of definitions and conventions will be exemplified later 
(in Chapter IV). 
In his Poetics, Aristotle "claimed for epic and tragedy a convincing-
ness beyond ordinary prob ab i Ii ty and ver is i mi 1 i tu de and a mo ra I purpose-
fulness in the pleasure they could create; both imitate men as they are 
and as they ought to be; both are concerned with actions consequent upon 
good moral choices, but also with errors and frailties, with happiness 
and unhappiness; both characteristically present outstanding and noble 
people, for such are famous for their deeds and for their suffering. 113 
The term 11epic11 is often applied to works which vary from these pat-
terns, but which manifes~ an epic spirit in their scope, scale, or seri-
ousness of subject, but for our purposes we shall expect to find many, if 
not all, of the above characteristics. 
So what is epic? Elizabeth Sewell comments that tlilough epic 11 has 
been supposedly embalmed and buried, and now falls under the heading of 
1 iterary archeology, 11 we may look to Wordsworth 1 s proposal, in those pre-
Excursion lines, to take over from Milton and be assured that 11epic is 
as alive and prophetic as ever it was ... changing and developing as it 
4 goes. 11 Each poet in the epic tradition reinterprets that tradition so 
that it better fits the needs of his culture. As Sewell notes, 11These 
are the metamorphoses of the poetic spirit of which Coleridge spoke, by 
which the human race forms for itself new instruments of power according 
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. d d . . . ,,s to its nee s an act1v1t1es. Indeed, this is the nature of any 1 iving 
tradition. "Epic, seen from the point of view of the working poet," 
Sewel 1 says, 11 is a dynamic instrument concerned with heroic achievement, 
advance, exploration. The significance of these, in terms of man moving 
between earth and heaven, is inquired into in the person of the epic hero.116 
So what happens to epic? The conventions, devices and concerns of 
the epic find their way into new forms. In the twentieth century, the 
epic has evolved into the novel, or drama, or satire which takes on many 
of the devices of the epic to talk about inconsequential things, some-
times in the form of mock epic which treats a trivial subject in the grand 
style. using epic formulas to make it ridiculous or ludicrous. Alexander 
Pope's The Rape of the Lock, undo;ubtedly the finest mock epic poem in 
English, satirizes in polished verse the trivial society of the belles 
and gallants of the eighteenth century by recounting the cutting of a 
lady's lock of hair. Anthony Trollope's Barchester Towers is an example 
of a mock heroic epic in novel form. Epic has also evolved into the short 
epic poem which tells the same kind of story traditional epic did. Para-
dise Regained is an excellent example, or Keats' fragmentary Hyperion. 
But most importantly, epic has evolved into science fiction. What re-
mains of the epic then is whatever can be used. There is the freedom in-
dicative of a 1 iving tradition. Different artists take what they need 
and leave the rest, th~s giving new I ife to the devices. 
The chart of the major epics recognized by scholars (Table I) will 
help to illustrate the ways in which epic has evolved, always with what 
has gone before affecting everything that follows. (The two major Orien-
tal epics--the Mahabharatta and the Ramayama--really had no effect on the 
other epics I isted, but have begun to do so in the twentieth century. 
TABLE 
CHART OF EPICS 
Date Written Time Number 
Title Author or Published of Events Hero Language Poetic Form of Lines 
Gilgamesh c. 2000 B. C. Prehistory Gil game sh Sumerian l '300 
11 i adF Homer c. 850 B.C. c. l l 00 B. C. Achilles Greek dactylic hexa-
meter 15 '700 
OdysseyF Homer c. 850 B. C. c. l l 00 B. C. Odysseus Greek dactylic hexa- l l '300 
meter 
MahabharataNI Vyas a c. 500 B. C .- c. 1200 B. C. Arjuna Sanskrit couplets 200,000 
500 A. D. 
RamayanaNI Valmiki c. 500 B. C .- c. 500 B. C. Rama Sanskrit couplets 48,000 
200 A.D. 
AeneidF Virgil 29-19 B.C. c. l l 00 B. C. Aeneas Latin dactylic hexa- 10,000 
meter 
BeowulfF c. 725 c. 515 Beowulf Old English half-lines, 3,200 
alliteration 
Shah-NamehNI Firdausi c. 1000 3600 B.C.- Rustem and Persian couplets 120,000 
651 A. D. others four-line stanzas 
Song of Roland F c. 1100 778 Ro 1 and French stanzas 4,000 
assonance 
El Cid 11110 1040-1099 Ruy Diaz Spanish stanzas 3' 700 
assonance 
Lay of Igor's c. 1185 l l 85 Igor Russian rhythmic prose 700 
Campaign 
~ ..,.. 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Date Written Time Number 
Tit le Author or Pub 1 i shed of Events Hero Language Poetic Form of Lines 
Nibel ungenl ie/ c. 1200 c. 400 Siegfried German ha 1 f-1 i nes 10,000 
( Kr i emh i 1 d) alliteration 
four-1 ine stanzas 
rhyme 
Divine Corned/ Dante 1 321 1321 Dante . I ta 1 i an terza. rima 13,500 
OrlandoF Ariosto 1516 c. 770 Orlando Italian ottava rima 54,200 
Furioso 
Lus i ad/ Camoens 1572 1497-1498 Vasco da Portuguese ottava rima 11 '500 
Gama 
JerusalemF Tasso 1581 c. II 00 Godfrey of I ta Ii an ottava rima 14,600 
De 1 i vered Boulogne 
Faerie Queene F Spenser 1596 1550 Prince English Spenserian 35,200 c. 
Arthur stanzas 
Paradise Los/ Mi 1 ton 1667 creation Adam English blank verse 8,500 
Pa rad i seF Milton 16 71 Jesus's Jesus English blank verse 2 ,070 
Rega Lned 1 i fet i me 
Kalevala F (Lonn rot) 1849 creation+ Va i namo i nen Finnish trochees 22 '800 
and others 
The Four Zoas Blake c. 1797-1804 creation Albion and Eng Ii sh accentual cadence 3,600 
to Jerusalem 
apocalypse 
Mi 1 ton F Blake 1 800-1804 creation+ Albion, English accentua 1 cadence 1 ,965 
Mi 1 ton 




Or, Growth ofF 
a Poet 1 s Mind . 
Hiawatha 







Author or Pub I ished 
Wordsworth 1805; 1850 
Longfellow 1855 
Benet 1923 
Ma cLe i sh 19 32 
Neihardt 1915-1941 
Lewis 1944 
Wi 11 iams 1946-1958 
NI =no influence on Western epic. 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Time 
of Events 
c. I 795 
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Moreover, they are major epics in their cultures; therefore, I have in-
cluded them in order to give a complete picture of the time frame within 
which epics arose.) 
We may safely assume that Lewis was familiar with those epics marked, 
for he has mentioned them in various writings. And it is highly I ikely 
that he was familiar with all those I isted from the Song of Roland through 
The Prelude. We are, of course, not sure that he was influenced by epics 
other than those he has mentioned, but direct influence is not the point 
here. I merely wish to illustrate that all epics look back to prior 
epics, follow many of the same conventions, and at least partially reject 
past values represented in order to build their own structure and value 
system based upon these predecessors. John Brown's Body, Conquistador, 
Mountain Men, and Paterson may all be seen as at least adaptations of the 
epic. 
Not only has the epic genre evolved, but change is in the very epic 
tradition. A quality found in al I great epics seems to be a rejection of 
the values exhibited in prior epics as partial, incomplete views of val-
ues. As Karl Kroeber perceptively notes, "Genuine literary epic is in-
spired by the sense that past epics convey only a partial consciousness 
of the human predicament. 117 Even Homer 1 s Odyssey somewhat rejects the 
values Homer himself had portrayed in The 11 iad, for in a time and place 
--that is, at the edge of ~he Greek world, isolated and on their own--
where the older heroic battles are not enough to enable one to overcome, 
Odysseus has the new virtue of wit and trickiness which allows him to sur-
vive and to protect his kingdom of Ithaca. Another example of a rejected 
past tradition may be seen in the telling of one's name and 11 pedigree11 to 
an opponent in battle, a common practice in the 11 iad, for it insured that 
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one was fighting a worthy opponent so that one might gain glory and recog-
nition. However, when Odysseus told his name and lineage to the Cyclops, 
Polyphemus, this boast only brought trouble. Because Polyphemus knew 
Odysseus's name, he could complain to his father, the god Poseidon. As a 
result, Poseidon hounded Odysseus mercilessly in revenge. Then Virgil 
presented Aeneas as embodying virtues which were totally uni ike those of 
Homer's heroes: Aeneas the pius, meaning responsible, true, having rever-
ence for the gods, filial devotionJ loyalty to friends, and loyalty to 
one's fatherland. As Lewis has said, Virgil introduces the "sense of 
vocation" to epic. 8 And Spenser presented his epic heroes and heroines 
(and having heroines was a change in itself) as emphasizing the inner vir-
tues; it did not even matter so much whether the hero won his battle or 
not so long as his inner motivation, his heart, was right. The quest was 
really an inward one--to achieve the Christian and Aristotelean virtues. 
Paradise Lost might be said to be the culmination of this rejecting of 
older values (in order to present a more acceptable and complete value 
system) as far as Christian epic can go, for Paradise Lost combines 
Homer's emphasis on heroic deeds and Virgil's sense of vocation, of a holy 
calling to a task, with Spenser's emphasLs upon the inner virtues and pre-
sents the point of view that both proper inner virtues and outer deeds 
are necessary for one to be heroic. Paradise Lost is an exemplification 
of the scr i ptura 1 statement that 11 fa i th without works is dead . 11 But The 
Prelude, which may be considered a new form of epic, for its heroic quest 
is inward, with its subject being the birth and early growth of the imag-
inative power (Books I-VI), its impairment (Books VI I-XI), and its even-
tual restoration (Books XI I-XIV), takes this rejecting of past epic val-
ues even further. It embodies the idea that modern civi 1 ization, the 
------ -
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human creation meant to foster and to protect man's dignity as a man, is 
itself in this fallen vvorld the most dangerous enemy of man's 11 civil 11 vir-
tues and reduces man to machinery part, robs him of his individuality. 
Kroeber says, 11Wordsworth in The Prelude is the prototype of the contempo-
rary hero: the man who fights against his culture. 119 Perelandra is in 
the epic tradition of partial rejection of past values, also, like The 
Prelude emphasizing those values of the culture to be rejected. However, 
in his rejection of man spreading throughout the universe, Lewis seems 
also to be rejecting the same attitude as the exploitative explorations 
of Camoens' Vasco da Gama in the Lusiads. He says, 11we know what our 
race does to strangers. Man destroys or enslaves every species he can.· 
Civilized man murders, enslaves, cheats, and corrupts savage men. Even 
inanimate nature he turns into dust bowls and slag-heaps. 111 ° Further, he 
says, 11 1 have wondered before now whether the vast astronomical distances 
may not be God's quarantine precautions. They prevent the spiritual in-
fection of a fallen species from spreading. 1111 Moreover, following Para-
dise Lost, Perelandra emphasizes the necessity of inner virtue being com-
bined with outer deed, for Ransom has to physically do battle with the 
forces of evil. Lewis also emphasizes an aspect of the Christian value 
system not dealt with in Paradise Lost--that of the worth of each indi-
vidual. Thus, while Milton's epic heroes were Adam and Eve-- 11 Grand Par-
ents 11 of the entire human race, or even Christ, God's own, only-begotten 
Son--Lewis 1 s is a not-very-distinguished university don. Lewis is empha-
sizing that since the Incarnation and Sacrifice of Christ, any and every 
Christian represents God and thus is in a high position to allow them to 
be epic heroes. 
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Perelandra also tells of the birth and early growth of the irnagina-
tive power--in the Green Lady--and of Satan-in-Weston 1 s attempt to impair 
and pervert it. Perelandra also presents Weston, appearing in his shirt, 
shorts and pith helmet (the symbol of the white man 1 s domination over the 
colored races of the Earth) _with his space ship, punt, gun, primus stove, 
tins, tent and paraphernalia as representative of the dangers of 11 civil-
ization. 11 This also follows in the tradition of Spenser and Milton, for 
both often employ the association of objects of handicraft or art shaped 
and formed by man with evil. (Mercilla 1 s throne in~ Faeri~ Queene, 
Book V, Canto IX, for example.) I n Spense r , a rt ( that i s , a rt i f i ce) i s 
evil as opposed to nature as good. The artful Bower of Bliss is thus 
evil, whereas the natural Garden of Adonis and the natural GardenofVenus 
are good. Milton generally disdains objects of technology such as wea-
pons for the military, metal gardening tools, mining, and so forth. 12 Art-
ful and technologically-created Pandemonium is thus evil and natural Eden 
good. Since the Green Lady. of Perelandra chooses to follow in Maleldil 's 
will rather than to set herself up as equal to God to choose and make her 
own life, she and her descendants will never have to fight their own cul-
ture (as does the poet in The Prelude) in order to preserve their individ-
uality. And since she has chosen to walk in Maleldil 1 s will rather than 
to seize choice, she and the King are given freedom to guide their world. 
Lewis says, "To enjoy our full humanity we ought, so far as is possi-
ble, to contain within us potentially a~ all times, and on occasions to 
actualize, all the modes of feeling and thinking through which man has 
1 3 passed. 11 He quotes Traherne to support his point: 11 Men do mightily 
wrong themselves when they refuse to be present in all ages and neglect 
to see the beauty of all kingdoms. 1114 Epic, with its encylopedic 
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inclusion of the thoughts and values represented in past epics, does "ac-
tualize all the modes of feeling and thinking through which man has pass-
d 1115 e . Thus Lewis 1 s uses of Biblical material and epic references and 
devices are, as he says of Milton 1 s learned similes and allusions, 11not 
done for display, but in order to guide our imaginations with unobtrusive 
pressure into the channels where the.poet wishes them to flow. 1116 Donald 
E. Glover says that when discussing his theory of literature, Lewis 11 in-
sisted upon a message that would bring the reader closer to truth. 111 7 
Glover adds, 11 He even seemed to suggest that an author 1s indirect approach 
to the message might work best because it would slide past the reader 1 s 
inhibitions and prejudices and ca~ch him unaware. 1118 In fact, Frederick 
H. Candelaria has noted that 11 the epic i_s the genre of the heroic age, 
and so succeeds better than any other form in evoking (and perhaps provok-
ing) the heroic spirit in our unheroic age. 1119 
Though the epic does evoke and provoke the heroic spirit, this can-
not properly be classified as an unheroic age. Besides such visible hero-
ic figures as Gandhi, Frankl in Delano Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, Martin 
Luther King, John F. Kennedy, Solzenitzhen, Anwar Sadat, this age has 
more than its share of unsung heroes--the ordinary, common, garden variety 
of hero who may not get recognition for his heroism but is nonetheless 
truly heroic: the 11ordinaryl 1 person who dares to get involved, to take a 
firm stand for the side of goodness and right when it would be so much 
safer and easier to maintain a supposedly neutrai position; the 11ordinaryl 1 
person who acts upon what he thinks is right--these are the unsung heroes. 
And this is the main rejection of past epic values with the heroes having 
to be of royal or aristocratic blood and the main addition Lewis is 
bringing to prior epic values--the emphasis upon each '.'9rdinary! 1 person 
being a child of God, so that any one is qualified to be an epic hero. 
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CHAPTER 11 I 
SCIENCE FICTION AS A SUCCESSOR 
OF EPIC GENRE 
The central novel of Lewis's space trilogy, Perelandra, is of the 
genre of science fiction with its journey to another planet and beings 
of another world. Therefore, back to our corkscrew or cathedral, we must 
be sure we define science fiction. Wordsworth in ''Preface to Lyrical 
Ballads" noted that when science becomes man's environment, the poet 
"will be ready to follow the steps of theman of science ... at his 
side, carrying sensation into the midst of the objects of science itself. 
The remotest discoveries of the chemist, the botanist, or mineralo-
gist will be as proper objects of the poet's art as any. 111 This is what 
has happened with the genre of science fiction. It is fiction based 
upon extrapolations of possibilities generated by some area of science, 
which has become at least a major part of man's environment. 
Many definitions of science fiction have been proposed. According 
to Kingsley Amis: "Science fiction is that class of prose narrative 
treating of a situation that could not arise in the world we know, but 
which is hypothesized on the basis of some innovation in science or tech-
nology, or pseudo-science or pseudo-technology, whether human or extra-
terrestrial in origin." Some stories involve "perfectly plausible exten-
sions of existing theories and techniques 11--robots, for instance. Others 
fabricate ways of getting around existing science--in space travel, for 
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example. However, science fiction maintains a respect for fact or pre-
sumptive fact. It presents ''with verisinilitude the human effects of 
spectacular changes in our environment, changes either deliberately will-
ed or involuntarily suffered. 112 As Sam Moskowitz says, "Science fiction 
is a branch of fantasy identifiable by the fact that it eases the willing 
suspension of disbelief of its reader by utilizing atmosphere of scien-
tific credibility for its imaginative speculations in physical science, 
space, time, social science, and philosophy. 113 Donald A. ~/olheim adds: 
''Science fiction is that branch of fantasy, which, while not true of pre-
sent day knowledge, is rendered plausible by the reader 1 s recognition of 
the scientific ~ossibil ities of it being possible at some future date or 
at some uncertain period of the past. 114 Therefore, John Aquino sums up: 
"Science fiction is a world that lies in scientific speculation, 115 but 
he also classifies science fiction as "a literary genre, or at least a 
6 sub-genre under fantasy." According to Isaac Asimov: "Science fiction 
and fantasy (which we may lump together as 'surrealistic fiction• if we 
wish) deal ... with events played against social backgrounds that do 
not exist today, 117 but with a surreal background which "could conceivably 
be derived from our own by appropriate changes in the level of science 
8 and technology." In contrast, Ursula K. LeGuin says: "Science fiction 
is often described, and even defined, as extrapolative." But she adds, 
''Fortunately, though extrapolation is an element in science fiction, it 
isn't the name of the game by any means. It is far too rationalist and 
simplistic to satisfy the imaginative mind 11 ;9 therefore, LeGuin says 
science fiction may be considered as "a thought experiment." And she 
goes on to explain: "In a story so conceived, the moral complexity pro-
per to the modern novel need not be sacrificed, nor is there any built-in 
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dead end; thought and intuition can move freely within bounds set only 
by the terms of the experiment.. . . The purpose of a thought-experiment 
... is not to predict the future but to describe reality, the 
present world. Science fiction is not predictive; it is descriptive. 1110 
Thus we note that there is a broad range of definition of science 
fiction by its more literary practitioners. However, all the definitions 
suggest that the air of scientific plausibility should be included; and 
though there is no doubt that science fiction and fantasy are closely re-
lated, often with many characteristics in common such as the entry into 
another world, a journey, a gathering of experts, etc., it is this insis-
tence upon fact br' presumptive fact which marks science fiction. As Amis 
notes, 11 lt might be thought that, to push it to the limit, a fantasy 
story could be turned .into a science fiction story merely by inserting a 
few lines of pseudo-scientific patter ... However, science fiction 
differs in the kind of 11 scientific patter" used to justify its marvels. 
Even when these marvels are pure 11 flim-flam, 11 like fantasy magic, 11 the 
scientific patter contafns an implicit assertion of the truth of the sci-
entific world view and an assurance that, while the laws of the cosmos· 
may not be fully understood, still there are laws. 1112 This allows for 
comments on our social functions and institutions, our religions, our 
philosophies; in other words, this bases science fiction, no matter how 
far removed the universe or creatures being presented, in our world. 
If we are going to have science fiction, the field can scarcely have 
existed in a true sense until we had what may be recognized as science. 
Of course, science and technology have advanced throughout history, but 
the changes were so slow and gradual in time and spread so slowly and 
imperceptibly in space that change was not visible within an individual 1 s 
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lifetime. With the Industrial Revolution, however, change speeded up 
so that its effects were visible within an individual lifetime, and sci-
ence fiction as a genre was begun as a response. Table I I shows the 
gradual nature of science and technology up to the Industrial Revolution 
and the proliferation and increased speed of inventions, findings, and 
changes after the Industrial Revolution. The table also reveals that 
writers in earlier centuries used fantasy to create alternative socie-
ties, and even employed devices, plots, and themes of science fiction, 
so we do have significant precursors to science fiction. Retroactively, 
examples of supposed science fiction have been traced as far back as 
Plato (see Table I I), but Mary Shelley's Frankenstei.n, published in Great 
Britain (the .true home of the Industrial Revolution) in 1816, is the 
f . . f" . 13 1rst true science 1ct1on. However, the term 11 science fiction" was 
not coined until 1929 when Hugo Gernsback invented it as he launched a 
magazine for this kind of story. 
Table I I reveals the shifting emphases in the genre of science fie-
ti on. It began with an emphases upon the human. In her introduction to 
Frankenstein, Mary Shelley notes that it 11affords a point of view to the 
imagination for the delineating of human passions more comprehensive and 
commanding than any which the ordinary relations of existing events can 
. l d 1114 y1e . Then the field underwent a period of interest mainly in the 
hardware, the technology, and the tools of science, shown in Table I I in 
the references to the science fiction magazines which were founded; this 
period came to be called the 11 space opera 11 era of science fiction, but 
it ended rather thoroughly as far as the main stream of science fiction 
is concerned in the so-called New Wave of the 1960's with a change to a 
more speculative, less scientific fiction. The science fiction of the 
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TABLE 11 
A CHART OF KEY EVENTS IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION, SCIENCE, 
AND TECHNOLOGY CORRELATED WITH EPIC 
AND SCIENCE FICTION WORKS 
Date 
Pre-historic 











c. 1900-1400 B.C. Stonehenge 
c.1750-1500 B.C. Minoan Culture 
c.1200 B.C. Trojan Wars 
850-600 B.C. Homeric Greece 
753 B.C. Rome Founded 
6th Century B.C. Concept That 
Permanence Is 
111 us ion; the 
Only Reality 
Is Change 
5th Century B.C. Atomic Struc-
ture of Matter 
Work 
GilgameshE 
Myths of Theseus & 
the MinotaurPSF, SFE 
JobE 
The lliadE, SFE 
The OdysseyE, pSF 
4 14 B. C . The Bi rds 
TOrn i th es) pS F 
400- 2 70 B . C . 





c. 300 B.C. Geometry 
3rd Century B.C. Hydrostatics 
c. 230 B.C. Earth's Circum-
ference 
27 B. C. Roman Emp i re 
Established 













Vi rg i 1 
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TABLE 11 (Continued) 
Date Event/Discovery Work Person/Author 
100-475 A.O. Goths, Vandals Metamorphoses 
pSF 
Apuleius 
and Huns Raid 
the Roman Em-
pi re 
165 A.O. A True H. pSF 1 story Lucian of --- Samosata 
306-337 First Christian Constantine 
Emperor 
410 Rome Sacked by Alaric 
Visigoths 




6th Century Water Wheel 
687 Frankish King- Pepin of 
do ms United Heristal 
8th Century Stirrup 
E 
c. 725 Beowulf 
9th Century Rudder 
835 Vikings Raid 
England and the 
European Conti-
nent 
c. 850 Feudal ism in 
Europe 
962 Holy Roman 
Empire Founded 
1066 Normans Conquer 
England 
c. 1085 First Univer-
sity--in 
Bologna, Italy 
1095 Crusades Begin 
11th Century Movable Type Pi-Sheng 
12th Century Windmi 11 
Song of E c. 1100 Roland 































Ma r i ne r ' s Com-



















comedyE, S FE 
pSF Tales 
pSF De came ron 
pSF Le Morte D'Arthur 










Ma 11 ory 
Columbus 








































Knit t i n'g 
Machine 
Microscope 














De Re Metal] ica 
LusiadsE 
Jerusalem DeliveredE 
E SFE Faerie Queene ' 
De Magnete 
- Q . pSF Don u 1 xote 
PSF S FE The Tempest ' 
pSF Novum 0 rganum 
The New AtlantispSF 
S . pSF omn 1 um 
























Discourse _9f ~Voyage Gonsales 
Thither by Domingo 
Gonsa l esP"S'" 

























TABLE 11 (Continued) 


















Voyage dans ~ LunepSF Cyrano 
de Bergerac 
. E SFE Paradise Lost ' Mi ]ton 
. E SFE Paradise Regained ' Milton 
Principia Mathematica Newton 
Voyage to the MoonPSF Russen 
Gui I iver 1 s TravelspSF 
Pamela 
Hadley 









Electricity Luigi Galvani 
Experiments 
Cotton Gin Whitney 
A Voyage to the Aratus 
MoonPSF - --
An Essay on the Prin- Malthus 
Clple of POpUiatTOn 
Mass Production Whitney 





TABLE I I (Continued) 
Date Event/Djscovery Work Person/Author 
1800 Electric Battery 
1802 Atomic Theory 
Volta 
Dalton 


































The Prelude: Or, 
Growth of a Poet's 
MindE- - -
A Flight to the 
MoonPSF - --
(ls t SF) SF 
Frankenstein 
SF 
The Last Man 
Fowl er 






Mary She 11 ey 
Ohm 
A Voyage to the Atterley 
MoonSF - --
The Moon HoaxSF Locke 
"Ms. Found in a Poe 
Bottle11 SF 
Telegraph Morse 
"Hans Pfaall"SF Poe 




11 Rappacini 1 s Hawthorne 
Daughter 11 SF 
SF 
11The Bal loon Hoax11 Poe 
Communist Manifesto Marx, Engels 





























TABLE 11 (Continued) 





. E SFE Hiawatha ' Longfellow 
SF "The Bell Tower" Melville 
PhantastesSFE,Fantasy MacDonald 












~ Journey to the SF Verne 
Center of the Earth 




SF Robur the Conqueror Verne 
















































TABLE 11 (Continued) 
Event/Discovery Work Person/Author 











Connecticut Yankee in Twain 
King Arthur 1 s Court"STE 
News from NowhereSF 
11The Stolen Bacil-
lus11SF 
The Time MachineSF ---------
The Wood Beyond the 
wor1JSr 
LillithSFE 




We 11 s 
Marconi 
Roentgen 






We 11 s 
The Well at Morris 
the Wot=Td'S 
EndSFE, Epic Elements 
(Founder of Heroic 
Fantasy) 
The Invisible ManSF Wells 
The War of the Wells 
Wc;';"1 ci0F- --
When the Sleeper Wells 
~s"SF 
The First Men in Wells 
the MoonSF-- --
The Food of the 
Gods~---
Wi 1 ber and 
Orville Wright 
































Perry Rea ch es 
the North Pole 
Amundsen Reaches 
the South Pole 
World War I 
Communist Revo-





The Master of the 
Wc;'°1 dSF - --
~Modern UtopiaSF 
AyeshaSF 
Before Adams F 
..!..!:!. the Days of 
the CometSF 





We 11 s 
Haggard 
London 
We 1 ls 
Wel 1 s 
SF 
11The Machine Stops 11 Forster 
Ralph l24C 4l+SF 
Under the Moons 
of MarsSF 
SF Tarzan £i. the Apes 





~the Earth's CoreSF Burroughs 
The World Set FreeSF Wells 
The Scarlet Plague 


































TABLE I I (Continued) 
Event/Discovery \./ark Person/Author 





TV Image Tube 
Stock Market 
Crash 
Men Like GodsSF 
The Land That Time 
Fc;;g;tSF -- --
SF Magazine Amazing 
Star i es Founded 
Skylark of SpaceSF 











Term "Science SF Magazine Science Gernsback 
Fiction" Coined Wonder Stories Found-




ing Stories Founded 
Last and First MenSF 
Gernsback 
Lawrence 
Stap 1 edon 
Lord Rutherford 
and co 11 eagues 
at Cambridge 
Discovery of Chadwick 
Neut ran 
Discovery of Anderson 
Positron 
SF Brave New World Huxley 
. - SF 
When Worlds Collide BalmerandWylie 
Pirates of VenusSF Burroughs 

























TABLE I I (Continued) 
Event/Discovery 
Nazis Take Over 
Germany 
Work 




We 11 s 
The Legion of SpaceSF Williamson 
The Mightiest Campbell 
~hineSF 
The HobbitE,SFE Tolkein 
Nuclear Fission Meitner, Hahn, 
of Uranium Strassman 











Boom in SF 
Magazines 
Out of .the Silent Lewis 
"P']";n ;ts_F_ 
"Future Hi story11 SF 
"Nightfal l"SF 









































TABLE I I (Continued) 
Event/Discovery Work Pe rs on/ Author 
The Martian Chroni- Bradbury 
c 1 es SF 
PatersonE Wi 11 iams 
Nuc 1 ear-Fission Atomic Energy 
Reactor Commission 





Explorer I --USA 
Microchip 




SF The Space Merchants Pohl and 
The Demo] ished ManSF 
Player PianoSF 
Star' Man 1 s Son 
2250 A. D. SF-




Childhood's EndSF Clarke 
Farenheit 451SF Bradbury 
The Lord of the Tolkein 
~g~F(epic fan-
tasy trilogy of The 
Fellowship "of the 
Rings, 1954;-T~Re-
turn of the King,-
1955; The TwOTowers, 
1966; The Lord of the 
Rings, 196~ 
SF Starship Troopers 
A Canticle for 
LeibowitzSF 




Mi 11 er 
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US Manned Orbit 




Trans pl ant 




pSF =precursor of Science fiction 
E = Epic 
Work 
Stranger .i!!.~ Strange 
LandSF 
The Man in the ~igh 
CastJ;S°i=--
A Wrinkle in TimeSF 
W S . SF ~ tat1on 
Dune SF 
Fl.owe rs far 
Al gernonSF" 
200 l : A Space 
~sey"S" 
The Left Hand of ---r--DarknessS 
Rendezvous with 
Rama SF 
A Wind in the DoorSF 
The DispossessedSF 
A Swiftly Tiltin_£, 
Planet SF 
SF The Beginning Place 
Person/Author 
























SFE = has Science fiction Elements 
SF Science Fiction 
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1970 1 s shows an even further heightened literary awareness. Furthermore, 
science fiction writers of the 1980 1 s 11 are far more concerned with the 
use of the ingredients of science fiction as literary metaphor, rather 
than only as imaginative ideas for imaginative adventures .... It is 
the nature of humanness that increasingly fascinates the science fiction 
writer ... 1115 Scien·ce fiction may be said to be science fiction in 
the same way Wordsworth may be called a nature poet, for just as Words-
worth 1 s real interest is in the human response to nature, so science 
fiction's real interest is in the human response to science. Moreover, 
within the last twenty years, the science of science fiction has come to 
be based less on technology or physics or astrophysics, etc., and more 
on what is called the 11 soft 11 sciences--human sciences, psychology, social 
sciences, and even para-sciences. As can be determined from the chart in 
Table I I, science fiction has changed considerably in the last twenty 
years,.and the change has been beneficial from a literary viewpoint. As 
David Gerrald has said, 11As the field has grown it has matured, and each 
succeeding generation of writers has become more and more involved with 
what it is to be human. 1116 The horizons have been widened, with a less 
restrictive view of what science fiction is and what it can do. And 
C. S. Lewis's space trilogy was one of the pioneers in this new emphasis. 
Lewis, who read what is now called science fiction from the time he could 
read, notes that, ironically, science fiction 11 began to be popular when 
it least deserved popularity, and to excite critical contempt as soon as 
it ceased to be wholly contemptible. 1117 
It has been noted by many that science fiction stories sometimes 
present events, technology, or scientific concepts which eventually come 
to pass. Atomic bombs, trips to the moon, or Verne's submarine are 
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classic examples. But, as Asimov says, 11To suppose that this predictive 
aspect of science fiction, this foreseeing of details, is the truly im-
pressive thing about science fiction, serves ... only to trivialize the 
field. 1118 Contrary perhaps ~o popular opinion, science fiction, as 
Kingsley Amis notes, 11 is rather poor as an instrument of scientific pre-
diction, but, he adds, 11 it is an excellent medium for the exploration of 
h h f 1 h h . f . "f" d" . 1119 t e taste, t e ee , t e uman meaning o sc1ent1 1c 1scover1es. 
Moreover, scientific discoveries soon pall. James Blish has said: 11The 
writer or reader who still thinks an exploding star is inherently more 
wonderful than the mind and heart of the man who wonders at it is going 
20 to run out of these. peripheral wonders sooner or later. 11 11 Literature 
has the tacit aim of improving us through understanding, by creating in 
our minds what we could not otherwise observe. In serious science fie-
tion, in which the writer questions past values and future alternatives, 
science and technology exist against the background of a moral tradi-
t . 1121 ion. Brian Aldiss said in a letter that it is impossfble to write 
science fiction without acknowledging the religious and moral considera-
tions. 11 Religion, 11 he wrote, 11 is an integral part of the science fie-
tion vision. Directly we look to the futureorto mankind in the mass, 
22 we have a pararational situation on our hands. 11 Madeleine L1 Engle 
supports this concept. 11 1 often seek theological insights in science 
fiction, 11 she says, 11 because this is a genre eminently suited to explora-
tion of the Creator and creation .. because to think about other 
worlds in other galaxies, other modes of being is a theological enter-
prise.1123 Certainly religious and spiritual considerations have pro-
vided the subject matter for some of the best science fiction ever writ-
ten. 
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In truth the species of imaginative metaphor of science fiction now 
attracts intelligent readers and serious, dedicated writers. "Science 
fiction . is a form.of contemporary metaphor, a literary device for 
examining our world and our lives from another perspective. It is a sig-
nificant form of the contemporary novel: not a substitute for it, nor 
a poor relation of it, but an integral part of it. 1124 Critical discovery 
of science fiction is, Amis says, "part of a change in our literary sen-
sibility that has led to a renewal of interest in romance forms [and] 
part of the general rise of interest in uncanonical cultural forms such 
as popular ethnic literature, [but] critics and authors together have at 
last begun a sustained exploration of the literary possibilities inherent 
in the genre.t 125 
For years, the accepted canons of taste rejected romance as child-
ish, preferring real ism. Now, however, the romance form of the sci en-
tific age, science fiction, has been "discovered." And as Rose notes, 
"An understanding that science fiction is a romance form is perhaps the 
. . . d. . f h 1126 necessary prerequ1s1te to serious 1scuss1on o t e genre. As a mat-
ter of fact, H. G. Wells always called his tales "scientific romances," 
and Northrup Frye calls science fiction a form of romance. 
Frye maintains that "the history of literature seems to break down 
into a series of cultural periods ... each dominated by certain conven-
tions. During these periods ... the burden of the past increases rap-
idly in weight and oppressiveness. Writers improve and refine on their 
predecessors until it seems that no further improvement is possible. 
Then the conventions wear out, and literature enters a transitional 
phase where some of the burden of the past is thrown off and popular lit-
erature, with romance at its center, comes again into the foreground. 1127 
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Furthermore, Frye maintains this is what is happening now after the de-
cline of realistic fiction. Frye uses the term 11primitive 1 for the lit-
erature that shakes off the outworn and exhausted traditions of a period 
and emerges with romance at its center. Science fiction is the primitive 
of today. 
The history Frye gives of literature as a whole parallels that of 
the genre of epic with its periodic changes in subject and form. In 
fact, Frye mentions that Spenser 11with his ogres and dragons 11 was pur-
posely throwing off older, perhaps exhausted traditions and including 
romance formulas to gain 11 imaginative support for the Protestant revolu-
. f h . . 112 S A d S h . . l t1on o 1s time. n penser set 1s romance narrat,ve, compete 
with knights and ladies, ogres and dragons, in a universe of intelli-
gible order, thus revealing a kinship in the order of its universe with 
the air of plausibility in science fiction. 
Romance forms usually employ symbolism and/or allegory, so they can 
treat philosophical issues, as does C. S. Lewis. Romance also suggests 
an inward quest, the inner truths, the dream world (shared with fairy 
tale) where the unconscious and submerged meanings of our lives take 
monstrous or enchanting shape. 11The improbable, desiring, erotic, and 
violent world of romance, 11 Frye explains, 11 reminds us that we are not 
awake when we have abolished the dream world: we are awake only when 
we have absorbed it again. 1129 Therefore, romance forms such as sci-
ence fiction appeal at our most vulnerable levels and elicit our total 
response. Mdreover, through some different point of view or invention 
or perspective, which Darko Suvin terms estrangement, science fiction 
allows for breadth and· provides the unique abi 1 ity to explore the nature 
of humanness from a variety of perspectives--retrospect from the future, 
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th~ alien world, the parallel or opposite world, through time, etc. For 
example, by locating the drama in another world where wholly alien others 
may be encountered, Lewis reintroduces into the human imagination the 
long-lost notion of blissful otherness, an integral part of the peopling 
of the world with centaurs, dragons, unicorns, dryads, satyrs, river gods, 
and so forth in myth. The description of Ransom 1 s first meeting with a 
creature from another world in Malacandra, in Out of the Silent Planet, 
is painfully eloquent: 11 lt was foolish, frightening, ecstatic and un-
bearable all in one moment. It was more than curiosity. It was like a 
courtship--1 ike· the meeting of the first man and the first woman in the 
world. 11 It was 11 the first tingling intercourse of two different, but 
rational, species. 1130 Lewis speculates about such a meeting in an essay: 
It sets one dreaming--to interchange thoughts with beings whose 
thinking had an organic background wholly different from ours 
(other senses, other appetites), to be unenviously humbled by 
intellects possibly superior to our own yet able for that very 
reason to descend to our level, to descend lovingly ourselves 
if we met innocent and childlike creatures who could never be 
as strong or as clever as we, to exchange with the inhabitants 
of other worlds that especially keen and rich affection which 
exists between unlikes; it is a glorious dream.31 
We might well apply what Bowra said in Heroic Poetry about epic and 
heroic poetry to science fiction: Science fiction, then,. 11gives verisi-
mil itude a.nd solidity to even its most improbable themes, partly by mak-
ing them fit into a visible world, partly by relating them to common ex-
perience. 11 Furthermore, science fiction, too, 11enables its audiences to 
see miraculous events and monsters and provokes certain feelings about 
them. 1 i3 2 Certainly Lewis 1s Perelandra does all the above. 
As Rose notes, science fiction 11 repeatedly strives for ... a 
quasi-religious mood of awe, and perhaps it helps to explain the appeal 
of science fiction to an age that is fundamentally materialistic in ethos 
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and yet not without a hunger for religious emotion. 113 3 As a matter of 
fact, science fiction has a "general tendency ... to move toward mo-
ments of apocalyptic revelation, ei"ther ecstatic or ... horrific, [to-
ward] striking moments in which the transcendent and the mundane inter-
penetrate,1134 that is, epiphanies. Rose perceptively notes, 11We should 
not be too surprised to find science fiction employing the same vehicle 
as religion, for science, too, emphasizes that there is more to the world 
than meets the eye. 1135 Einstein too had this viev1 of science. In his 
Evolution of Physics (1938), he said, "Physical concepts are free crea-
tions of the human mind, and are not, however it may seem, uniquely de-
termined by -the external world. 11 Perhaps Ursula K. LeGuin summarized it 
all best in her National Book Award acceptance speech: · 
I am not only a fantasist but a science fiction writer, and 
odd thought it may seem, I am proud to be both. 
We who hobnob with hobbits and tell tall tales about 
little green men are quite used to being dismissed as mere 
entertainers, or sternly disapproved of as escapists. But 
I think that perhaps the categories are changing, like the 
times. Sophisticated readers are accepting the fact that 
an improbable and unmanageable world is going to produce an im-
probable and hypothetical art. At this point, real ism is per-
haps the least adequate means of understanding or portraying 
the incredible realities of our existence. A scientist who cre-
ates a monster in his laboratory, a 1 ibrarian in the 1 ibrary of 
Babel, a wizard unable to cast a spell, a space ship having 
trouble in getting to Alpha Centauri: all these may be precise 
and profound metaphors of the human condition. The fantasist, 
whether he used the ancient archetypes of myth and legend or 
the younger ones of science and technology, may be talking as 
seriously as any sociologist--and a good deal more directly--
about human life as it is 1 ived, anq as it might be lived, and 
as it ought to be lived. For, after all, as great scientists 
have said and as all children know, it is above all by the 
imagin9tion that we achieve perception, and compassion, and 
hope.3b 
As to his choice of science fiction as the genre to carry his truth, 
C. S. Lewis writes: 
The idea of other planets exercised upon me then a peculiar, 
heady attraction, which was quite different from any other 
of my literary interests .... The interest, when the fit was 
upon me, was ravenous, 1 ike a lust. ... I may perhaps add 
that my own planetary romances have been not so much the grati-
fication of that fierce curiosity as its exorcism.37 
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"What immediately spurred me to write, 11 Lewis told an unknown correspon-
dent, "was Olaf Stapledon 1 s Last and First Men and an essay in J. B. S. 
Haldane 1 s Possible Worlds, both of which seemed to take .the idea of such 
[space] travel seriously and to have the desperately immoral outlook 
which I try to pillory in Weston. like the whole interplanetary idea 
as a mythology and simply wished to conquer for my own (Christian) point 
of view what has always hitherto been used by the opposite side. think 
Wells's First Men in the Moon the best of the sort I have read. 1138 Wells 
was one of the few who did not have the immoral outlook Lewis deplored. 
(A mythology may be defined as a pattern of beliefs that express a sense 
of the inner relationship between the phenomenal and the transcendent.) 
Lewis himself was extremely influential as a pioneer in combining his 
Christian outlook with the science fiction and fantasy genre (see Table 
11). Lewis was also influenced by David Lindsay's Voyage to Arcturus; 
Lewis says that Lindsay was "the first writer to discover what 'other 
planets• are really good for in fiction," that is, for raising questions 
about man 1 s existence since they give an "outside" view. 39 Lewis ex-
plains the crux of the matter: "No merely physical strangeness or mere-
ly spatial distance will realize that idea of otherness which is what 
we are always trying to grasp in a story about voyaging through space: 
you must go into another dimension. To construct plausible and moving 
'other worlds' you must draw on the only real 'other world' we know, that 
of the spirit. 1 ~0 In understanding Lewis' choice of science fiction for 
the carrier of his truth, we may remember he noted that even "the teach-
ing of Our Lord Himself, in which there is no imperfection, is not given 
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us in that cut-and-dried, fool-proof, systematic fashion we might have 
expected or desired. . . . He preaches but he does not I ecture. He uses 
paradox, proverb, exaggeration, parable, irony: even (I mean no irrever-
ence) the 'wisecrack. 11141 As L'Engle has pointed out, 11Jesus was not a 
theologian. He was God who told stories. 1142 St. Matthew says, 11And he 
spake many things to them in parables .. , and without a parable spake 
he not to them. 11 And so Lewis, perhaps following Jesus' example, chooses 
for his messages various genres which also show but do not lecture. And 
he chooses them for the same reasons he be l i eves Jesus did: 11 It may be 
indispensable that Our Lord's teaching, by that elusiveness (to our sys-
tematising· intellect), should demand a response from the whole man, 
should make it so clear that there is no question of learning a subject 
but of steeping ourselves in a Personality, acquiring a new outlook and 
temper, breathing a new atmosphere, suffering Him, in His own way, to 
rebuild in us the defaced image of himself. ... For . i t i s our to-
tal response that has to be el icited. 1143 Ransom and the character Lewis 
had agreed at the end of Out of the Silent Planet to publish Ransom's 
account of his trip to Mars as fiction in order to elicit 11a response 
from the whole man 11 ; Ransom said, "Anyway what we need for the 
moment is not so much a body of belief as a body of people familiarized 
. h . .d ,,44 wit certain 1 eas. 
What Lewis looks for in science fiction, there.fore, is never merely 
scientific information or technological 11gimmicks, 11 not a way to lend 
realism by so-called 11scientific11 explanations of fantastic happenings, 
but something related to the genuinely imaginative of all good litera-
ture. Through the science fiction novel, Lewis "enters the spiritual 
world and probes the outer and other, the inner and deeper, dimensions 
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f h . "45 Th 1 o uman existence. e space nave, moreover, is not chosen to tell 
a story that could be told just as well on earth: it takes us out of 
this world so we may see things in our world we might never have seen 
otherwise. 
Perhaps, even more importantly, with P~relandra Lewis has chosen 
to combine science fiction and epic. 
Science fiction is a logical inheritor of the epic genre, for it 
is vast enough in scope of both space and time and allows for the heroic 
deeds in battle and in inl'.ler virtues dealt with in past epics. 11 In 
Greek romance," Frye says, and, we may add, in epic, "the characters are 
Levantine, the setting is the Mediterranean world, and the normal means 
of transportation is by shipwreck. In science fiction the characters 
may be earthlings, the setting intergalactic spaces, and what gets wreck-
ed in hostile territory a spaceship, but the tactics of the storyteller 
generally conform to much the same outlines. 1146 In other words, they 
are much the same kind of story. 
Therefore, Lewis places his modern Biblical prose epic in the heart 
of his space trilogy. Indeed, the suggested epic question as to what men 
on earth may do in the great cosmic battle between good and evil is in-
traduced in the first book of the trilogy, Out of the Silent Planet, and 
the means which Satan, the Bent Eldil, will use as a Trojan Horse to es-
cape Earth and to invade Perelandra are prepared for in the first book 
with Weston's journey to Malacandra and his embracing of evil. And the 
cosmic war is brought to Earth in a decisive battle in the last book of 
the trilogy, That Hideous Strength. 
Lewis also putsthemythic possibilities appropriate to science fie-
tion to work in Perelandra, with the Oyarsa of Perelandra and the Oyarsa 
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of Malacandra, Venus and Mars, and with their eldila aides. (Eldils are 
something like Aquinas' notion of angels: 11 the body of an eldil is a 
movement swift as l ight. 11 ) And these beings are appropriate to epic, 
also, with its supernatural beings which affect the action. 
Urang notes that in his trilogy, Lewis 11 is u:;ing fantasy in order 
to clear away misconceptions about what may be 1 ou~ there'--not out there 
in space so much as in that transcendental mode of being for which his 
space is merely an analogue. Space itself Ransom finds to be not the 
nightmarish 'black, cold vacuity' 'long engendered in the modern mind by 
the mythology that follows in the wake of science, 1 but an empyrean ocean 
of radiance which he feels constrained to rechristen 'the heavens. 1 1147 
As Lewis asks in a poem he wrote: 
Why should I leave this grean-floored cell, 
Roofed with blue air, in which we dwell, 
Unless, outside its guarded gates, 
Long, long desired, the Unearthly watts, 
Strangeness that moves us more than fear, 
Beauty that stabs with tingling spear, 
Or wonder, laying on one's heart 
That finger-tip at which we start 
As if some thought too swift and shy 
For reason's grasp had just gone by?48 
Science fiction is the logical inheritor of the epic tradition since 
it is vast in scope, for it may include all space and time throughout the 
universe and even in other posited universes; and in light of what is 
11natural 11 on Earth, beings from other planets may 1t1ell be supernatural; 
or, as in Lewis 1·s space trilogy, they may be in a closer context, or at 
least a differing relationship, with the spiritual elements which, as 
Lewis notes, are necessary to produce the real 11otherness 11 for a good 
science fiction or fantasy tale of other worlds. Likewise, fantasy and 
science fiction may provide the last possible arenas in which it is pas-
sible for deeds in battle to be heroic. Furthermore, the fate of a 
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tribe, nation, planet, or entire universe often depends upon the actions 
of the hero in science fiction, so this places it well within the epic 
tradition. Its subject is usually a struggle for something that symbol-
izes not only a value of a culture but of al 1 humanity--usually concern-
ing what it means to be truly human in the best sense of true goodness--
to be hnau, as Ransom learns on Malacandra. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PERELANDRA AS EPIC 
C. S. Lewis's Perelandra uses epic to take us on a voyage to Venus 
which also transports us back into the opening chapters of Genesis in the 
Garden of Eden. John Reumann describes it as 11 Buck Rogers (long before 
our current astronauts) but with theology! 111 
Perelandra may be seen as an epic in the' classical tradition, for it 
employs many of the classic epic conventions as illustrated in Homer's 
11 iad and Odyssey and as specified in Aristotle and Horace, and it in-
cludes echoes and shadows of, and references and parallels to, other epics. 
It is a modern Biblical epic, for it inherits and fol lows and adapts epic 
traditions and conventions to the prose novel format, while Biblical mo-
tifs provide the basis for the plot, place its universal significance and 
its creation-wide scope, and set the epic theme of the battle of good ver-
sus evil from the Biblical, Christian point of view. 
An epic is a long narrative poem on a great and serious subject, re-
lated in an elevated style. Perelandra is a long narrative, but in prose 
rather than poetry, as are many modern inheritors of the epic tradition 
·(see Table I). Whereas earlier epics display a struggle for what is in 
the last analysis a temporal or worldly end, such as the conquest of Troy 
and the recapture of Helen, the return home from the war and the restora-
tion of Odysseus' rule in Ithaca, the founding of Rome, or even the cap-
ture of Jerusalem, Dante and Spenser and Milton display struggles between 
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good and evil as Biblically defined and discovery of ultimate spiritual 
goodness. For them, heroism is goodness, and Lewis' Perelandra is in 
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this tradition, for Lewis thought courage to be requisite to all Chris-
tian virutes, so this is certainly a serious subject. Though since Ital-
ian epic it has perhaps not been necessary for epic to be written in an 
elevated style, nonetheless, Lewis employs a hierarchical kind of decorum, 
for the King and Queen speak in an elevated style, as do the Oyarsu. The 
epic as a whole is not written in an elevated style. Its style more 
closely resembles the diction of Homer or the more flexible-, easy, and 
normal style of Paradise Regained appropriate to the stress upon the human 
side of Jesus in his temptations.· But when recording the experiences (;rn 
the holy mountain at the story's end, Lewis shifts to a ritualistic, ele-
vated style. What Lewis said of Milton's Paradise Lost applies here: 
"The grandeur which the poet assumes ... makes his epic a rite so that we 
may share it; the more ritual it becomes, the more we are elevated to the 
rank of participants .. \.Je a re summoned not to hear what one pa rt i cu-
lar man though and felt ... , but to take part, under his leadership, in a 
great mimetic dance of all Christendom, ourselves soaring. Heaven, our-
selves enacting. Paradise. 112 Such epic poetry produces in the reader, 
Lewis says, "joy or exhilaration ... an overplus of robust and tranquil 
well-being in a total experience which contains both rapturous and pain-
ful elements. 113 
The epic hero is a figure of great national or even cosmic impor-
tance. In the Gilgamesh, he is a great king; in the Iliad, Achilles, the 
son of a goddess, Thetis, and the greatest of the Greek warriors; in the 
Odyssey, Odysseus, a great Greek warrior, King of Ithaca, and 11 a man who 
was never at a loss"; in Virgil's Aeneid, Aeneas, the legendary founder 
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of the Roman race, son of the goddess Venus. In Paradise Lost, Milton's 
epic heroes Adam and Eve represent the entire human race, and in Paradise 
Regained the hero, Jesus, is both God and Man. Blake's primal hero is 
the "universal man 11 Albion, who, before his fall, incorporates man and 
god and the cosmos itself. In contrast, in Perelandra, the hero is Elwin 
Ransom, a university professor, a philologist,ofn.o particular importance 
as far as the world can see, but this is exactly Lewis' point: in Chris-
tian philosophy, each individual is a person of immense worth, of a high 
position just because he is a child of God, and his life is thus a great 
and serious subject. In Christianity, each individual is of a high posi-
ti<;>n, godlike in stature, first, in Creation wherein all are created by 
God in His own image and thus of extreme importance, and second, in the 
Incarnation wherein God became human and thus raised the stature of human-
ity, and third, in the Atonement which al lows man to become a son of God 
if he will only accept Christ's gift--to become no longer just a created 
creature of God, but, as Lewis puts it, by contagion, a son and heir. 
Moreover, the ordinary Christian hero is of a high position in another 
.way: he is eternal. Lewis explains: 11 Christianity asserts that every 
individual human being is going to live for ever .... If individuals 
live only seventy years, then a state, or a nation, or a civilization, 
which may last for a thousand years, is more important than an individual. 
But if Christianity is true, then the individual is not only more imper-
tant but· incomparably more important, for he is everlasting and the life 
of a state or a civilisation, compared with his, is only a moment. 114 
Prior epic heroes were frequently both human and divine--as, for 
example, Achil Jes or Aeneas or Jesus in Paradise Regained. However, since 
Jesus closed the gap between God and man through the Incarnation, and 
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since the Holx Spirit dwells within each, the 11ordinary11 Christian hero 
can now exist. As Ransom says, 11 Don 1t imagine I 1ve been selected to go 
to Perelandra because l 1m anyone in particular. 15 And he tells Lewis 
that the Bible makes it clear that "quite ordinary people11 might be cho-
sen to fight for God at any time. This ordinariness emphasizes the im-
portance of each individual Christian. 
However, Perelandra 1s hero does embody the ideals of a particular 
culture--the European, and even, in the overview, those of the planet 
Earth, but more importantly, he embodies the ideals of Christianity. And 
as Maleldil 1s representative he is a hero of cosmic importance, represent-
ing the entire human race, upon whose actions depend the fates of the 
Green Lady, the planet Perelandra, perhaps even that of the inhabitants 
of Earth. Lewis, the character in the novel, says that Ransom was 11 get-
ting more and more involved in what I can only describe as inter-planetary 
pol itics 11 (p. 10), for Ransom is involved in the cosmic war between the 
ultimate forces of good and evil. Ransom may well be thought of as one 
in a higher position for another reason also: he has been on another 
planet. As Lewis says, 11Who could imagine that a little farther on in 
that quiet landscape I sh6uld meet and shake by the hand a man who had 
lived and eaten and drunk in a world forty million miles distant from 
London, who had seen this Earth from where it looks like a mere point of 
green fire, and who had spoken face to face with a creature whose life 
began before our own planet was inhabitable?" (p. 9). Although Ransom 
has a SiJecial 11order11 from Maleldil delivered by the Oyarsa of Malacandra 
eldil (parallel to an archangel), this constitutes no higher position, be-
cause Ransom emphasizes the point that anyone, i.e., any Christian, might 
at any time be called upon to do battle with the forces of evil; indeed, 
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he supposes that we are regularly so called, and he doubts if his call to 
serve is any 11 odder than what al 1 of us have to do every day 11 (p. 24). 
Ransom had no sooner decided 11 that he would certainly try to kill the Un-
man to-morrow than the doing of it appeared to him a smaller matter than 
he had supposed. He could hardly remember why he had accused himself of 
megalomania when the idea first occurred to him. It was true that if he 
left it undone, Maleldil Himself would do some greater thing instead. In 
that sense, he stood for Maleldil: but no more than Eve would have stood 
for Him by simply not eating the apple, or than any man stands for Him in 
doing any good action 11 (p. 150). So we see that C. S. Lewis differs from 
epic expectations for his hero for the purpose of emphasizing the Chris-
tian 11 high position 11 of each individual. 
In attempting to classify mankind, some early Greek philosophers 
gave a special place of honor to those who 1 ive for action and for the 
honor which comes from it, those whom they believed to be moved by a self-
a?sertive principle in the human soul, an element distinguished from the 
appetites and from reason, which realizes itself in brave doings. They 
believed the 1 ife of action superior to the pursuit of profit or the grat-
ification of the senses, and that one who seeks honor is honorable. 6 
Lewis 1 s hero lacks the emphasis on seeking glory which is not now consid-
ered a noble goal, but, moved by the obedience to Maleldil, 1 ives a 1 ife 
of action rather than one of pursuit of profit or se~sory gratification, 
and. his soul realizes itself in brave doings--but with a twist, due to 
the Christian perception. Just as there is more than one kind of human 
excellence, so there is more than one kind of hero. Homer 1 s heroes per-
formed great deeds because of an ideal of manhood; in his short span of 
1 ife, Achilles had to do all he could to win honor so that he would be 
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remembered, but in the Aeneid Virgil presented a new ideal of heroism--a 
man motivated by pietas, shown less in battle than in the defeat of his 
own weaknesses. Perhaps Ransom may be said to be a new kind of epic hero, 
incorporating Homer's ideal of manhood and great actions, Virgil's virtus 
of conquering inner weaknesses, and going beyond both ideals to Tasso's 
Christian belief that what counts most is the end for which heroic ac-
tions are undertaken, and that the good will be rewarded after death even 
if they may not be rewarded with earthly victory. As he prepares for bat-
tle, Ransom muses on his death and reward after death: "Altogether he 
thought better of himself as a human animal than he had done before. He 
felt pretty certain that he would never again wield an unmaimed body un-
til a greater morning came for the whole universe, and .. 'When I wake 
up after Thy image, I shall be satisfied,' he said" (p. 151). Like 
Milton's Christ of Paradise Lost, Ransom may be a new kind of hero with 
cosmic importance even though he begins as an ordinary person in a cot-
tage near a village no bigger than Bethlehem. 
The heroic is an ideal which its adherents must be prepared to make 
any sacrifice for. What counts in the highest estimate of a hero in all 
the epics is not so much the power to destroy, to win battles, as readi-
ness to sacrifice for the ideal, even to die for it. A prime example of 
this is the old king Beowulf as he fights the dragon, and, of course, 
does die for insisting upon doing the honorable thing. Even in the Iliad, 
many brave warriors on both sides were remarkable in their fighting power, 
but it is because Achilles is ready to yield to the prophesied early 
death which would be the price of his glory that he is so highly honored 
above the others. As a matter of fact, in Homer man's mortality increases 
his grandeur. (Bowra notes that the Greeks thought Achilles a greater 
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hero than Odysseus, because he dies young in battle, while Odysseus, after 
all his adventures will die among a contented people from a gentle death 
which comes from the sea.) 7 Ransom is ready to make any sacrifice for 
his ideal; as he sees what must be done, it is even worse: 110n the physi-
cal plane it was both unarmed save for fists and teeth and nails. At 
the thought of these details, terror and disgust overcame him. To kill 
the thing with such weapons ... would be a nightmare; to be killed--who 
knew how slowly?--was more than he could face 11 (p. 146). Yet he knows 
that he will do this. Though he puts it as ''He was faced with the impos-
s i b 1 e. This he must do: this he could not do'' (p. 146), he knew that he 
would do what he must: 11The thing was going to be done. There was going 
to arrive, in the course of time, a moment at which he would have done it. 
The future act stood there, fixed and unaltered as if he had already per-
formed it11 (p. 149). But not only is Ransom ready to die in battle, he 
is certain he will do so: 11That he would be killed he felt certain 11 (p. 
146). And at this moment, a flash of humor shows through the horror and 
serves to intensify for the reader the extremity of the sacrifice Ransom 
is prepared to make: 11 'When,' he asked, 'did I ever win a fight in all 
my life?"' (p. 146). This oddity--that real things do depend upon frail 
individuals and that each must use the talents and do the tasks he has 
been given--is repeatedly emphasized in epic. Furthermore, every hero 
and heroine in the Bible does more than it would have seemed possible to 
do. In Lewis's Narnia Chronicles,Aslan, who could have decimated the 
place with his roar, calls on the giant to free himself and the animals, 
that is, to use his particular talents: 11 Giant Rumblebuffin, just let us 
out of this, wil 1 you? 118 And he has each animal use the particular tal-
ents it has--those with good noses must do the tracking, those VJith 
speed must run, etc. And in the battle in The Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe, Peter and Edmund fight in the great battle as though the entire 
outcome depends upon them, for at that point it does. And after the bat-
tie Lucy must use the phial of cordial she has been given to heal the 
wounded: it must be Lucy, and she must be quick abou~ it. Just so, it 
must be Ransom who fights Satan in Weston's body, and the outcome does de-
pend upon it. As L'Engle has noted, 11 ln a very real sense not one of us 
is qualified, but it seems that God continually chooses the most unqual i-
fled to do his work, to bear his glory. If we are qualified, we tend to 
think that we have done the job ourselves. If we are forced to accept 
our evident lack of qualification, then there's no danger that we will 
confuse God's work with our own, or God's glory with our own. 119 
Ransom's flash of humor concerning his ineptness as a fighter serves 
to illustrate another aspect of the epic hero. Though much of the inter-
est in the hero lies in what happens to him in his adventures, there is 
also interest in his ch~racter and personality, i.e.; in what he is as 
well as in what he does. The fate of Gilgamesh or Achilles or Odysseus 
or Beowulf or Roland or Adam is not just the fate of an abstract Everyman, 
though, of course, they do represent each of us, but also the fate of an 
individual who is both admired for hi& prowness (both physical and spiri-
tual) and for himself. And this is a major point in the unique Christian 
emphasis upon individual worth in Perelandra. 
Some Greek philosophers believed that Greek history containe.d a hero-
ic age when the dominant type of man was the epic hero-- 11 superior beings 
10 who sought and deserved honor. 11 They looked to Hesiod for proof, for 
in his analysis of the ages of humanity, Hesiod places an age of heroes 
who fought at Thebes and at Troy between the bronze and iron ages: 
Again on the bountiful earth by heaven was sent 
A worthier race; on righteous deeds they were bent, 
Divine, heroic--as demigods they are known, 
And the boundless earth had their race before our own. 11 
Surely Lewis is thinking of the Christian fulfillment of this concept 
with each Christian becoming a son of God bent on righteous deeds. 
I 
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Another aspect of the epic hero is that the unprecedented deeds, bat-
tles, explorations, etc. which the hero undertakes are necessarily lonely 
courses; the deed is the hero 1 s task because of who he is: he must do it 
if he is to be heroic and if he is to be true to his own nature, but even 
when others are with him, he alone must do the necessary heroic task. As 
Kathleen Williams has noted, 11 Even for the strongest and best of them the 
quest is not easy . . . ' it is a matter of doing what seems to be (but fre-
quently is not) best, fighting unknown enemies and following unknown 
paths which as often as not [may] end in the dark in a forest full of 
1 urk i ng beasts 11 or in death. 12 
Another important thing from the beginning of the epic, as Elizabeth 
Sewell has noted, is that the hero is identified with his people: 11 He is 
his people in some sense. Wha~ are Gilgamesh or Beowulf or Dante or Adam 
doing if they are not carrying us forward with them, exploring and strug-
gling and suffering, out in advance of us but one with us still. 1113 The 
same is true of other epic heroes. It is true of Aeneas who represents 
not only his immediate followers, but also all the future persons of his 
race. Anthropologist G. R. Levy, writing on epic, illustates the way the 
hero represents his p.eople and, indeed,~ people: "Thither he drove 
the spear, and Hector fell in the dust. Then you and I and all of us 
fe 11 down. In this climax, unlike the earlier duels, the two heroes 
have drawn into themselves the whole fate of camp and city. 1114 Williams 
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says, 11 Guyon or Arthur or Britomart, trying to make sense of the persons 
and situations they encounter (for in this their quests consist) are our 
representatives, for they are not in themselves [only] virtues but spe-
cial ized versions of ourselves, acting out through their stories that as-
pect of human nature with which their own area of the poem is concern-
These things are certainly true in Perelandra 1 s hero, Ransom. He 
is even sent to another planet to fulfill his heroic task, sent alone and 
unarmed. And he represents all the inhabitants of Earth as well as all 
Christians. 
As a somewhat subversive form, the epic calls into question the val-
ues of past epic communities and cultures, until with Paradise Rega:ned 
the purpose of Jesus's struggle is to avoid the things early epic heroes 
committed their lives to, such as Achilles having to fight the Trojan War, 
Aeneas having to struggle to found the Roman Empire, and to fulfill the 
spiritual quests of Christian epic heroes such as Dante or Arthur in 
Faerie Queene. Whereas each of the epic heroes chronologically 11 later 11 
than the fall is responsible for one all-important task, Jesus's task is 
to demonstrate the possibility of "repairing the ruins of our first par-
ents by regaining to know God aright. 11 (In reality, that has always been 
the overriding purpose of epic, to be achieved through the educaticn of 
the hero and the reader.) Now the regaining of Paradise becomes the ex-
pl icit goal, not to achieve a Paradise per~· but to restore a right 
relationship with God which wi 11, of course, be Paradise within, and the 
heroic task is to be a subversive effort undertaken against the worldly 
kingdom of Satan in the fal Jen world. As Lewis further shows in Perelan-
dra, this restoration of a right relationship with God has become the 
epic task of each individual. Also, as Lewis shows in Perelandra, no 
Christian individual can sit back and assume that all the battles either 
have already been fought by Jesus or will be fought by Him, so that the 
individual has only to wait blissfully assured that all will be well. 
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Ransom realizes that if he does not provide the ransom, another will, but 
it is his epic task to do so. Heroism and heroic tasks are still requir-
ed! Ransom told Lewis that 11 any of us might have to fight either11 physi-
cally or spiritually, for Ransom sees this as a new phase in the war: 
11 Now your idea that ordinary people will never have to meet the Dark 
Eldila in any form except a psychological or ~oral form--as temptations 
or the 1 ike--is simply an idea that held good for a certain phase of the 
cosmic war: the phase of the great siege, the phase which gave to our 
planet its name of Thulcandra, the silent planet. But supposing that 
phase is passing? In the next phase it may be anyone 1 s job to meet them 
well, in some quite different mode 11 (p. 24). While Ransom shows 
that one must trust God in faith for the outcome, in Mere Christianity, 
Lewis says that 11 handing everything over to Christ does not, of cou_rse, 
mean that you stop trying. To trust Him means, of course, trying to do 
all that He says .. Thus if you have really handed yourself over to 
Him, it must follow that you are trying to obey Him. But trying in a new 
way, a less worried way. Not doing these things in order to be saved, 
but because He has begun to save you a 1 ready. Not hoping to get to Heaven 
as a reward for your actions, but inevitably wanting to act in a certain 
way because a first faint gleam of Heaven is already inside you. 1116 Lewis 
summarized the issue of obedience and freewill: 11 1 may repeat 1Do as you 
would be done by 1 till I am black in the face, but I cannot really carry 
it out till I love my neighbor as myself: and I cannot learn to love my 
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neighbor as myself till I learn to love God: and I cannot learn to love 
God except by learning to obey Him. 111 7 
This surrender which brings freedom has to do with love. So does 
following Christ. So does the Bible. As the psalmist sings, "God loves 
every man .. He calls all the stars by name." And He loves us because 
we~· not because we are heroes. Just as I love my children not be-
cause they are good or loving or lovable (sometimes they are not), but be-
cause they are my children, God loves us because we are His children. 
And another Christian paradox is that we can be humble only when we 
know that we are God's children, of infinite value, and eternally loved. 
The root word of humble and human is the same: humus, earth. We are 
dust. We are created. It is God who made us and not we ourselves. The 
paradox that it is only when we surrender our wills to God that we can be 
free is closely related to that other paradox that this joining with God 
is what makes us truly individuals. Lewis explains this in the same terms 
St. Paul used--that is, we are all members of the same body: "Christian-
ity thinks of human individuals not as mere members of a group or items 
in a list, but as organs in a body--different from one another and each 
contributing what no other could. 1118 (See I Corinthians 10:17.) 
Moreover, the more abundant I ife which Jesus offers promises no bed 
of roses, no fringe benefits or early retirement plans; it does not pro-
mise the absence of pain or trouble, or love which is not vulnerable and 
open to hurt. As the King says, "He gave me no assurance. No fixed land. 
Always one must throw oneself into the wave" (o. 210). The Christian 
hero is one who dares to open himself to that truth which would make us 
free. Free to 1 is ten to angels. Free to walk across the water when 
Jesus calls. Free to answer God's call to our heroic task no matter what 
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the result. Epic heroism is still required. More than ever, considera-
tion of the epic hero verifies what Bowra has said of epic: "It gives a 
special pleasure because its events and persons enhance our belief in the 
worth of human achievement and in the dignity and nobility of man. 1119 
The setting of an epic should be vast in scope, and may even be 
worldwide or even larger. Gilgamesh traveled past the 11 known 11 world to 
the wild forest of the giant, Humbaba, and to the land of the dead across 
the sea. Odysseus wandered over the entire known world (the Mediterrane-
an basin) and in Book XI, he descends into the underworld. Aeneas travel-
ed the Mediterranean area from Troy to what became Rome. The scope of 
Paradise~ is cosmic, for it includes heaven, earth, and hell. Follow-
ing Paradise Lost, the setting of Perelandra is vast in scope, including 
earth, heaven or space, and Perelandra or Venus. It is vast in time also 
with the beatific vision of the entire cosmic dance of eternity at the 
end. This is also a following of Paradise Lost which took us from the 
dawn of creation through the end of time in its prophecies. 
Epic action involves heroic deeds in battle, such as the Trojan War, 
or a long and arduous journey intrepidly accomplished, such as the wander-
ings of Odysseus on the way to his homeland after the Trojan Har or the 
journey of Aeneas to found a new Troy. Paradise Lost includes the war in 
Heaven, Satan 1 s journey to find the newly created world, and his audacious 
attempt to foil, or at least to inconvenience and irritate, God by cor-
rupting mankind. Gilgamesh, the oldest epic extant, includes fighting 
the evil giant, Humbaba, and Enkidu defeating the Bull of Heaven, as well 
as Gi lgamesh 1 s trip to the land of the dead. Beowulf, of course, kills 
the monster Grendel and Grendel 1 s mother, as well as a dragon in his own 
homeland when he is old. The Divine Comedy is based on the journey Dante 
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takes through Hell, the Inferno, Purgatory, and Paradise. The Faerie 
Queene is filled with many intrepid journeys in the form of quests and 
many superhuman deeds in battle. In Perelandra, Ransom journeys to and 
from the planet Venus (Perelandra) as well as doin~ battle with the Bent 
Eldil 1 s own representative in the Un-man. 
In epic, the gods and other supernatural beings take an active part 
in the great actions, sometimes aiding the hero, as Athena does Odysseus, 
and sometimes hindering him, as Poseidon does Odysseus. In Perelandra, 
the eldila are supernatural beings who take part in the actions--both the 
good el di ls such as the Oyarsa of Malacandra (Mars) who inspires and as-
sists Ransom and the bent ones of Earth who nearly dissuade Lewis from 
going to assist Ransom. The eldila are described at length, both in Pere-
landra and in Out of the Silent Planet, but a brief line or two will clear 
ly establish them as supernatural beings, at least to earth: "The eldila 
are very different from any planetary creatures .... They do not eat, 
breed, breathe, or suffer natural death .... They themselves regard 
space (or 'Deep Heaven') as their true habitat" (p. 9). The eldila take 
Ransom (by an obviously supernatural method) to Venus. Furthermore, as 
Lewis is being inwardly tormented and arguing with himself, the hostile 
el di la are using and working through him as in the Iliad and the Odyssey 
the gods and goddesses used and worked through the characters. 
Though it sometimes seems that the gods and goddesses are deceptive, 
Homer's gods and goddesses make their heroes more truly themselves and 
therefore more heroic. Bowra notes that 11 Homer 1 s gods ... are powers of 
the spirit, influences and impulses which a modern psychology might as-
cribe to a man's nature but which the Greeks not unwisely saw as external 
and independent influences coming from another order of being. As such 
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they may complete a man's natural and human gifts. 1120 This may be com-
pared to C. S. Lewis's concept that the more we yield ourselves totally 
to God's will, the more we become truly individual. And, of course, in 
his eldila and in the guidance from Maleldil, he shows his characters as 
being influenced by 11 another order of bei ng. 11 
When Athene appears to Achilles alone and persuades him not to use 
his sword in his argument over Briseus with Agamemnon, she is really only 
strengthening what good sense already lay in his nature. Or when Achilles 1 
goddess mother, Thetis,.urged him to allow Priam to ransom Hector 1 s body, 
she does no more than strengthen his real goodness and greatness. Con-
versely, when the gods or goddesses decree ~ d~stiny for man, this is the 
pathos of the epic. For example, when Helen yielded to Paris, it was not 
of her own choice, but because she is the victim of a goddess who has mer-
cilessly chosen her as a bribe for Paris if he would choose her in the 
beauty contest. And when Athene tricks Hector into rushing into battle 
thinking his brother Deiphobus is beside him, then returns Achilles 1 spear 
when Hector and Achilles meet, Hector realizes that his doom is sealed. 
But nonetheless, there is something in the nature of Helen which makes 
her the victim of Aphrodite--her fear of the loss of Aphrodite 1 s favor, 
or her essentially passive kind of femininity, perhaps, just as there is 
something in Hector which makes him rush into battle, and he makes no at-
tempt to escape his fate at this point, but stays to die, albeit heroic-
21 
ally. .Certainly Lewis makes it clear that evil cannot, in Christian 
belief, take over anyone unless t~e person allows it; the story makes it 
clear that Weston has allowed himself to be taken over by evil. As Ransom 
is realizing that he must physically fight the Un-man, he realizes that 
the Enemy had to have a body in which to work; it had entered Weston's 
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body which provided its only foothold on Perelandra 11at Weston's own in-
vitation, and without such invitation could enter no other. Ransom remem-
bered that the unclean spirits, in the Bible, had a horror of being cast 
out into the 'deep. 111 (This is a reference to Luke 8:26-33, and especial-
ly ve1rse 31: 11 And they besought him that he would not command them to go 
out into the deep. 11 ) 
Epic may either appear in the early stages of nationalism or cultural 
cohesiveness and consciousness or at the end of an era in an attempt to 
revive values, beliefs, and virtues of past times. The latter view seems 
internally obvious in Beowulf with its strong emphasis upon loyalty as 
the major virtue--loyalty to one's leaders by the people:and especially 
by the he~oes, and loyalty and generosity to one's people by the king. 
This virtue is shown as being eroded in Beowulf's last battle, with the 
dragon, f6r his men (except for Wiglaf) will not come to his aid and 
loyally help him slay the beast, so Beowulf dies in killing the dragon. 
The people have to pay the price for their lack of loyalty, for they will 
know hardship and fear and raids by neighboring kingdoms now that their 
king is dead. In the Aeneid, Virgil seems to be writing at a time when 
he is harking back to earlier attitudes concerning the gods in order to 
revive those attitudes and solidify national feeling. Such an attitude 
of attempting to revive old virtues and attitudes at the end of an era is 
even more obvious in more recent epics such as Wordsworth's The Prelude. 
Nonetheless, such is the case for Perelandra in at least one way. Lewis 
is writing from a universally Christian point of view at a time when uni-
versal acceptance of Christian tenets, and even universal agreement upon 
those basic tenets among Christians, is in the process of being lost. 
Lewis was very much aware of the skeptical nature of his readership. 
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However, from another vi~_".'/point, Perelandra did appear in the early stages 
of a cultural consciousness--that even overriding mere nationalistic view-
points--i .e., the consciousness of the Earth as man's home. Written dur-
ing World War I I while German buzz bombs initiated the technology of 
rocketry later to lead man into the space age, Perelandra thus appears in 
the early stages of a planetary consciousness. 
Besides meeting the above definitive characteristics, Western epic 
also employs accepted conventions modeled after the works of Homer, and 
then later those of Virgi I. Lewis, I ike Milton before him, uses the tra-
ditional devices of epic, and his use· of the conventions makes Perelandra 
a Biblical prose epic rather than 11 just11 a space-epic science fiction 
tale. 
The epic narrator customarily begins by stating his argument or theme. 
Rather than proclaiming "to the world the deeds of Gilgamesh," as in Gil-
gamesh; or "the wrath of Ach i 11 es'' or "the story of a man, one who was 
never at a loss," as did Homer; rather than singing "of arms and the man" 
as Virgil in the Aeneid, Lewis sings of obedience and the Christian, 
represented by Elwin Ransom. As Lewis (the character) is being assaulted 
by the Tellurian eldila to prevent him from getting to Ransom's cottage, 
part of the theme of Perelandra. is revealed: the interplanetary battle 
that is already in progress with Earth's eldila 11 at war both with us 
[man] and with the eldils of 'Deep Heaven' or 'space'" (p. 12), that is, 
there is a battle of good versus evil being waged. Perelandra is also 
following Paradis-e Lost, for which Milton states that his theme is "to 
justify the ways of God to man. 11 Though Lewis does not clearly state 
his argument, but eases into the theme and the conflict between freewill 
and obedience in the characters of Lewis, Ransom, and the Green Lady, and 
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in the battle between Ransom and the Un-man, he deals with Homer 1s, Vir-
gil 1 s and Milton 1 s themes--the wrath of the Bent Eldil and of the Un-man 
in Weston, 11 arms and the man 11 of Ransom, and justifying the ways of God 
to man in the retelling of the temptation of the Garden of Eden. 
C. S. Lewis 1 s Perelandra does not have an invocation to the muse as 
such, but we may paraphrase of him what he said of Spenser: 11The invoca-
tion of the Muse hardly seems to be a [necessary] convention .... We 
feel that his poetry has really tapped sources not easily accessible to 
discursive thought. He makes imaginable inner realities so vast and sim-
ple that they ordinarily escape us as the largely printed names of con-
tine~ts escape us on the map--too big for our notice, too visible for 
sight. 1122 We may further paraphrase: 11His work is one, I ike a growing 
thing, a tree; like the world-ash-tree itself, with branches reaching to 
heaven and roots to he I l ... and between these two extremes comes all the 
multiplicity of human I ife, 1123 transmuted but not falsified by the genre 
of a scienc~ fiction prose epic. Rather than a muse to inspire him in 
his great undertaking, the narrator--given as a character named Lewis--
has Ransom and Ransom's telling of his story as inspiration. Moreover, 
as Ransom is wondering at the appearance of the Oyarsu of Malacandra and 
Perelandra as the mythical figures of Mars and Venus, they tell him, 
11There is an environment of minds as well as of space, 11 and that 11The uni-
verse is one, 11 which is why he (and Earth) knows of Mars and Venus. Fur-
thermore, because of this, 11The Muse is a real thing. A faint breath, as 
Virgil says, reaches even the late generations 11 (p. 201). Thus near the 
end of the epic we have a kind of transposition of the invocation of the 
Muse, strengthened by reference to Virgi I. 
--- ----- - ----
After stating his argument or theme and invoking the muse, an epic 
narrator usually addresses to the muse his epic question, the answer to 
which starts the narrative proper. The epic question is implied from 
book one of the space trilogy and from Perelandra: why is earth in the 
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throes of war and troubles, and what is ·man's responsibility in this cos-
mic struggle between good and evil? Perhaps in the recognition that it 
is ~atan, the Bent Eldil, who started the war, we have echoes of the epic 
question asked in Homer's 11 iad and Virgi 1 's Aeneid and even in Homer's 
Odyssey as to which god or goddess has caused the problem. In answer, 
the Iliad, for example, states "It was Apollo11 who made Achilles and Aga-
memnon quarrel, and the Aeneid says it was "the brooding anger of Juno'i 
which caused her to harry Aeneas, "a man Renouned for piety, through much 
toils, such a cycle of calamity. 1124 The Odyssey has Zeus explain that 
the reason Odysseus is having so many troubles and cannot return to Ithaca 
is that "Poseidon Earthholder bears him unrelenting hatred. 1125 In Lewis's 
space trilogy it was the Bent Eldil, Satan, who caused the cosmic war in 
Heaven and who caused the Earth to be shut away from the rest of the plan-
. ets as a sort of containment area for Satan and his followers who are in 
power on Earth, thus causing Earth to be the "silent" planet. 
Perelandra follows epic convention by beginning with~ medias res 
with the Earth held by eldila "hostile to man." Ransom explained to 
Lewis that Earth is ''in a state of siege, in fact, an enemy-occupied 
territory, held down by eldils who.were at war both with us and with the 
eldils of 'Deep Heaven,' or 'space'" (p. 12). And this universe-wide bat-
tle of the supernaturals has been going on for an unspecified time, even 
longer than the Trojan War, and is now taking a new turn--as was the bat-
tle of the Danes against Grendel with the appearance of Beowulf, and as 
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was the Trojan War with the quarrel between King Agamemnon and Achilles. 
Now for the first time "eldila of a better kind [the heavenly eldila] had 
at last broken the frontier ... at the Moon's orbit" and begun to visit 
Earth (p. 12). Also, when Ransom explains to Lewis that he is being sent 
to Perelandra, he adds: "If y©u remember, before I left Malacandra the 
Oyarsa hinted to me that my going there at al 1 might be the beginning of 
a whole new phase in the 1 ife of the Solar System--the Field of Arbo!. It 
might mean, he said, that the isolation of our world, the siege, was be-
ginning to draw to an end'' (pp. 22-23), as was the siege of Troy in the 
Iliad, though not, we hope, with similar results for Earth. Thus, Pere-
landra starts in medias res with the b9ttle at a turning point and with 
Ransom already preparing to go on his mission t6 Perelandra. 
Just as Paradist Lost opens with the fallen angels cast into hell, 
gathering their forces and determining upon revenge, Perelandra starts at 
a turning point in the battle with the bent eldils attempting to corrupt 
the new race beginning on Perelandra. And just as it is not until Books 
V through VI I that the angel Raphael relates to Adam the events in Heaven 
·which led to the fall of Satan and his followers, so in Perelandra it is 
not until Chapter 11 that Ransom discovers why he is being sent to Pere-
landra. 
Lewis's epic is not divided into books and cantos but into chapters, 
so here he is following the conventions of science fiction rather than 
those of epic. 
Once again arising because epic patterns itself after Homer, there 
are customarily catalogs: long 1 ists of principal characters, warriors, 
ships, weapons, etc., often introduced in formal detail, as in Milton 1 s 
list of the procession of fallen angels in Book I of Paradise Lost, 
Virgil's listing of the Italians, or Vida's listing of the tribes of 
Israel. Homer is very thorough in this listing; from the 11 iad, for 
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example, though he says he 11 could not name or even count 11 the 11 rank and 
file that came to 11 ium, 11 he does naine the captains and chieftains of the 
Danaans: 11 Here then are the captains of the fleet, and here are the ships 
from first to last. First the Boeotians ... , 11 and seven pages of this 
listing follow. 26 And when he finishes that catalog, he starts on one of 
11 all the men and horses that crossed with the Atreidae, 11 including pedi-
grees and descriptions for men and horses: 110f the horses, the best by 
far were those of Admetus, which his son Eumelus drove. Swift as birds, 
they were alike in coat and age, and were matched to a plumb-1 ine all 
along their bscks. Both were mares and had been reared in Peraea by 
Apollo of the Silver Bow to carry panic through the ranks. Of the men, 
Telemonian Aias was by far the best. ... 1127 Perhaps this description of 
so many was one way of Homer increasing his audience's appreciation since 
his aristocratic hearers might trace their ancestry back to one of the 
heroes thus named. Perhaps also it added to the sense of human dignity 
to have so many heroes. In contrast to this, C. S. Lewis has one lone 
man to do battle for the forces of Maleldil. Furthermore, this lone man's 
lack of ancestry is significant. Another way in which Lewis's epic re-
jects values of previous epics is that the new hero need be 11aristocratic 11 
only in that he is a child of God; human ancestry is unimport~nt. But 
Lewis does include two catalogs; the catalog of the animals, Oyarsu, and 
beings on the holy mountain is much in the epic traditional manner: a 
rather ritualistic listing and description of the beings, but a more 
light-hearted description of the a"nimals as they arrive: "They came most-
ly in their pairs, male and female together, fawning upon one another's 
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bellies, perching upon one another's backs. Flaming plumage, gilded 
beaks, glossy flanks, liquid eyes, great red caverns of whinneying or of 
bleating mouths, and thickets of switching tails, surrounded him on every 
side 11 (p. 203). The other catalog in Lewis's epic is the list of Weston's 
things as he disembarks in his shirt and shorts and pith helmet; and per-
haps as Lewis continues the catalog of Weston's paraphernalia, all need-
less on Perelandra, he is employing the mock epic technique of using an 
epic convention when speaking of a trivial matter in order to emphasize 
its ridiculous ·nature in the manner of The Rape of the Lock. 
Similar to the catalogs of epic are the descriptions of weapons or 
armor, especially of such aspects as their physical appeara~ce, magical 
powers, history, etc., usually emphasizing their fitness for use in the 
heroic task, such as Telemachos 1s spear in the Odyssey which is referred 
to as 11 the good spear that fitted his grip so well. 11 Or perhaps Achilles' 
11ashen spear 11 or the "long-shadowed javelin" mentioned in the Iliad which 
is also referred to as 11wind-fed 11 even when resting in a warrior's hand, 
so that, as E. V. Rieu has so appropriately noted, 11 it looks back to the 
time when its shaft was part of an ash-tree on the windswept mountain-
side, or else forward to the moment when it is going to hurtle through 
the air. 1128 The epic shield, especially, is a work of art which tells an 
important message of its own--often information about the heroic task or 
the character of the owner. In Paradise Lost, for example, Satan's shield 
Hung on his shoulders like the moon, whose Orb 
Through Optic Glass the Tuscan artist views 
At Ev'ning from the top of Fesole, 
Or in Valdarno, to descry new Lands 
Rivers or mountains in her spotty Globe. 
(PL 1.287-91) 
Satan's shield thus shows his greatness in that it is like the moon, and 
diminishes him in that it is acted upon as though being viewed through 
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Gali lea's telescope and in that it is described by analogy as 11 spotty. 11 
There may also be a suggestion of the instability of the moon and its 
phases. A description of the new set of armor Hephaestus made for Achilles 
combines a description of the universe and the purveying of knowledge 
with armor and weapon description, for the shield contains images of the 
11 Earth, Sky and Sea, the indefatigable Sun, the Moon at the full, and all 
the constellations with which the heavens are crowned, the Pleiads, the 
Hyads, the great Orion, and the Bear, nicknamed the Wain, the only con-
stellation which never bathes in Ocean Stream, but always wheels round in 
the same place and looks at Orion the Hunter with a wary eye. 11 Then the 
sh i e 1 d has "two beaut i fu 1 cities full of people, 11 and it shows al l the 
major facets of Greek life, all aspects of war and peace, the rich and 
the poor, and completes it with "Finally, round the very rim of the won-
derful shield he put the mighty Stream of Ocean"(~, XVlll.480-608). 
The descriptions may also emphasize the invinciblenesi and the glorious 
appearance of the weapon or armor, both of which were necessary for early 
epic heroes to remain heroes. For example, as Beowulf and his men first 
land and march to Hrothgar, "As they marched, The boar-head glared from 
their helmets, the iron ring Rang on their mailcoats. 1129 Thus clad, 
the men appear powerful, heroic. And when Beowulf prepares to battle the 
monster's mother, 
Then they clad him in armour: first, his.mailcoat, 
Hand-wrought with iron links hundred on hundred, 
Strong to guard his body from the monster grip; 
Next his helmet with boar's head glaring, 
Plated with bands no blade could bite, sparkling 
\./ith jewels to light his watery way .•.. 30 
Lewis's transposition of this epic convention is one of his most effec-
tive: Ransom's weapons are described, but they are fists and feet, nails 
and teethl The contrast with the expected weapons of an epic hero 
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emphasizes even more the fearful horror of the battle. Ransom "believed 
he could face the Un-man with firearms: even that he could stand up un-
armed and face certain death if the creature had retained Weston's revolv-
er. But to come to grips with it, to go voluntarily into those dead yet 
living arms, to grapple with it, naked chest to naked chest.. 11 (p. 147). 
Furthermore, Ransom has no armor: he is naked. And if there is no invin-
cibleness for Ransom, there is no glorious appearance either: 11 0n the 
physical plane it was one middle-aged, sedentary body against another" 
(p. 146). Thus Lewis's use of this convention focuses on the unique na-
ture of his hero's task. 
Descriptions of the epic characters dressing serve much the same pur-
pose as those of weapons and armor. This can be illustrated from the 
11 iad as warriors from both the Greek and Trojan camps prepare to spy on 
each other. In the Greek camp, they have decided to send two spies. 
They said no more, but slung on their formidable arms. The 
veteran Thrasymedes gave Tydeides a two-edged sword, as his own 
had been left behind besdie his ship, together with a shield. 
On his head he put an oxhide casque without peak or plume, of 
the sort called 1 skull-cap, 1 which young gallants wear to pro-
tect their heads. Meriones gave Odysseus a bow, a quiver and a 
sword, and set a leather helmet on his head. Inside it there 
was a strong 1 ining of interwoven straps, under which a felt 
cap had been sewn in. The outer rim was cunningly adorned on 
either side by a row of white and flashing boars' tusks. This 
helmet originally came from Eleon, where Autolycus stole it 
from Amyntor son of Ormenus by breaking into his wel 1-built 
house. Autolycus gave it to Amphidamas of Cythera to take to 
Scandaea; and Amphidamas gave it to Molus in return for hospi-
tality. Molus, in his turn, gave it to his son Meriones to 
wear, and now it was Odysseus' head that it served to protect. 
Armed in this formidable manner the pair set out. ... 
( 11 i ad X. 257-72) 
All this gear seems to suggest boldness ~nd might. 
The Trojans meanwhile were also sending out a spy, and his dressing 
is described: "Dolan ... at once slung his curved bow on his shoulders, 
threw the pelt of a grey wolf over it, put a ferret-skin cap on his head,. 
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and picking up a sharp javelin set out from the camp in the direction of 
the ships 11 (Iliad, x.333-37). This gear seems to be especially appropri-
ate to the slinking nature of spying. Whereas Odysseus and Diomedes have 
volunteered to help their comrades and for the adventure, Dolan has been 
promised a reward, "the horses and inlaid chariot that the peerless 
Achilles drives," for his spying. The account of Dolon 1 s dressing is es-
pecially important because of the sympathy and the awareness of man 1 s mor-
tality roused as Diomedes, having killed Dolan, 11 took the ferret-skin cap 
from his head, and stripped him also of the wolf 1 s pelt, and his in-curved 
bow and long spear 11 (Iliad X.457-59). The dress itself has foreshadowed 
the probabl~ outcome of a clash between these representatives of the two 
forces. 
As to descriptions of the hero or characters dressing in Perelandra, 
the description of Weston 1 s appearance as he arrives on Perelandra, and 
especially his pith helmet which is symbolic of the English white man 1 s 
domination over the native populations of the worl~, is undoubtedly in-
tended to be satiric. The other description of characters dressing in 
Perelandra is one of the temptations the Un-man tries upon the Green Lady; 
he fashions robes of feathers and chaplets of silver leaves and he and 
the Lady don them. He is attempting to teach her self consciousness and 
from that self worship. He even furnishes her with a mirror, and as she 
11 looked into it in silence for the better part of a minute 11 (p. 137), we 
are reminded of Milton 1 s Eve looking at herself in the pool of water. In 
both cases, Satan desires the alienation from the true self. So even in 
seemingly minor conventions of epic, Lewis furthers his theme. 
Since there is only one lone hero in the battle in Perelandra, the 
customary epic address to the host to inspire them to heroism in battle 
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becomes merely Ransom's thoughts to himself: 11 He had all along, despite 
what reason told him, expected that the strength of its body would be 
superhuman, diabolical. He had reckoned on arms that could no more be 
caught and stopped than the blades of an aeroplane's propeller. But now 
he knew, by actual experience, that its bodily strength was merely that 
of Weston .. His former certainty of death now seemed to him ridicu-
lous. It was a very fair match. There was no reason why he should not 
win--and live" (pp. 154-55). This may not seem like much of a stirring 
speech, but it 11had altered Ransom's state of mind completely11 (p. 154). 
Once again the suggestion of the epic device altered to fit the story 
serves to emphasize the unique nature of this epic.battle where there 
11were no rules, no umpire, no spectators" (p. 155). 
The Un-man is the only one who employs the epic grandiose speech. 
Epic warriors often shouted defiances, boastings, challenges, and espe-
cially pedigrees across the battle 1 ines. The exchange of pedigree assur-
ed that they would have a worthy opponent in battle, for there is more 
glory if the foe is of high 1 ineage, and the boastings presumably not only 
built up their own ego and impressed the opponent, but also assure·d that 
they would be remembered and renowned. 
Glaucus son of Hippolochus and Diomedes son of Tydeus now ap-
~roached one another in the space between the two armies and 
offered battle. When they had come within range, Diomedes of 
the 1 oud war-cry cha 11 enged the other. 11\~hom have we here?" 
he asked. "Give me your name, my good sir, if indeed you are a 
man. For I have never seen you till this moment in the field 
of honour. Yet in facing the long-shadowed spear in my hand 
you have shown far greater daring than any of your friends--the 
fathers of men who meet me in my fury are 1 iable to ·weep. But 
if you are one of the immortals come down from the sky, I am not 
the man to fight against the gods of Heaven. . . . But if you 
are one of us mortals who plough the earth for food, come on, 
and you w i 11 meet your doom sooner.'' 
"My gallant lord, Tydeides, 11 the noble son of Hippolochus 
replied, '~hat does my 1 ineage matter to you? Men in their 
generations are like the leaves of the trees. The wind blows 
and one year's leaves are scattered on the ground; but the 
trees burst into bud and put on fresh ones when the spring 
comes round. In the same way one generation flourishes and an-
other nears its end. But if you wish to hear about my family, 
I will tell you the tale--most people know it already .... " 
(11 iad VI. 119-53) 
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Therewith Glaucus starts back four generations and recounts stories of his 
famous father and grandfathers .. He ends, "Such is my pedigree; that is 
the blood I claim as mine" (Vl.210). "Glaucus' tale delighted Diomedes 
of the loud war-cry. He stuck his spear in the fruitful earth, and now 
addressed the Lycian prince in cordial terms. 'Surely,' he said, 'your 
family and mine are linked by old-established ties'" (Vl.211-14). He re-
counts how their grandfathers had been guests and friends of each other, 
then proposes friendship and the exchange of gifts: "But I have said 
enough to show that in me you will now have a good friend in the heart of 
Argos, and I shall have you in Lycia, if ever I visit that country. So 
let us avoid each other's spears, even in the melee, since there are 
plenty of the Trojans and their famous al lies for me to kill, if I have 
the luck and speed to catch them, and plenty of Achaeans for you to 
slaughter, if you can. And let us exchange our armour, so that everyone 
may know that our grandfathers' friendship has made friends of us" (VI. 
223-31). Thus this exchange of pedigrees had an unusual happy ending. 
A more usual exchange is the calling of insults across battle lines 
in Book XIV of the 11 iad: 
Po 1 ydamas uttered a great yell of triumph. . . . "That, 11 he 
.cried, "was another spear from the strong arm of Panthous' 
proud son that did not go astray, but found its home in an 
Argive's flesh. He can use it as a staff as he goes down to 
Hades 1 Ha 11 . 11 
The Argives heard his jubilation with disgust, and none 
resented ·it more than the other Ai as, the doughty son of 
Telamon, who ... made a swift cast with a glittering spear . 
. . . It was Antenor's son, Archelochus, who received the spear. 
It was Aias 1 turn to raise a shout. [After Aias 1 
boasts,] Acamas bestrode Archelochus, who was his brother; and 
when a Boeotian called Promachus tried to drag off the body 
from between his legs, he brought him down with his spear. Then 
in insolent triumph over his victim he shouted aloud: 11 You 
Argives, who are so brave with your bows and free with your 
threats; don 1t think that troubles and disasters are reserved 
for us alone. We have had our losses: yours are coming. Look 
at your man Promachus, put to sleep by my spear, in prompt re-
payment for my brother 1s death. That is what a wise man prays 
for--a kinsman to survive him and avenge his fall. 11 
The Argives were revolted by this boastful talk. The 
doughty Peneleos, in particular, was stung by it into action 
and it was llioneus who fell to King Peneleos.. The 
heavy spear was still stuck in the eye as Peneleos raised it 
aloft, 1 ike a poppy-head, for the Trojans to see, and exulted 
over his enemy. 11Trojans, 11 he cried, 11be so good as to instruct 
th_e father and mother of my lord 11 ioneus to start lamenting 
him at home .... 11 This made the knees of all the Trojans quake, 
and each man peered around to find some sanctuary from sudden 
death. 
(Iliad XIV.452-506) 
This is the kind of boasting the Un-man attempts to employ. Thus when 
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Ransom begins the battle, the Enemy falls back and says, 11 But this is very 
foolish .... Do you not know who I am? 11 (p. 153). 111 1 know what you 
are, 1 said Ransom. 1\.Jhich of them doesn't matter. 111 To which the Un-man 
delivers his speech: 111 And you think, little one, 1 it answered, 'that 
you can fight with me? You think He will help you, perhaps? Many thought 
that. I 1ve known Him longer than you, little one. They all think He's 
going to help them--till they come to their senses screaming recantations 
too late in the middle of the fire, mouldering in concentration camps, 
writhing under saws, jibbering in mad-houses, or nailed on to crosses. 
Could he help Himself? 111 (p. 153). Ransom has no grandiose speech to de-
liver in reply, for his task is to fight the Un-man, not to out-argue him. 
Style is one of the major distinctions of the epic genre: an epic 
should be related in an elevated style, a sweeping, ritualistic or incan-
tatory style, as Lewis himself says. The Secondary epic (anything follow-
ing Virgi 1) aims at an even higher subject and even greater solemnity 
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than the Primary epic. Since Virgil introduced his emphasis on vocation, 
on duty, since, as Lewis says, 11 1n making his one legend symbolical of 
the destiny of Rome, he has, willy-nilly, symbolized the destiny of Man, 11 
the subject for any future epic has been dictated as 11explicitly reli-
gious.1131 But in order to achieve the ritualistic style without the 
robes, altars, garlands, or feasts in a hal 1, the 11 sheer writing of the 
poem ... must now do, of itself, what the whole occasion helped to do 
32 for Homer. 11 The epic style must overcome the informality of 11 the pri-
vacy and informality of silent reading in a man 1 s own study. 1133 
Though of course Perelandra is not related throughout in a grand and 
elevated style, Lewis does emulate epic style in selected portions of the 
novel: the account of his first encounters with the Green Lady, the temp-
tations, both of the Green Lady and himself, and the entire passage from 
his exit from the underground through his climb to the holy mountain, and 
Lewis 1 s style is at its most incantatory during the entire st"ay on the 
holy mountain--the passing of dominion over the planet to the King and 
Queen, the prophecies, the Heavenly Dance. And though the story has al-
ready informed us that Ransom makes a return trip to Earth and performs 
such mundane matters as taking a shower and eating porridge, the novel 
ends with the account of the transcendent experience on the holy mountain, 
so that the style also ends as true epic style. 
Lewis achieves that overcoming of the reader alone-- 11only a private 
person reading a book in an armchair 11 --that compensation for the ninfor-
mality of silent reading11 which he notes that Milton overcomes with his 
11 grandeur11 or 11elevation of the style11 by the inclusion of epic echoes 
which 11encourage a sweep of the reader's eye over the richness and vari-
34 ety11 of man's and heaven's story, and by the intense concreteness of 
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his description, which is more 1 ike that of Homer than perhaps any epic 
since. For example, he creates the sense of Eden's virgin beauty and 
breathless possibilities in his descriptions of Perelandra--its rainbow-
filled golden sky;. the floating islands that undulate with the waves; its 
totally black nights that cradle rather than frighten one; the differ-
ences in a Perelandran thunderstorm; the astonishing pleasures of breath-
ing, eating, drinking; the flora, such as the delightful bubble trees; 
the joyful animals--the whole realization of another world. 
Therefore, Perelandra does illustrate the genre in its definite adap-
tation of the epic style. 
One of the major elements of epic style is the simile. An epic sim-
ile differs from an ordinary simile in being more involved, more ornate, 
and extended beyond specific parallels. Often the secondary object or 
vehicle is developed into an independent aesthetic object, as with the 
mythic references in the Faerie Queene. They serve to enhance the cere-
monial quality of the epic style, to establish mood, to widen and univer-
salize the issue, and to provide ironic juxtaposition between everyday 
events and objects and those of the battlefield. 
For example, when Agamemnon, angry with his Greek warriors, told 
them to just go on home, and the troops took him at his word, Homer de-
scribes the resulting rout thus: ''the whole Assembly was stirred like 
the waters of the lcarian Sea when a southeaster falls on them from a 
lowering sky and sets the great waves on the move, or 1 ike deep corn in a 
tumbled field bowing its ears to the onslaught of the wild \.Jest Wind 11 
(11 iad I 1.145-49). 
Homer also uses similes to foreshadow upcoming action, as in the 
humorous instance when the goddess Athene aided Menelaus: she 
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11 strengthened his shoulders and his knees and implanted in his breast the 
daring of a fly, which is so fond of human blood that it returns to the 
attack however often a man may brush it from his face 11 (11 iad XVI 1.564-
568). 
Whereas Homer usually compared men to things in nature, and usually 
set up the comparison first, Virgil usually reverses the comparison of 
nature and men, and he usually waits til 1 the last to reveal the compari-
son. For example, in describing how Neptune stilled the tempest, the com-
parison is that of a mob: 11 Just as so often it happens when a crowd col-
lects, and violence Brews up, and the mass mind boils nastily over, and 
the next thing Firebrands and brickbats are flying (hysteria soon finds a 
missile), That then, if they see some man whose goodness of heart and con-
duct Have won their respect, they fall silent and stand still, ready to 
hear him; And he can change their temper and calm their thoughts with a 
speech: So now the crash of the seas died down, when Neptune gazed forth 
Over their face, and the sky cleared ... 11 (Aeneid I. 148-55). 
Milton 1 s similes, consciously intended to surpass any which had gone 
before, often incorporate Homeric or Virgilian, mythical and Biblical 
echoes all in one with numerous points of reference: 
His Legions, Angel Forms, who lay intrans 1 t 
Thick as Autumnal Leaves that strow the Brooks 
In Vallombrosa, where th 1 Etrurian shades 
High overarch 1 t imbow 1 r; or scatter 1 d sedge 
Afloat, when with fierce Winds Orion arm 1 d 
Hath vext the Red-Sea Coast, whose waves 0 1 erthrew 
Busiris and his Memphian Chivalry, 
While with perfidious hatred they pursu 1 d 
The Sojourners of Goshen, who beheld· 
From the safe shore their floating Carcasses 
And broken Chariot Wheels; so thick bestrown 
Abject and lost lay these, covering the Flood. 
(PL 1.301-12) 
In this, Milton includes three similes: first, Satan's host is 1 ikened 
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to the autumnal leaves strewing the brooks in Vallombrosa (11shadyvalley11 ); 
This also echoes Dante 1s spirits numberless as autumn leaves (inferno I I I. 
112-14); second, to scattered sedge on the Red-Sea Coast; and third, to 
the Egyptian (Memphian) Pharoah's scattered regiments when they were 
covered over by the Red Sea while pursuing the fleeing children of Israel. 
Milton 1s piling up of comparisons here serves to emphasize the utter help-
lessness of the fallen angels. They are like the leaves and the sedge in 
terms of their incalculable numbers and of their being scattered helpless-
ly about, and 1 ike the soldiers and charioteers caught by the waves clos-
ing upon them in their recent warlike intent, in their total defeat, in 
their corpse-like state floating 11 intrans 1t, 1' in their confusion under the 
hand of God, and, perhaps most importantly of all, in their '1lost 11 condi-
tion, having chosen to defy God. The Red Sea may correspond to the fiery 
lake upon which the fallen legions lie, and Orion arm 1d to the loyal 
angels who have fought on God 1s side. The faithful and victorious angels 
of Heaven are also analogous to the 11Sojourners of Goshen 11 who observe 
the rout of the enemy. 35 Thus Milton elevates the scene by echoes of Bib-
1 ical history and suggestions of Virgil. Lewis points out that the logi-
cal connections which Milton puts on the surface of his similes in Para-
dise Lost are not as important as 11 the emotional connexions whereby he 
really manipulates our imaginations 11 ; in fact, he says, 11The likeness be-
tween the two things compared is often trivial, and is, indeed, required 
only to save the face of the logical censor, 11 but the comparisons turn 
out to be closely bound up with the whole with ' 1the power of action at a 
distance. 1136 Lewis furnishes an example: "Paradise is compared to the 
field of Enna--one beautiful landscape to another (IV.268). But, of 
course, the deeper value of the simile lies in the resemblance which is 
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not explicitly noted as a resemblance at all, the fact that in both these 
places the young and the beautiful while gathering flowers was ravished 
by a dark power risen up from the underworld. 113 7 
In Paradise Regained the combination of similes works to increase 
their force and significance: 
Or as a swarm of flies in vintage time 
About the wine-press where sweet must is poured, 
Beat off, returns as oft with humming sound; 
Or surging waves against a sol id rock, 
Though all to shivers dashed, the assault renew, 
Vain battery, and in froth or bubbles end; 
So Satan .... 
(PR IV.15-25) 
Satan is first diminished by likening him to a 11 swarm of flies 11 which 
annoy Jesus, who may be I ikened to a 11wine press. 11 Then Satan is likened 
to 11 surging waves'' beating against the imperturbable 11 sol id rock 11 of Jesus. 
Logically, the suggestion of the flies is that evil is irritation, perhaps 
momentary, but also persistent. (One remembers also Homer's persistent 
fly which 11 returns to the attack however often a man may brush it'' away.) 
The waves suggest persistence also and immense, continuing power. Jesus 
being I ikened to the wine-press suggests richness being poured out, vital-
ity, and also power, but of a kind impervious to the fly swarm. The good-
ness is issuing from the wine-press and the flies, unable to create their 
own goodness, swarm to partake of it. Jesus as the rock of course has 
many scriptural bases (see I Corinthians 10:4, Matthew 16:18, for exampl~); 
it suggests immutability contrasting to the smashing apart of the waves. 
Lewis's similes employ both Biblical and mythological references, . 
following Milton, to widen and universalize the work, and to achieve emo-
tional connections, but they are nearer in style to Homer's more direct 
comparisons and sometimes employ the combining technique of Paradise 
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Regained. For example, when Ransom first sees the Green Lady, he first 
sees just 11 a human form, 11 and fears it is ''an optical illusion--some 
chance figuration of foliage which his intense desire had assimilated to 
the shape of a man" (p. 52). Thus the Green Lady is 1 ikened to foliage, 
something of nature. His next clear view is presented with another na-
ture simile, a rather strange one to emphasize the strangeness of the 
alien being: he knew the figure was not merely man-1 ike, but a green 
man, but he~ it as "green like the beautifully colored green beetle in 
an English garden" (p. 53). Here the only logical comparison is that of 
the color, but likening the man to a beetle which would be normal in an 
English garden here only points up the al ienness. The next simile employs 
a social referent: "Then the seas lifted his own land and the green man 
became a foreshortened figure far below him, like an actor seen from a 
gallery at Covent Garden" (p. 53); the figure is 1 ikened to an actor seen 
from above. The referen~es to a familiar English garden and Covent Garden 
serve to emphasize the great difference in this garden and the almost un-
bearable strangeness of the experience. When at last Ransom is near 
enough to discern that the figure is a woman, the simile at once suggests 
Biblical referents, a Garden of Eden scene with the beasts thronging 
around an Eve figure, then the possibility that this was not Eden, but a 
mythological Circe or Alcina--both of whom changed men (especially their 
lovers), Circe changing them into animals, Alcina into stones and trees. 
"He had been expecting wonders, had been prepared for wonders, but not 
prepared for a goddess carved apparently out of green stone, yet alive. 
And then it flashed across his mind--he had not noticed it while the scene 
was before him--that she had been strangely accompanied. She had stood 
up amidst a throng of beasts and birds as a tall sapling stands among 
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bushes--big pigeon-coloured birds and flame-coloured birds, and dragons, 
and beaver-like creatures about the size of rats, and heraldic-looking 
fish in the sea at her feet .. Or another myth coming out into the 
world of fact--perhaps a more terrible myth, of Circe or Alcina?11 (p. 54). 
The "flame-coloured birds, and dragons, 11 and 11heraldic-looking fish" ring 
suggestions of romance, of knights in faerie land; at the same time the 
"pigeon-coloured birds 11 and "beaver-like creatures 11 act as foils with 
their suggestions of terrestrial creatures pointing up the strangeness. 
The· 11 green stone, yet al ive 11 suggests old legends of living gems. She is 
again likened to something which is part of nature, a tall sapling stand-
ing among bushes. 
Lewis continues such similes throughout, with far too many instances 
to enumerate, but always, as in Homer or Spenser or Milton, the simile 
serves to further the richness and the mood and the universality of the 
concept. They are, however, not always so long or so elaborate; for exam-
ple, when the Green Lady laughed at him, he gla~ced down at himself and 
realized that he did present an odd sight, for one leg was white and the 
other 11was brmvnish-red (like the flanks of a Titian satyr) 11 (p. 55). 
Even this brief simile puts him into the mythological setting. Other 
similes follow Homer in their reference to domestic or natural images of 
comparison: 11 night covered him like a blanket 11 (p. 44); "Sleep came like 
a fruit which falls into the hand almost before you have touched the stem" 
(p. 55). And the similes further have the effect of likening things on 
Perelandra to things on earth which emphasizes that this is not earth. 
Ransom himself created most of the similes rather than them being 
put forth by the epic narrator as his own. The simile of the garden of 
the Hesperides finally leads Ransom to conclude that the myths of the 
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human race may we 11 be facts in other worlds: 11At Ransom 1 s waking .. 
he saw reality, and thought it a dream. He opened his eyes and saw a 
strange heraldically coloured tree loaded with yellow fruits and silver 
leaves. Round the base of the indigo stem was coiled a small dragon 
covered with scales of red gold. He recognized the garden of the Hes-
perides at once" (p. 45). This simile followed Virgil 1 s practice of wait-
ing until the end to show the comparison. In contrast, when the giant 
ant-like insect follows Ransom up the hole of the inner world in the moun-
tain, Ransom describes him in terms of a train, which would be an equiva-
lent to a commonplace, everyday comparison in Ransom's time period. 
Stock epithets are another epic convention almost always employed. 
11 Epithet 11 is from the Greek 11epitheton11 meaning 11 something added, 11 and 
Homeric epithets are adjectival phrases, often a compound of two words, 
which define a special quality of a person or thing, as 11 fleet-footed 
Achilles, 11 "bolt-hurling Zeus, 11 11ox-eyed Hera, 11 "white-armed Helen, 11 
"Odysseus, sacker of cities, 11 11 the rosy-fingered dawn, 11 11 the wine-dark 
sea, 11 and similar terms. Lewis uses terms that may be seen as stock epi-
thets: 11 the Green Lady, 11 "the fixed lands, 11 "the heraldically coloured 
fish, 11 "the heraldically coloured tree, 11 "the singing beast, 11 even, per-
haps, 11 the Un-man. 11 
As to epic style, however, neither Milton's Paradise Lost nor Lewis's 
Perelandra employs the oral techniques of repetitions and stylized diction 
of poetry meant to be recited orally. 
Another epic convention is that of the descent into the underworld 
where the hero learns something he could find out in no other way. This 
descent is often a journey to the land of the dead, but even when it is 
not, it may symbolize facing the fact of death. In the Gilgamesh, the 
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Odyssey, the Aeneid and the Divine Comedy, the trip is to the land of the 
dead, but in Spenser 1 s Faerie Queene the trip symbolizes death itself for 
the heroes who undertake it; that is, they act out their own death and 
rebirth in the process of their trip. The same is true of Ransom 1 s de-
scent into the underworld. After having succeeded in his epic task, hav-
ing cast the Un-man into·the 11 sea of fire, 11 reminiscent of Milton's Para-
dise Lost and even more of the Biblical references such as Matthew 13:41-
42, which refers to the damned being cast into 11a furnace of fire, 11 or 
Matthew 18:8-9 or Mark 9:43-48 which refer to being cast 11 into hell fire, 1•1 
or Revelations 20:10, 14-15 with references to being cast 11 into the lake 
of fire, 11 Ransom begins his struggle to escape from this hell-like under-
ground. During his subterranean journey, the hell imagery increases with 
references to a 11 fire-pit, 11 11a terrible place where clouds of steam went 
up for ever and ever, 11 11 torrents that roared ... into the depth of the 
fire, 11 and such like (p. 183 ff.). Then the images such as 11great halls 
still dimly illuminated and full of unknown mineral wealth that sparkled 
and danced in the 1 i ght and mocked his eyes 11 suggest the Cave of Mammon 
in the Faerie Queene (p. 183). The 11 drumming, 11 the 11pitch darkness, 11 the 
11black labyrinth 11 suggest Theseus 1 s journey through the labyrinth with 
the Cretan Minotaur, the bull/man monster of Minos (p. 184). Till final-
ly his rebirth experience starts with a baptism which also recalls the 
Biblical account of man 1 s origin from clay: 11 there came a moment when 
his feet slid without warning on clay--a wild gasp--a spasm of terror--
and he was sputtering and struggling in deep, swift-flowing water 11 (p. 
184). He is eventually ' 1rushed out into broad daylight and air and 
warmth ... and deposited, dazzled and breathless, in the shallows of a 
great pool 11 (p. 184). And if we fail to recognize this rebirth 
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experience, Lewis says, "Indeed, it \vas a second infancy in which he was breast-
fed by the planet Venus herself: unweaned till he moved from that pl ace 11 ( p. 
185) after he recovers from his ordeals and all wounds, except the heel wound. 
The use of these commonly ~xpected conventions and devices clearly 
reveals C. S. Lewis's Perelandra as an epic. Other devices are less uni-
formly employed, but still conventions of the epic genre. For example, 
prophecy is common to epic. Even the oldest epic, Gilgamesh, contains 
prophecy: 11 Enl i 1 of the mountain, the father of the gods, had decreed 
the destiny of Gilgamesh .... 'Kingship, such is your destiny, everlast-
ing 1 ife is not your destiny. 111 In the~ Zeus prophecies and some-
times decrees the fates of men. Achilles' death has been prophesied; as 
Achilles tells his comrades, "My divine mother, Thetis of the Silver Feet, 
says that Destiny has left two courses open to me on my journey to the 
grave. If I stay here and play my part in the siege of Troy, there is no 
home-coming for me, though I shall win undying fame. But if I go home to 
my own country, my good name will be lost, though I shall have long life, 
and shall be spared an early death" (Iliad IX.409-15). Also, various 
seers prophesy: when the Achaeans were sacrificing at Aul is and the 
snake ate the eight young birds and their mother, "Calchas interpreted 
the omen. 'Nine, then, is the number of years that we shall have to 
fight at Troy, and in the tenth its broad streets will be ours. 111 Also, 
Aeneas must be rescued because he is prophesied to found Rome. In the 
Odyssey, Circe prophecies what will happen to Odysseus and his men on the 
island of Thrinacia where the herds of the Sun-god are tended: "If you 
leave these unharmed and attend to the business of getting home, you may 
reach Ithaca, although not without suffering; but if you do any damage, 
then I foretell destruction for ship and men. You may save your own life, 
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but if you do, you will reach your home late and miserable, and all your 
companions will be lost. 1138 Furthermore, Telemachos's guest, the prophet 
Theoclymenos tells Penelopeia, 11 0dysseus is verily now in his native land, 
resting or walking, and inquiring of all these evil transactions; indeed 
he is, and he is planning the doom of these men. 1139 In Book I of the 
Aeneid Jupiter gives a very important prophecy--that Ascanius, Aeneas's 
son, will be forebear to Romulus who 11 happily wearing the tawny skin of 
the wolf that nursed him, shall carry on the Roman race and build walls 
sacred to Mars, and call this people the Romans from his name.'' Virgil 
goes on to tie Roman lineage to the ancient Trojan line with this suppos-
edly future prophecy. Similarly, in Dante's Divine Comedy th~ damned 
know the future, though they do not know the present. In Spenser's 
Faerie Queene Arthur and Guyon read both history and prophecy in the 
House of Alma (I I.ix. 59 and 60, and Canto X). In Milton's Paradise Lost 
the angel Michael prophesies the future of Adam's and Eve's descendants. 
As in all epics from the very first, Gilgamesh, through Faerie Queene and 
Paradise Lost, the present action is written in such a way that it is in-
elusive of the shadows of both past and future, so, too, Perelandra illus-
strates this method. The shadows of the past are evoked through its myth-
ic and Biblical references and its epic echoes, and the shadows of the 
future through its prophecies. The prophecy in Perelandra thus follows 
epic convention, but it also echoes the Olivet discourse of Christ. 40 The 
King, now called Tor, prophecies that the siege of Earth by the Bent 
Oyarsa, the Dark Lord of Thulcandra, will be lifted. The events leading 
up to this fulfillment echo Revelations--the moon shall fal 1 into the 
earth, plagues and horrors cover the land, etc., ''but in the end all shall 
be cleansed, and even the memory of your Black Oyarsa blotted out, and 
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your world shall be fair and sweet and reunited to the field of Arbo!" 
(p. 212). 
The provision of transport is often another epic notation. Fabulous 
ships, chariots, horses, and so forth are frequently described in epic. 
For example, the ship of the Phaecians which King Alcino6s gave to 
Odysseus to take him back to Ithaca (Boo~ XI I I) is an apt precedent for 
Ransom's means of transport, a coffin-like box which his friends have to 
help him get sealed into, for which the Oyarsa of Malacandra provides 
clearly supernatural motive force. 
Epics frequently contain the device of messages from the gods, and 
in this, also, Perelandra follows epi~ expectations, for the Oyarsa of 
Malacandra brings Ransom's order to go to Perelandra, and Maleldil com-
municates with the Green Lady and with Ransom on Perelandra. 
The epitaph Ransom carved for Weston may be a kind of transposition 
and conflation of the funeral games common to epic, such as those at 
Patroclus's funeral in the Iliad. At least, there is no other funeral 
"celebration" in Perelandra. The epitaph for Weston emphasizes again the 
free will of man, for it says in part that Weston "gave up his will and 
reason to the Bent Eldil" (p. 188). 
Various other devices and patterns are not unique to the epic genre, 
but are common to it, nonetheless. For example, the battle descriptions 
are an epic pattern rooted in Homer's graphic descriptions of blood and 
brains and intestines gushing from spear, javelin, or sword injuries. As 
a matter of fact, all epics contain battle descriptions: Gilgamesh, Iliad, 
Odyssey, Aeneid, Faerie Queene, Paradise Lost, etc. For example, "now 
this only son of hers was struck by Peneleos under the eyebrow in the 
socket of the eye. The spear dislodged his eyeball, pierced the socket 
and came out at the nape of his neck. He sank down and stretched out 
both his hands. But Peneleos, drawing his sharp sword, hit him full on 
the neck and brought head and helmet tumbling to the ground. The heavy 
spear was sti 11 stuck in the eye as Peneleos raised it aloft, like a 
poppy-head, for the Trojans to see, and exulted over his enemy 11 (Iliad 
XIV.492-500). This exulting over the defeated enemy is another common 
device in epic. Hector gloats, for example, over Patroclus as he lies 
dying: "Patroclus, .. you thought you would sack my town, make Trojan 
women slaves, and ship them off to your own country. You were a fool, 
In their defence, "Hector 1 s fast horses were hasting into battle; and so 
was Hector himself, I, Hector, finest spearman of the war-loving Trojans, 
who stand between them and the day of slavery. So now the vultures here 
are going to eat you up. Poor wretch; even the strong arm of Achilles 
did not save you. can imagine all he told you when he sent you out--
and stayed behind .; and like a lunatic you took him at his word 11 
(Iliad XVl.831-44). Battle descriptions are very graphic in Perelandra 
also: "He could hear through its open mouth the great gusts of breath 
that he was knocking out of it. Then its hands came up again, fingers 
arched like cla~s. It was not trying to box. It wanted to grapple. He 
knocked its .right arm aside with a horrible shock of bone against bone 
and caught it a jab on the fleshy part of the chin: at the same moment 
its nails tore his right 11 (p. 154). Here there is no exulting over the 
enemy, however. Even when Ransom finally thinks he has killed the Un-man, 
·"Long after the creature 1 s struggles had ceased he did not dare to relax 
his grip. Even when he was quite sure that it breathed no longer he re-
tained his seat on its chest and kept his tired hands, though now loosely, 
on its throat. He was nearly fainting himself, but he counted a thousand 
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before he would shift his posture. Even then he continued to sit on its 
body' 1 (p. 172). 
It is common for epics to contain monsters such as Scylla and Charyb-
dis in the Odyssey or the Blatant Beast in the Faerie Queene. Perhaps 
the first one that comes to mind is the Cyclops, Polyphemus, who reverses 
the rules of hospitality that state one must feed guests even when they 
are strangers by eating Odysseus's comrades (in the Odyssey). Not even 
Polyphemus' fellow Cyclopians seem to like him, and he is especially 
loathsome when he gets so drunk he falls into a drunken stupor. But even 
his most horrible qualities seem to have an element of something human in 
them. Homer eyen makes us almost sympathize with Polyphemus when his eye 
has been put out and he affectionately asks his ram why it no longer 
leaves the cave first but lags behind the other sheep. This same combina-
tion of the disgusting and bestial, yet at times almost pathetic, is given 
in Weston as he is more and more completely possessed, ti 11 he becomes 
what Ransom calls the "Un-man." He is shown 11 tearing a frog--quietly and 
almost surgically inserting his forefinger, with its long sharp nail, 
under the skin behind the creature 1 s head and ripping it open" (pp. 109-
10). Yet when Weston seems to emerge for a while, his fear and horror at 
his experience of hell and his possession by demons are so pathetic that 
we almost sympathize with him. Indeed, it is this elicitation of sympa-
thy which has caused the devil possessing Weston to release him momentari-
ly, for it also works on Ransom, and causes him to allow the Un-man to 
escape again. 
There may be a working out of the Blatant Beast of the Faerie Queene 
in Weston's assumptions as to Ransom's morality when he first sees Ransom 
on Perelandra. Ransom's bite on the heel also may hint of the bite of 
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the Blatant Beast, for the Beast's bites were also very difficult to heal, 
though, of course, the heel wound largely works to further estab1ish Ran-
som as a parallel to Christ, as well as to remind of the Lord God's de-
cree and prophecy to the serpent in Genesis 3:15: "And I will put enmity 
between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall 
bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel. 11 Ransom's crushing the 
Un-man's head furthers this reference, and may also be a symbolic sugges-
tion of Christ who is referred to as a rock. Perhaps the Un-man's "one 
arm hanging useless 11 even rings a faint echo of Grendel in Beowulf. 
Certainly the Un-man is as hideous a monster as ever imagined in epic 
or elsewhere. \./hen Weston ends his lecture to Ransom attempting to show 
that good and evil arise from the same spiritual force, he voices the 
same prideful boast as Milton's Satan, i.e., claiming to be equal to God: 
11 1 am the Universe. I, Weston, am your God and your Devil , 11 and then he 
calls and allows the force of evil in: 11 1 call that Force into me com-
pletely ... 11 (p. 96). He is then possessed of a devil: 11A spasm 
like that preceding a deadly vomit twisted Weston's face out of recogni-
tion. As it passed, for one second something like the old Weston reap-
peared--the old Weston, staring with eyes of horror and howling, 'Ransom, 
Ransom! For Christ's sake don't let them -- 1 and instantly his whole 
body spun round as if he had been hit by a revolver-bullet, and he fell 
to the earth, and was there rolling at Ransom's feet, slavering and chat-
tering and tearing up the moss by handfuls" (p. 96). Thoroughly possess-
ed, Weston 11 looked very 1 ike a dead 11 man (p. 110), so Ransom cal ls him 
the Un-man. Moreover, he is shown in reptilian imagery, which reminds us 
of Satan in the serpent in Eden both in the Genesis account and in 
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Milton's Paradise Lost. The Un-man is reptilian in that he has claws, he 
croaks, he has an unwinking stare, and he bites Ransom on the heel. 
Epic requires scope, grandeur, and variety to encompass the world of 
its day and a large portion of the learning of its day. Therefore, an 
epic was usually expected to say something about the structure of the uni-
verse. Bowra says, 11The place of man in the universe was hardly intelli-
gible if the poet did not say what the universe was. 1141 So Virgil gives 
a sketch of a cosmology, Camoens' Venus shows Vasco de Gama a model of 
the universe (the Ptolemaic system, as might be expected in 1572), and 
Milton combines Ptolemaic and more recent concepts of Copernicus and 
Galileo for artistic purposes. Lewis's science fiction epic includes 
both a picture of the planets as modern science knows them and an artis-
tic account of the planets as inhabited by sentient beings and of space 
as alive with angelic beings (rather than cold and dark as in the popular 
conception of science). 
Lewis's idea of creation is that 11 Christianity ... thinks God made 
the world--that space and time, heat and cold, and all the colours and 
tastes, and all the animals and vegetables, are things that God 1made up 
out of his head' as a man makes up a story. But it also thinks that a 
great many things have gone wrong with the world that God made. 
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As Lewis's analogy of a man making a story suggests, epic poets, and 
particularly Renaissance poets, understood their task of creation rather 
literally. As Williams so appropriately states concerning Milton, 11Mil-
ton's vast universe rises at his word out of the chaos over which his 
mind sits brooding, the darkness is illuminated, and all the huge fields 
of space and time are related with absolute precision to the point of 
their centre, the garden in Eden. 1143 What Lewis's Perelandra adds is an 
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emphasis upon the fact that the center is God. 11Where Maleldil is, there 
is the centre. He is in every place. Not some of Him in one place and 
some in another, but in each place the whole Maleldi 1, even in the small-
ness beyond thought. There is no way out of the centre save into the 
Bent will which casts itself into the Nowhere •... Each thing was made 
for Him. He is the centre. Because we are with Him, each of us is at 
the centre11 (p. 216). Lewis follows Milton in many of the Christian be-
liefs portrayed in Perelandra. Lewis also follows Milton 1 s theory that 
matter itself derived from God and therefore was essentially good. In 
Paradise Lost the Almighty tells Christ the Son as he goes out on his ere-
ative mission into Chaos: 
Boundless the Deep, because I am who fill 
Infinitude, nor vacuous the space. 
Though I uncircumscribed myself retire, 
And put not forth my goodness, which is free 
To act or not. 
(PL vrr.168-72) 
This may be compared to the eldila 1 s explanation in Perelandra, 11 Hedwells 
within the seed of the smallest flower and is not cramped: Deep Heaven 
is inside Him who is inside the seed and does not distend Him. Blessed 
be He! 11 (p. 215). In another passage, Raphael declares that all things 
11 proceed 11 from God and return to Him (PL V.469-71), and Milton says the 
same thing in~ Doctrina Christiana (I. vii; C. E. XV. 22-24). As Hughes 
says, 11 Mi lton 1 s reason for thinking so was simply his understanding of 
the meaning of the Hebrew word that is translated 'make' in the verse, 
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1 In the beginning God made heaven and earth. 111 In Lew·i s 1 s account, 
Perelandra is part of that heaven. 
The Perelandran picture of creation is introduced by the responsive 
chant of the eldila: 11 Never did He make two things the same; never did 
He utter one word twice. After earths, not better earths but beasts; 
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after beasts, not better beasts, but spirits. After a falling, not a re-
covery but a new creation. Out of the new creation, not a third but the 
mode of change itself is changed forever. Blessed be He! (p. 214). Thus 
is added to the scheme the "new creat i on 11 of the new race of the King and 
Queen, and the "change i tse 1 f ... changed forever" Ii s the movement from a 
physical to a transcendent state of being both physical and spiritual 
achieved as a result of their obedience by the King and Queen, so that 
they can, for instance, observe the Heavenly Dance without noting the pas-
sage of time. 
Sewell notes, "Epic has a preoccupation with the structure of the 
unive:se and the place and course of man 1 s life and death wi.thin it, its 
essential activity, its attachment to mythology. This is supremely ihe 
point where poetry espouses time, in the form of narrative, on the grand 
scale." Time in the world of Earth is a horizontal line, and God 1 s time-
less presence is a vertical line crossing it at right angles, the cross-
ing point being the Incarnation. But time in the world of Perelandra is 
imaged in the Heavenly Dance which the eldila say "has begun from before 
always. There was no· time when we did not rejoice before His face as 
now 11 (p. 214). Furthermore, "In the plan of the Great Dance plans with-
out number interlock, and each movement becomes in its season the break-
ing into flower of the whole design to which all else had been directed. 
Thus each is equally at the centre" (p. 217). "There seems no plan be-
cause it is all plan: there seems no centre because it is all centre" 
(p. 218). ~nd when the vision has ended, Ransom learns that it has taken 
a year of his reckoning, and he asks the King if he knew so much time was 
passing. 111 1 did not feel it pass, 1 said Tor. 1 1 believe the waves of 
time will often change for us henceforward. We are coming to have it in 
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our own choice whether we shall be above them and see many waves togeth~r 
or whether we shall reach them one by one as we used to 111 (p. 220). 
Lewis 1 s universe in his epic is similar to that of Dante, for God is 
the center. In Dante, orders of angels circled God as the center of 
light, with seven concentric circles revolving around a point and earth 
only brought into the dance at the poem's end. Lewis's spatial universe 
also pictures God as the center. At the end of Perelandra, the Oyarsu 
chant that Maleldi l is the center. And as in medieval theory, Lewis pie-
tures space as bright, bathed in perpetual sunshine, and 3live with heav-
enly beings who dwell there. 
The medieval model for the universe was also the circle, because of 
its association with perfection and wholeness; therefore, the circle had 
also been used for centuries as a symbol of God. Sammons notes, 11The de-
finition of God as a sphere 'whose center is everywhere and circumference 
nowhere 1 provides an excellent symool for both eternity and immensity and 
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probably began as early as the twelfth century. 11 
In Out of the Silent Planet, Ransom had noted that the tutelary deity 
pictured by the pfifltriggi on the monoliths at Meldilorn for Venus was 
female. 111 And what an extraordinary coincidence, 1 thought Ransom, 1 that 
their mythology, like ours, associates some idea of the female with 
Venus. 111 But this is Lewis 1 s way of emphasizing that it is not at all 
extraordinary if the universe is a unity; if there is a Venus, then she 
will look the same in all worlds--a point Lewis carries to completion in 
Perelandra with Ransom's realization of it as he encounters Mars and 
Venus. In clarifying his picture of the universe, Lewis has Ransom de-
cide at the end of Out of the Silent Planet to tell his adventures as fie-
tion, since 1 ~hat we need for the moment is not so much a body of belief 
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as a body of people familiarized with certain ideas." Here is Lewis's 
whole fictional concern and picture of the universe; the "certain ideas" 
mentioned by Ransom are focused as a single major concern; "If we could 
even effect in one percent of our readers a change-over from the concep-
tion of Space to the conception of Heaven, we should have made a begin-
ni ng.11 Howard articulates the significance of this best: "That mild 
hope of course points to a Himalayan watershed running across human imag-
ination. Is the universe to be imagined under an imagery of distance and 
mechanics, or of dance and solemnity" and joy?1147 
In Lewis's vision, Hell is the ultimately unstructured, the place of 
final fragmentatlon and inanity. In contrast, Howard notes that Lewis 
and St. Augustine and St. John the Divine and others thought of the City 
of God as 11a city foursquare, with adamantine foundations and high walls, 
whose denizens have learned to experience as bliss the steps of the Dance . 
. . . Lewis's works of imagination adumbrate their vision, for if there is 
one word that rings like the peal of a thousand bells from Lewis's coun-
try, it is the word joy. 1148 Moreover, "there is at work in Lewis's worlds 
a moral order, fixed, serene, absolute, and blissful. ... But in Lewis's 
world (indeed in all worlds and moral schemes until our own), we find 
that the fixed order that presides so serenely and absolutely over the 
lives and acts of the creatures in that world, not only does not cramp 
the freedom and selfhood of those creatures, it is synonymous with it. 
All the creatures find their true identity and 1 iberty in a hierarchical 
scale in which they have responsibilities of service running in both 
directions, up and down. 1149 Just as in Beowulf, the people owed loyalty, 
fealty, respect, perhaps even awe to the king and to their heroes, and 
the king owed magnanimity to his people, so the creatures in Lewis's 
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world owe to those 11above 11 and 11 below 11 them the proper service offered in 
courtesy. On Malacandra, Ransom had found that the sorns were astonished 
at his account of human wars and slavery, and they concluded that humans 
either have no Oyarsa or that they cause all this trouble because each 
wants to be a little oyarsa himself. And in Malacandra each order is 
ruled by the next: the beasts by hnau (intelligent beings), ~nau by el-
dila, eldila by the Oyarsa of Malacandra, and the Oyarsa by Maleldil, the 
lord of all. The inhabitants of Malacandra believe creatures cannot rule 
themselves: they see that as like trying to lift oneself by one 1 s own 
hair. In Perelandra, the Green Lady 1 s tone changes when she realizes 
Ransom is not her equal on Earth. 111 Greet your Lady and Motherwell from 
me·when you return to your own world, 1 said the Green Woman. And now for 
the first time there was a note of deliberate courtesy, even of ceremony, 
in her speech .. She was a queen sending a mes~age to a queen through 
a commoner, and her manner to him was henceforward more gracious 11 (p. 67). 
When Ransom sees the Oyarsu~ Perelandra and Malacandra, on the holy moun-
tain, he rightly assumes that esteem is due these great beings. But the 
Oyeresu do obeisance to the King and Queen of Perelandra, who receive the 
obeisance, as Howard notes, 11because it is their appointed burden and 
glory to do so. As a matter of fact, 11 Lewis has shown us a world in which 
a hierarchical order is seen in terms of courtesy, magnanimity, and obedi-
ence, and is the guarantor of everyone 1 s liberty. 1150 Lewis 1 s world in 
which obedience and liberty are synonymous presents a paradox which all 
who understand that freedom requires discipline will understand. And 
11any Christian is familiar with this paradox and affirms it, since he wor-
ships a God whose service is perfect freedom. 1151 As Lewis says in That 
Hideous Strength, 11 You do not fail in obedience through lack of love, but 
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have lost love because you never attempted obedience," and, again, 11Qbedi-
ence and rule are more like a dance than a drill. 11 52 
When the gods or ~od are enthroned in Heaven, in an assumed hierarch-
ical order, the ages produce epic heroes and heroines. When humanity has 
no fixed order, the age produces Willie Lemans or J. Alfred Prufrocks. 
Achilles, Hector, Odysseus, Aeneas,· Beowulf, Siegfried, Arthur are such 
magnificent heroes--to say nothing of Penelope, Beatrice, and Britomart--
partly because they had the gods watching them. As Howard says, 11This 
notion of moral fixity seems repressive to moderns. What we need, we say, 
for our authentic freedom, is spontaneity, functionalism, and self-
determination. But Lewis would have pointed us to the picture of things 
that all poets, prophets, sages, and saints have lauded, namely that, 
paradoxically, we grow into our real selfhood and 1 iberty by learning the 
steps in the Dance, 1153 as imaged in the Heavenly Dance in Perelandra. 
A particularly important characteristic of epic is that it is a com-
prehensive or encyclopedic form. Indeed, Frye says, 11The epic differs 
from the narrative in the encyclopaedic range of its theme, from heaven 
to the underworld, and over an enormous mass of traditional knowledge. 11 
All significant epics must, therefore, include other genres as well as 
other epic echoes. According to Frye, an encyclopedic form encompasses 
the mythology of an entire culture, probes the boundaries of Heaven and 
Hell, and comprehensively covers space and time and philosophy of 
54 thought. 11 Homer 1 s poems, 11 Webber says, 11were supposed to be sources of 
romance, satire, hymns, orations, epigrams, and histories, and subsequent 
poets consciously adopted inclusiveness as a technique. 1155 Therefore, 
"epics are full of episodes containing art within art, in which the con-
tained art reflects or interprets the larger meaning. Beginning with 
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Achilles, the characters sing their own exploits [and] find their deeds 
56 recorded in many kinds of art. ... 11 Odysseus tells tales of his ex-
plaits and his adventures in Scheria to Nausicaa 1 s parents, and he makes 
up tales to tell his swineherd when he has come to Ithaca in disguise. 
Aeneas sees the story of Troy displayed in murals on the walls of Juno 1 s 
shrine in Carthage; there are pictures on shields (as the new shield 
Hephaestus fashions for Achilles); Helen weaves the story of Troy in a 
tapestry; funeral games (such as that of Patroclus in the Iliad, or that 
of Anchises in the Aeneid) are a kind of art form. Rinaldo is make to 
confront his own image in an adamantine shield. Banners on da Gama 1 s 
flagship portray the history of P.ortugal in the Lusiads. The penitent in 
Dante 1 s Purgatorio are constantly reminded of their condition by quota-
tions, pictures, dream-visions, and songs to incite them to better lives. 
Guyon and Arthur read their own histories in The Faerie Queene; Col in 
Clout creates music, and the beautiful naked maidens dance. In Pere-
landra, Ransom recites epics as well as recalling Earth 1 s spiritual his-
tory. 
Ransom 1 s reciting of epics and heroic poems emphasizes the parallel-
ism with other epics-- 11 He recited all that he could remember of the Iliad, 
the Odyssey, the Aeneid, the Chanson de Roland, Paradise Lost, the Kale-
vala, the Hunting of the Snark11 (p. 173)--and to these he added his own 
epic: 11 He beguiled himself by recapitulating the whole story of his ad-
venture in Perelandra 11 (p. 173). 
·Another universal characteristic of epic, closely related to epic 
encyclopedic comprehensiveness, is the inclusion of the mythology of the 
culture as well as myths of earlier periods. These references to classi-
cal mythology widen out and universalize what is said. 
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Mythology may be defined as a pattern of beliefs that express a sense 
of the inner relationship between the phenomenal and the transcendent. 
Milton, like most of his contemporarfes, saw imperfect representations of 
Christian Biblical truths and a survival of sacred history in the pagan 
myths. Hughes suggests that 11for Milton the legends about the Titans• 
war with the gods of light on Olympus were proof of a core of some kind 
of historical truth in the revolt of the angels. 1158 Of course, in Para-
dise Lost, Milton offers another possible explanation for the Greek and 
Roman gods by having the fallen angels assume their names and pervert man-
kind into falsely worshipping them. Nonetheless, it is common for Chris-
tian writers of epic to assume tha~ pagan wisdom and mythology are car-
riers of truth, sometimes remnants of sacred history, sometimes a divine 
invasion into this fallen world. As Lewis says, God 11 sent the human race 
what I call good dreams; I mean those queer stories scattered all through 
the heathen religions about a god who dies and comes to life again and, 
by his death, has somehow given new life to men . 1159 He further clarifies, 
11 1n reality, Christianity is primarily the fulfilment of the Jewish reli-
gion, but also the fulfilment of what was vaguely hinted in all the reli-
gions at their best. What was vaguely seen in them all comes into focus 
in Christianity--just as God Himself comes into focus by becoming a Man. 1160 
Though Frye says 11 truth is not the central basis for distinguishing 
the mythical , 1161 myth~ always true: not necessarily a carrier of his-
torical or scientific truth, but of all those other, more important truths 
of the human being. Thomas Bullfinch has said, 111 myth 1 does not mean 
•something that is not real or true, 1 but it means a kind of truth 
and a kind of reality not communicable by any means other than the sym-
b l . 62 o 1c story. Gilbert Highet has added: II .. the myths are permanent. 
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They deal with the greatest of all problems, the problems which do not 
change, because men and women do not change. They deal with love; with 
war; with sin; with .tyranny; with courage; with fate; and all in some way 
or other deal with the relation of man to those divine powers which are 
sometimes felt to be irrational, sometimes to be cruel, ... sometimes, 
alas, to be just, 1163 and, in the Christian beliefs,,to be loving. 
Lewis 1s writings all express a belief in the higher truths of mytho-
logy. In general he believed that Christianity is a kind of typological 
fulfillment of myth. In a letter to Arthur Greeves he clarified his view: 
In Pagan stories I was prepared to feel the myth as profound and 
suggestive of meanings beyond my grasp even tho 1 I could not say 
. in cold prose ''what it meant.'' Now the story of Christ is sim-
ply a true myth: a myth working on us in the same way as the 
others, but with this tremendous difference that it really hap-
pened: and one must be content to accept it in the same waY-:-
remembering that it is God 1s myth where the others are men 1s 
myths: i.e. the Pagan stories are God expressing Himself 
through the minds of poets, using such images as he found there, 
while Christianity is God expressing Himself through what we 
call 11 real things. 11 Therefore it is true, not in the sense of 
being a "description1·1 of God (that noflnite mind would take in) 
but in the sense of being the way in which God chooses to (or 
can) appear to our faculties. The 11doctrines 11 we get out of the 
true myth are of course less true: they are translations Trlto 
our concepts and ideas o"ftilat which God has already expressed 
in a language more adequate, namely, the actual incarnation, 
crucifixion, and resurrection.64 
For Lewis, myth offers a glimpse of the reality behind the appearance of 
nature and of man, and captures the lasting allegiance of the imagination; 
he says that the best myth 11gets under our skin, hits us at a level deep-
er than our thoughts or even our passions, troubles oldest certainties 
till all questions are reopened, and in general shocks us more fully 
awake than we are for most of our lives. 1165 Moreover, he says "the mytho-
poeic is, .. a mode of imagination which does something to us at a deep 
level. If some seem to go to it in almost compulsive need, others seem 
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to be in terror of what they may meet there. 11 
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And Wcbber.i:iotes, "Epic is a form that uses myth to free men of his-
tory by forcing mortality on people's awareness, by teaching them 
their own story in the form of myth that is more encompassing than his-
tory [to enable] ... them to achieve transcendent vision. 1167 
In Perelandra, Lewis presents myth and the natural metaphors within 
the myths as cosmic facts. In Out of the Silent Planet Ransom is made to 
state Lewis's own understanding of so-called "pagan" myth: "It had dawn-
ed on him that the recurrent human tradition of bright, elusive people 
might after all have another explanation than the anthropologists had yet 
given" (pp.101-02); it had even occurred to him "that the distinction be-
tween history and mythology might be itself meaningless outside the Earth" 
(p. 157), for the myths of Earth might be the reality of some other world. 
Lewis, like Milton and Dante and Spenser and others, universalizes 
the Paradise experience by importing mythical materials from other tradi-
tions. 
In his Christian epic upon the virtues, Spenser in The Faerie Queene 
includes the Cave of Morpheus, the Garden of Adonis, the Garden of Venus, 
the temple of Cupid, and other such mythical references. Dante refers to 
various epic characters, including Virgil and Odysseus. And in Perelandra 
Ransom immediately recognizes the Garden of the Hesperides. "When Ransom 
woke to his first morning in Perelandra he saw reality, and thought it 
was a dream. He opened his eyes and saw a strange heraldically coloured 
tree loaded with yellow fruits and silver leaves. Round the base of the 
indigo ste~ was coiled a small dragon covered with scales of red gold. 
He recognized the garden of the Hesperides at once" (p. 41). When he sees 
the Green Lady, she seems to him like Eve and the Madonna, but also like 
Artemis. He even fears she may be a Circe or Alcina. These mythological 
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references to Artemis and Circe and Alcina universalize the story, sug-
gest Ransom's uncertainty about meanings in this new world; and, more to 
our purpose, the references to Circe suggest comparisons with the Odyssey. 
Both Ransom and Ulysses found an island to land upon in order to save 
themselves from drowning. And neither knew the true meaning of Circe or 
the Circe-like figure at first. Again Ransom ponders the relationship of 
myth to reality. '"Were all the things which appeared as mythology on 
earth scattered through other worlds as realities?'" (p. 41). "Long since 
on Mars, and more strongly since he came to Perelandra, Ransom had been 
perceiving that the triple distinction of truth from myth and of both 
from fact was purely terr~strial--was part and parcel of that unhappy 
division between soul and body which resulted from the Fall. Even on 
earth the sacraments existed as a permanent reminder that the division 
was neither wholesome nor final. The !~carnation had been the beginning 
of its disappearance'' (p.149). Later Ransom sees strange creatures swim-
mi~g about: "There--and there again--it was unmistakable; now a shoulder, 
now a profile, and then for one second a full face: veritable mermen or 
mermaids .... He remembered his old suspicion that what was myth in one 
world might be fact in some other" (pp. 103-04). Later in the novel, 
Ransom is told by an inner voice to kill Weston, the Un-man, and on rebel-
ing from the command is told "'It is not for nothing that you are named 
Ransom.' All in a moment of time he perceived that what was, to human 
philologists, a merely accidental resemblance of two sounds, was in truth 
no accident. The whole distinction between things accidental and things 
designed, like the distinction between fact and myth, was purely terres-
trial. .. " (pp. 153-54). In a later scene in the novel the Oyeresu of 
Malacandra and Perelandra appear before him and assume shapes so that he 
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might see them as Venus and Mars: "The two white creatures were sexless. 
But he of Malacandra was masculine (not male); she of Perelandra was 
feminine (not female). Malacandra seemed to him to have the look of one 
standing armed, at the ramparts of his own remote archaic world, in cease-
less vigilance, his eyes ever roaming the earthward horizon whence his 
danger came long ago ... ·. But the eyes of Perelandra opened, as it were, 
inward, as if they were the curtained gateway to a world of waves and 
murmurings and wandering airs ... With deep wonder he thought to him-
self, 1 My eyes have seen Ma rs and Venus. I have seen Ares and Aphro-
dite 111 (pp. 214-15). 
The Oyarsu (and perhaps the epic narrator, for the speaker is not 
entirely clear) tell Ransom, '11There is an environment of minds as well as 
of space. The universe is one. The Muse is a real thing. A faint 
breath, as Virgil says, reaches even the late generations. Our mythology 
is based on a sol icier reality than we dream: but it is also at an almost 
infinite distance from that base. And when they told him this, Ransom at 
last understood why mythology was what it was--gleams of celestial 
strength and beauty falling on a jungle of filth and imbecility" (p. 
201). 
Lewis's Perelandra thus follows epic tradition in its inclusion of 
myth. It also causes the reader to feel as Ransom did on Perelandra, 
"the sensation not of following an adventure but of enacting a myth" (p. 
44). 
Lewis employs mythical allusions, and allusions to and parallels 
with other epics, for what he says of mythical poetry is true here as 
well: 1 ~ythical poetry ought not to attempt novelty in respect of its in-
gredients. What it does· with the ingredients may be as novel as you 
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please. But giants, dragons, paradises, gods, and the like are them-
selves the expression of certain basic elements in man 1s spiritual experi-
ence. In that sense they are more like words--the words of a language 
which speaks the else unspeakable--than they are like the people and 
places in a novel. To give them radically new characters is not so much 
. . l . . l 1168 or1g1na as ungrammat1ca . Lewis believed in creative borrowing, as 
in Aslan's death and resurrection in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, 
the Cupid and Psyche story in IiJ_!_ We Have Faces and the Eden setting and 
account of the temptation of Eve from Genesis as well as from Milton's 
account of it in Paradise Lost. Since the epic poet 1 s task is, as Gia-
matti has said, 11 to sum' up a vision of the society or history or condi-
tion of man at his largest and best, ... to refer within your epic to 
other epics is to create and sustain a shorthand by which you refer to 
69 all that came before." Therefore, Lewis uses this 11 shorthand 11 in his 
Biblical and mythic and, especially, epic echoes. 
This concept of using and echoing other epics might, indeed, be said 
to be one of the main conventions of the genre. Epic poets since Homer 
have been immensely concerned with looking back to their predecessors 1 
poems. Of course, Virgil is the model, for the Renaissance clearly recog-
nized that the first six books of the Aeneid are an Odyssey, and the 
second six an 11 iad. Boiardo made clear that he intended to unify and 
thus supersede all the chansons de geste about Charlemagne and all the 
Arthurian romances; Ar1osto hoped to outdo Bo1ardo whose unfinished poem 
he took up; Spenser wished to emulate and to 11overgo11 Ariosto and Tasso; 
Dante proclaimed his desire to outdo all that had gone before; and Milton 
surpasses them all, as he announced it was his aim to do. Milton an-
nounces the aim of his 11 adventurous Song 11 is to pursue 11Things unattempted 
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yet in Prose or Rhyme 11 (PL 1.16). Ariosto began the Orlando Furioso with 
precisely the same words (l,i i); Boiardo began the Orlando Innamorato sub-
stantially the same way (I, i, 1); Spenser in the Faerie Queene, VI, proem, 
2, and Dante in his Divine Comedy, Paradise, I 1,6 declared the same inten-
tions. Furthermore, as Giamatti notes, 11 Epic poems, ever since Antiquity 
the noblest form of poetry, . must contain and include all that went 
before ... as inheritors and containers of previous epic l iterature. 1170 
Spenser's Faerie Queene illustrates the way each epic also builds 
upon but changes the epic conventions of the past. As Lewis notes in 
Allegory~ Love, "Spenser, while borrowing the form of the Italian epic, 
deliberately modified it by turning it into a 'continued allegory or dark 
conceit. 11171 
In the process of containing and overgoing all that has gone before, 
each epic seems to exhibit a rejection of the values of prior epics a~ 
partial and incomplete, but each builds upon all those which have gone 
before. Therefore, Perelandra 1s echoes and parallels of and departures 
from other epics also establish it in the genre. 
As each epic builds upon those which have gone before, so Perelandra 
includes echoes of other epics in order to widen the scope and ennoble 
its matter while creating its own unity. Table Ill illustrates some of 
these echoes and parallels and tentatively suggests the extent of their 
inclusion. The most obvious parallel is to Paradise Lost, since both are 
based upon the Biblical account from Genesis of the temptation and_fall 
of man. Both include a cosmic scope of action, and both present the 
Christian point of view. Perelandra echoes the 11 iad in its inclusion of 
heroic battles, for Ransom had to fight many times before the Un-man was 
totally destroyed; and it echoes the~ in its praise of heroism, 
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TABLE I I I 
PERELANDRA 1 S PARALLELS WITH OTHER EPICS 
Parallel 
Battles, visit to underground 
Sea journey, Circe figure 
Underwater pursuit, under-
ground battles, underground 
journey 
Trojan Horse 
Iliad and Odyssey scheme of 
books, hero sent, pius, visit 
underground to land of dead 
Beatific vision of Cosmic 
Dance, underground journey 
Inner yirtues important, 
underground journey 
Genesis account, Adam and Eve 
figures, Satan 1 s temptations, 
prophecy for all mankind, 
vi s i t to he l l 
Account of Incarnation, 
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though Lewis here introduces an echo of Spenser's Faerie Queene, which 
adds the inner heroic qua] ities as part of the plot and as important to a 
definition of heroism. 
As Table I I I shows, Perelandra echoes the Odyssey in the journeying 
over the sea (here on fishback) while Ransom is in pursuit of the Un-man, 
but an even stronger echo may be found when Ransom is first deposited in-
to the seas of Perelandra and must swim to safety. Like Odysseus, he 
swims to an island; he even sees a figure that he thinks might be a Circe-
like woman. It also echoes Virgil's emphasis on Aeneas's being sent by 
the gods upon his quest to found a new Troy, for Ransom is sent upon his 
quest to Perel9ndra by Maleldil, a parallel for Christ. Both Aeneas and 
Ransom are characters of responsibility, pi us. The Aeneid is echoed in 
the structure in that the first of the book is an odyssey with the jour-
neys to and from Perelandra and Ransom's swim to the island, as are the 
first six books of Virgil's epic. The last si.x books of the Aeneid are 
an 11 iad with heroic battles. As Table I I I shows, Perelandra parallels 
Milton 1 s Paradise Lost with the descriptions of the Eden-I ike planet with 
its two humanoid inhabitants at the genesis of its history, and especial-
ly with the arrival of Satan in the form of Weston in Chapter 6, and the 
temptations of the Eve figure in Chapters 7 through 11. Ransom's pursuit 
of the Un-man in the caves underground and underwater is strongly sugges-
tive of Beowulf's pursuit of Grendel's mother to the underlake lair where 
he fought to the death of the monster (Grendel's mother in Beowulf and 
the Un-man in Perelandra). The underwater lair, and actually the lake 
surface itself, in Beowulf has fire, as does this one. And the "dark 
fire 11 here is also reminiscent of the dark fire in Milton's Hell in Para-
dise Lost. Paradise Regained is echoed in that the plan for salvation is 
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carried out, the ransom paid. Dante's Divine Comedy is echoed in the 
climb Ransom makes after he escapes the underground, a climb which seems 
to be to and through Paradise, culminating in the beatific vision of the 
Cosmic Heavenly Dance. 
Ransom's underground journey is the archetypal underground journey 
or journey to the land of the dead, as in the 11 iad, the Odyssey, the 
Aeneid, the Faerie Queene, or the journey to hell as in Dante's Divine 
Comedy or Milton's Paradise Lost (see Table I I I). Ransom's coming out 
of the underground is the archetypal rebirth, suggested also when Gi lga-
mesh, Achilles, Odysseus, and Aeneas return from their visits to the land 
of the dead, or when Guyon re-emerges in the Faerie Queene, an~ especial-
ly suggestive of Dante's climb from hell to paradise. 
Perhaps Ransom's fish-back chase of the Un-man rings a faint echo of 
the sea adventures of Odysseus. And as Ransom views the peaceful exis-
tence of the sea people, there is a suggestion of Aeneas viewing other 
peoples going about their lives while he is still seeking his new ho~e­
land. Perhaps the sea people even suggest Gilgamesh's journey over the 
Ocean Sea to the home of the blessed. 
The character Lewis in the story speculates, "How if my friend were 
the unwitting bridge, the Trojan Horse, whereby some possible invader 
were effecting its landing on Tellus?" (p. 12). This reference brings 
images of battles and of treachery, and clearly invites comp~rison with 
other epics. And the Trojan Horse reference is repeated later: "Weston 
in his spaceship is but the vehicle, the Trojan Horse, by means of which 
the Devil, the Bent El di l, has penetrated the defences of Perelandra as 
he once made his way into Eden in the form of a serpent" (p. 30). In the 
same way, for the other side, "now that Ransom has once passed out of the 
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shadow of the Silent Planet, the spiritual messengers can visit him even 
when he has returned11 (p. 29). 
As Lewis is attempting to reach Ransom's cottage, the hostile eldila 
of Earth are working on his emotions; he says, ''What enabled me to go on 
was the knowledge (deep down inside me) that I was getting nearer to the 
one friend: but I felt that I was getting nearer to the one enemy. 11 
(p. 13). Thus he cannot trust his emotions. This presentation of the 
emotions as false--as a source of leading one astray--invokes Milton's 
similar use of emotions in the temptation scene of Eve in Paradise Lost 
and again in the temptation scene of Adam, thus broadening the story with 
the suggestion of other epics. And this is also an instance of Biblical 
allusion, for this is faith in action--stubbornly holding on to one's 
knowledge of the friend and having faith in him as an act of will in spite 
of negative feelings and misgivings. The Bible defines faith as follows: 
"Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen'' (Hebrews 11 : 1, King James Version) . 
It is a mark of the genius of Lewis's schemata that he combines with-
in the framework of a science fiction novel the epic tradition, Greek 
mythology, and Biblical references. The mythical and Biblical elements 
are united in even such seemingly trivial items as the words of Lewis and 
Ransom when they first meet. Lewis says, "Oh, Ransom. Thank God you've 
come [italics mine], 11 and Ransom responds, 11~ Jove, I'm glad to see you 
[italics mine]" (p. 21). 
Although the names are changed, C. S. Lewis is clearly presenting 
God and man analogous to Christian belief. Maleldil is Christ; the el-
di ls are angels; the Oyarsa an archangel; the Old One, God the Father. 
The Oyarsa of Malacandra tells Ransom that, although they are in many 
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ways uni ike, they are both "copies of Male I di 111 (p. 70); that is, al I ra-
tional beings are children of God, created in His image. 
Ransom, Lewis's science fiction epic hero, travels beyond this world 
to Mars (Malacandra) in the first book of the trilogy, and there learns 
of Maleldil whom he finds to be our Redeemer. Out of the Silent Planet 
can be seen as a mythical exposition of the created order and the possi-
bility of its perversion by evil, as in Genesis l and 2 or Paradise Lost. 
This world, however, is one which has known no fal 1. 
In Perelandra Ransom is again in an unfall<;!n vvorld,buthere the Bent 
Eldil, Satan, is making an attempt to subvert the creatures of Maleldil--
an attempt paralleling that successful attempt he made on Earth in the 
Garden of Eden. 
Perelandra is the story of Paradise retained, the story of a second 
Eve in another Paradise. Milton's Paradise Lost is the closest analogue, 
and Lewis's own Preface to Paradise Lost provides the best commentary. 
This story of a temptation and a fall that does not take place is 
made the occasion for a justification of the ways of God, a revelation of 
the meaning of free will and obedience, a critique of the notion of the 
fortunate fall, and a celebration of the unspeakable greatness of the re-
demptation of our fallen world. The Christian significance of the story 
is rendered in the archetypal action and in allusions. Maleldil is spe-
cifically spoken of as having become incarnate on Earth, as having become 
man, as having ransomed Earth. 
The account of the temptation follows in many respects Milton's ver-
sion of the Genesis story. Adam, here the King of Perelandra, is largely 
left out of Lewis's version. The Green Lady is unfallen, Edenic mankind. 
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She seems both goddess and madonna. Shel ives in fellowship with the 
beasts and in communion with, and obedience to, Maleldil. She knows no 
evil. Satan 1 s goal, of course, is to teach her evil. Her overcoming of 
the temptations shows that one not only need not par~ake of evil, but 
also need not know evil in order to overcome it. An innocence which is 
hot merely a passive lack of knowledge but which is an active pursuit of 
the will of God is shown as dynamic and positive. It is a working out of 
what Lewis said in The Weight of Glory: 11When human souls have become as 
perfect in voluntary obedience as the inanimate creation is in its life-
less obedience, then they will put on its glory, or rather that greater 
glory of which Nature is only the first sketch. 11 72 
Perelandra 1 s plot is a working out of Ephesians 6:12: 11 For we wres-
tle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against pow-
ers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual 
wickedness in high places. 11 Ransom says to Lewis: 11You are feeling the 
absurdity of it. Dr. Elwin Ransom setting out single-handed to combat 
powers and principalities. You may even be wondering if I 1 ve got megalo-
mania.11 And he adds, 11At any rate that is what l 1 ve been feeling myself 
ever since that thing was sprung on me. But when you come to think of it, 
is it odder than what all of us have to do every day? When the Bible 
used that very expression about fighting with principalities and powers 
and depraved hypersomatic beings at great heights (our translation is very 
misleading at that point, by the way) it meant that quite ordinary people 
were to do the fighting 11 (p. 23). Lewis protests that the Bible was re-
ferring to a 11mo.ral confl ict, 11 but Ransom avers that 11 any of us might have 
to fight either way .. Now your idea that ordinary people will never 
have to meet the Dark Eldila in any form except a psychological or moral 
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form--as temptations or the like--is simply an idea that held good for a 
certain phase of the cosmic war: the phase of the great siege, the phase 
which gave to our planet its name of Thulcandra·, the silent planet. But 
supposing that phase is passing? In the next phase it may be anyone 1 s 
job to meet them ... well, in some quite different mode 11 (pp. 23-4). 
(1 10ur translation1 ' here would mean the King James Version or, as Lewis 
referred to it, the Authorized Version; 11 in high places 11 should more accu-
rately be translated 11 at great heights. 11 ) Much of Perelandra is based 
upon this scripture. 
The other Biblical passage upon which the plot is based may well be 
Esther 4:14b: 11 . and who knoweth whether· thou art come to the kingdom 
for such a time as this? 11 Ransom 1 s comment to Lewis echoes Esther: 
11 Don 1 t imagine I've been selected to go to Perelandra because I'm anyone 
in particular. One never can see, or not till long afterwards, who any 
one was selected for any job. And when one does, it is usually some rea-
son that leaves no room for vanity" (p. 24). Esther 1 s reply to the Bib-
lical question was: "So will I go ... and if I perish, I perish. 11 This 
is clearly Ransom 1 s viewpoint in his epic task. 
More complex than it appears on the surface is Lewis 1 s ability to 
keep us ever aware of the ordinary mortals performing such extraordinary 
feats. Homer also penetrated to the ordinary mortal. Rieu calls it giv-
ing us "reality and super-reality" at the same time. 73 Achilles is re-
vealed in a sordidly realistic light in Book one. Homer shows his hero 
arguing with his king, threatening to take his ships and go home if he 
does not get his way, and doing other petty, childish things. Achilles 
says to Agamemnon: 
the truth is that we joined the expedition to p~ease you; yes, 
you unconscionable cur, to get satisfaction from the Trojans 
for Menelaus and yourself--a fact which you utterly ignore. And 
now comes this threat from you of all people to rob me of my 
prize, my hard-earned prize, which was a tribute from the ranks. 
It is not as though I am ever given as much as you when the 
Achaeans sack some thriving city of the Trojans. The heat and 
burden of the fighting fall on me, but when it comes to dealing 
out the loot, it is you that take the lion's share, leaving me 
to return exhausted from the field with something of my own, 
however small. So now I shall go back to Phithia. That is the 
best thing I can do--to sail home in my beaked ships. I see no 
point in staying here to be insulted while I pile up wealth and 
luxuries for you. 
(Iliad 1.158-71) 
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We fol low Achilles from this temper tantrum through all the pettiness and 
degradation which the exasperating conditions of a long-drawn-out war can 
lead one for whom pride is both his strength and his weaknes~. We see 
him withdrawing from the battle in a pout, and even praying that his fel-
low Greeks may be defeated to the point where they must beg him to help. 
He gets so bad that even his most staunch friend and supporter, Patroclus, 
remonstrates with him for 11warping a noble nature to ignoble ends" (Iliad 
XVI .31-32). Homer, not given to moralizing, even labels Achi l les's dragging 
Hector's body as ''evil." In spite of all his faults, however, the gods are 
honoring Achil Jes, and Homer makes us feel that he really is a great hero; 
though it is not till he gives Hector's corpse to his grief-stricken, aged 
71+ father, Priam, that we are allowed to seethe real greatness of Achilles. 
When Homer calls a warrior brave or great-hearted just when he is behav-
ing 1 i ke an errant coward or a spa i led child, he is not only being ironic 
and humorous: 11 he is seeing that warrior as he was, or will be, or in-
deed as he, in essence, is. ,,75 This is Lewis's message about predestina-
t ion and freedom which he has Ransom deliver as he determines to fight 
the Un-man: "The thing was going to be done. There was going to arrive, 
in the course of time, a moment at which he would have done it. The 
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future act stood there, fixed and unaltered as if he had already perform-
edit. It was a mere irrelevant detail that it happened to occupy the 
position we call future instead of that which we call past" (p. 149). 
Since Ransom is determined to do this, even though he has not yet perform-
ed any external act which shows his heroic nature, he is heroic because 
of the kind of man he is. Even when he groans, 11Mercy, 11 and asks, 11 Lord, 
why me? 11 (p. 149), and behaves peevishly, he is, in essence, heroic, just 
as Achilles was. 
In the same way, when Homer describes a beautiful and well-built 
chariot or a magnificent suit of armor, he is not laboring under the delu-
sion that all the workmanship of the day was perfect. He is doing.the 
same thing he does with people. Homer is a realist, but, as Rieu says, 
"the reality that he sees has for his eye a certain transparence, through 
which he sees and records the ideal or higher rea 1 i ty. . . . I do not mean 
... that Homer ... is indulging himself in illusion or wishful thinking, 
but that he is seeing reality at two levels. To which I might add that 
he sees good as more real than evil. 1i76 This is exactly what Lewis is 
doing, seeing reality at two levels, that of time and of eternity: 
It is a serious thing to live in a society of possible gods and 
goddesses, to remember that the dullest and most uninteresting 
person you talk to may one day be a creature which, if you saw 
it now, you would be strongly tempted to worship, or else a 
horror and a corruption such as you now meet, if at all, only 
in a nightmare .... There are no ordinary people. You have 
never talked to a mere mortal. Nations, cultures, arts, civil-
ization--these are mortal, and their life is to ours as the 
life of a gnat. But it is immortals whom we joke with, work 
with,. marry, snub, and e"xploit--immortal horrors or everlasting 
splendours. 77 
Lewis sees reality with a transparence through which he sees and records 
an eternal ideal, and he sees that ideal as beginning here and now. 
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Moreover, Lewis also sees good as more real than evil: he believes evil 
to be a parasite, incapable of creating on its own. 
Lewis 1s paradox, then, is that the ordinary mortal is not ordinary 
because he is of infinite worth in the sight of God, so that each 11ordi-
nary11 person may be an epic hero. Quite 11ordinary 11 men and women are 
drawn into the struggle; having, with free will, chosen their allegiance, 
they become agents of cosmic force as we see Ransom doing as our repre-
sentative in Perelandra. 
The battle of good versus evil reduces to the visible individual 
struggle in Perelandra. Indeed, the battle of good versus evil is ulti-
mately always fought in the indi~idual battle: it was so with Eve in 
Eden, with Christ on the cross; it was so with Gilgamesh and the evil 
giant, Humbaba; with Beowulf and Grendel, Beowulf and Grendel 1s dam, and 
with Beowulf and the dragon; it is so here with the Green Lady of Pere-
landra fighting temptation, with Ransom fighting the Un-man. (It is so 
even, on a smaller scale, with the 11 ordinary1 1 individual, Lewis, fighting 
his fears at the beginning of the book to assist Ransom, for Lewis 1s vic-
tory makes possible the telling of the tale of Perelandra according to 
the story.) Every individual battle is important. 
And for these ordinary men and women, faith is not something which 
merely replaces effort when one has exhausted one 1s own possibilities. 
Instead, faith takes this ordinary man or woman who is not really ordinary 
into the Love, the Light and Life of Christ. It comes not merely to 11 com-
fort11 in sufferings, not to 11 help11 (the Un-man taunts Ransom that his God 
will not help him fight), but it comes to make of this extraordinary 11or-
dinary11 person a martyr in the original Greek sense of the word ·as 11wit-
ness''; i.e., a witness to Christ (Mal el di l) in his very sufferings. A 
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martyr is not one for whom God is another--and last--chance: a martyr is 
one for whom God is his very 1 ife, and thus everything 1n his life comes 
to God, and ascends to the fullness of Love, as Lewis shows on the holy 
mountain in Perelandra. 
In Perelandra Lewis is not just re-telling the Christian myth or 
Milton 1 s Paradise Lost, but rather he is showing what might have happened 
if. In a letter, Lewis revealed that Perelandra was to work out a suppos-
ition: 11What ii there were an unspoiled paradise undergoing some tempta-
tion? What ii angels were like unto the Pagan gods? \·/hat if? Well, 
then we would have Perelandra. 11 78 
Lewis has made it clear that the central action is a second, and even 
graver and further-reaching attempt of the Enemy against a stat.e of inno-
cence. It is a shattering picture Lewis draws in the Un-man 1 s attempt to 
re-enact the fall of Man in a new garden of Eden, since it shows each of 
us what temptation is to us. It shows the consciousness of what man re-
jects, the rewards he might have if only he would stretch out his hand 
for them--the heart of Lewis 1 s Sehnsucht, the intense longing for other-
worldly experience, for spiritual experience, this powerful feeling com-
pounded of yearning, melancholy, wonder, joy, and an awareness of the 
numinous. 
Ransom is sent, as Moses was sent and as Jesus sent out his twelve 
disciples, without provisions for the journey. Jesus said to them, 11 Pro-
vide neither gold, nor silver, nor brass in your purses. Nor scrip for 
your journey, neither two coats, neithe'r shoes, nor yet staves; for the 
workman is worthy of his meat 11 (Matt. 10:9-10). Ransom is sent out total-
ly naked. This should be contrasted with the usual descriptions in epic 
of the hero 1 s dress and weaponry. In this case, Ransom 1 s armor is to be 
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that spoken of in scripture: 11 Final ly, be strong in the Lord and in the 
strength of his might. Put on the whole armor of God, that you may be 
able to stand against the wiles of the devi 1. For we are not contending 
against flesh and blood, but against the principalities, against the pow-
ers, against the world rulers of this present darkness, against the spir-
itual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places. Therefore take the 
whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, 
and having dorie all, to stand11 (Ephesians 6:10-13). Ransom himself has 
quoted part of this scripture, and the novel is a showing, a fleshing-out 
of, the entire concept. Rather than depending upon his armor and weapons 
as did epic heroes of old, Ransom is to depend upon hi.s faith and upon 
11 the whole armor of God. 11 
Ransom tells Lewis he is being sent and that he has 11no idea at all 
what I'm to do. There are jobs, you know, where it is essential that one 
should not know too much beforehand. things one might have to say 
which one couldn't say effectiv~ly if one had prepared them11 (pp. 25-6). 
This suggests Matthew 10:16, 19-20: 
Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst 
of wolves: be ye therefore wise as serpents, 
and harmless as doves .... But when they de-
1 iver you up, take no thought how or what ye 
shall speak: for it shall be given you in that 
same hour what ye shall speak. For it is not ye 
that speak, but the Spirit of your Father which 
speaketh in you. 
Ransom in Perelandra may be seen in one way as a newly created Adam 
in Eden with all his senses alert and experiencing and learning. He en-
acts a new genesis of man: moving from his womb-like coffin in which he 
traveled from Earth to Perelandra, then from the sea to the land; having 
to learn to walk on the floating islands as a baby might, having sensory 
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experiences which caused him to feel a 11 strange sense of excessive plea-
sure which seemed somehow to be communicated to him through all his senses 
at once, ... an exuberance or prodigality of sweetness about the mere act 
of living which our [fallen] race finds it difficult not to associate 
with forbidden and extravagant actions 11 (p. 37). Note here again Lewis 1 s 
intense concreteness of description as he tells of Ransom 1 s experiences: 
for example, as to taste: ' 1As he rushed smoothly up the great convex 
hillside of the next wave he got a mouthful of the water ... ; it was 
drinkable. Though he had not been aware of thirst till now, his drink 
gave him a quite astonishing pleasure. It was almost like meeting Plea-
sure itself for the first time 11 (p. 35). Ransom is somewhat like an in-
fant perceiving its environment, but 1 ike the full-grown Adam pictured by 
Milton in interpreting it. 11 His first impression was of nothing more de-
finite than of something slanted--as though he were looking at a photo-
graph which had been taken when the camera was not held level 11 (p. 34). 
Then he saw 11 something that looked like clouds--or could it be ships?--
far away on his left' 1 (p. 35). Next the sense of kinesthesia is added to 
that of sight: ' 1And now he realized that he had for some time been 
performing unconsciously the actions of a swimmer. Up again to the 
crest . then down, down, down 11 (p. 35). Touch, sight and smell are 
added as he learns to walk on the floating island: 11 and then for the 
next hour or two he was teaching himself to waJ;k; ... this was 1 ike learn-
ing to walk on water itself. Perhaps he would have learned more 
quickly if his falls had not been so soft, if it had not been so pleasant, 
having fallen, to 1 ie still and gaze at the golden roof and hear the end-
less soothing noise of the water and breathe in the curiously del1ghtful 
smell of the herbage 11 (pp. 40-1). In this paradise, Ransom finds the 
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creation of a kind of Sehnsucht. "The smells in the forest were beyond 
all that he had ever conceived .. ; almost, they created a new kind of 
hunger and thirst, a longing that seemed to flow over from the body into 
the soul and which was a heaven to feel" (p. 41). The first taste of the 
Perelandran fruit "was 1 ike the discovery of a totally new genus of plea-
sures ... " (p. 42). 
This contrast with what man might have retained in Eden and the cre-
ation of the Edenic Paradise itself both parallels that of Milton in Para-
dise Lost and Homer's intensely concrete descriptions. 
Like Adam, Ransom was at first alone on the earth. "The sense of 
his solitude became intense without becoming at all ·painful--only adding, 
as it were, a last touch of wildness to the unearthly pleasures that sur-
rounded him" ( p. 42) . 
Like a fully mature Adam, Ransom is one in whom the intellect is 
working properly, for he includes wisdom with his intellect. As example, 
he refrained from eating another of the delicious fruits on Perelandra 
since 11 he was now neither hungry nor thirsty," and Ransom found that "it 
appeared to him better not to taste again. Perhaps the experience had 
been so complete that repetition would be a vulgarity ... 11 (p. 43). Fur-
thermore, Ransom wondered 11 how often in his 1 ife on earth he had reiter-
ated pleasures not through desire, but in the teeth of desire and in 
obedience to a spurious rationalism .. 11 (p. 43). This is one of the 
main points of the novel, for it is just such spurious rational ism that 
the Enemy wishes to teach the Green Lady. But Lewis is showing that one 
must trust Meleldil rather than repeat the pleasures for fear they will 
not come again, and rather than horde material goods for fear one will 
not be able to decide one's own fate without them at hand--another th~ng 
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the Enemy wishes to teach the Greeh Lady. Another instance of Ransom's 
intellect working properly is revealed through his bravery; as the dragon 
approached Ransom, he "set his teeth and stood," even though his "false 
reason'' said, "It's madness to wait for it" (p. 46). 
George MacDonald (see Table 11)--of whom Lewis says, ''I never wrote 
anything that was not influenced by hi~ 1 --has one character say to an-
other, "Trust in the 1 iving God, 11 to which the reply is "I do trust Him 
in spiritual matters." To this the response is "Everything is an affair 
f h . . ,, 79 o t e sp1r1t. This is what Lewis is showing with his Biblically 
based epic: everything is a spiritual matter, and therefore the physical 
and the spiritual are really a union in which one might at times have to 
do physical battle with spiritual powers (or vice versa). 
11\ilhat had happened on Earth, when Maleldil was born a man at Bethle-
hem, had altered the universe for ever" (p. 144). This clarifies beyond 
doubt that we are being presented Maleldil as Christ, and then goes on to 
explain the application that anyone might be called to fight evil: "The 
new world of Perelandra was not a mere repetition of the old world Tellus. 
Maledi I never repeated Himself. When Eve fell, God was not Man. He 
had not yet made me.n members of His body: s i nee then He had, and th rough 
them henceforward He would save and suffer. One of the purposes for which 
He had done all this was to save Perelandra not through Himself but 
through Himself in Ransom. If Ransom refused, the plan, so far, miscar-
ried" (pp. 144-45). Since now God has made men members of His body, men 
may be called to represent Him in any way, to be martyrs (witnesses) for 
Him, to let Him work in and through us (as Homer showed the gods and god-
desses working in and through his men and women), to be His epic heroes. 
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Ransom's name clearly establishes him as a Christ figure. Mal el di I 
tel ls him, "It is not for nothing that you are named Ransom" (p. 147). 
Here Ransrim discovers what is to him a new meaning to his name--one who 
pays the price. Here he is consciously a substitute for Christ, repeat-
ing in a small way (though he does not know that it wil 1 not cost him his 
I ife and a great deal of suffering) the substitution of Christ on the 
cross for mankind. Furthermore, Elwin means "friend of angels," or 
"friend of God," as a kind of combination of the term goldwine gumena as 
applied in Beowulf to Hrothgar, King of the Danes, for the term meant 
"-gold friend of men"--wine equals "friend,'' and of the elohim from the 
Old Testame·nt, translated as lord and meaning "friend of God." The Oyarsa 
of Malacandra says Ransom's "very name in his own tongue is Elwin, the 
friend of the el di la" (p. 195). 
When Maleldil's Voice tells Ransom, "My name also is Ransom" (p. 
148), Ransom realizes, "So that was the real issue. If he now failed, 
this world also would hereafter be redeemed. If he were not the ransom, 
Another would be .... If Venus fell, her evil would be [like] a cube--
her Redemption beyond conceiving" (p. 148). And this knowledge shows 
the "frig11ttfol freedom that was being put into his hands" (p. 148), for 
he must choose. 
Just as Milton's justification of "the ways of God to men" hinges on 
(1) the affirmation of man's freedom and responsibility, and (2) the 
scheme of salvation through Christ's sacrifice for man which is set forth 
in the poem as a whole, in Perelandra Lewis's justification of the ways 
of God to men hinges on (1) the affirmation of man's freedom and responsi-
bility, and (2) the scheme of salvation (ransom) through Ransom's 
offering of himself for what he believes will be the sacrifice of his 
life for the Green Lady and King. 
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We have a conflation of John 21 :15-22, wherein Jesus asks Peter 
three times if he loves Him, and when Peter answers that he does, Jesus 
tel Is him to "Feed my sheep, 11 for Ransom also must care for Maleldil 1 s 
creatures, and of John 1?:28 and 19:16, wherein Jesus is led before 
Pilate to be tried. Ransom 11 had pictured himself, till now, standing be-
fore the Lord, I ike Peter [himself being on trial before the Lord]. But 
it was worse. He sat before Him like Pilate. It lay with him to save 
or to spill 11 (p. 148). This choice to be freely made is based on the 
free will that is the keystone to Lewis 1 s and Mi lton 1 s justification of 
the ways of God. 
11 And he bowed his head and groaned and repined against his fate11 (p. 
148). This brings us back to the verse where Esther asks why she has 
been chosen; indeed, to the repeated actions of the Israelites throughout 
much of the Old Testament. It reminds also of Adam and Eve repining 
against their fate, but with the difference that theirs is a fate they 
have brought upon themselves. And as Ransom groans 11 Mercy, 11 or 11 Lord, 
why me? 11 (p. 149), he echoes Moses 1 s cry upon being chosen to lead the 
children of Israel out of the land of Egypt. Like Moses, Ransom ques-
tions his ability to perform his task: 11What was the use of sending him 
--a mere scholar-- to cope with a situation of this sort? Any ordinary 
pugilist, or, better still, any man who could make good use of a tommy-
gun, would have been more to the purpose11 (p. 84). 
Ransom is like Thomas in doubting the outcome (but not doubting the 
divinity-of Maleldil). Doubting the outcome, both nonetheless remain 
true. Thomas doubted, but he did not leave Jesus for something surer. 
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When Lazarus died, and Jesus wanted to go to Jerusalem in spite of the 
fact that the Jews were seeking to find Him and stone Him, Thomas had no 
hope. But he said, "Let us also go, that we may die with him" (John 11: 
16). Ransom is sure he will die, but this does not alter his decision, 
because, 1 ike Thomas, he did not bind his fate to Maleldi 1 (Christ) be-
cause he hoped to be rich, comfortable, happy, or perhaps to have a cabi-
net post in the messianic kingdom. Thomas did not give himself to Jesus 
(nor Ransom to Maleldil) in order to obtain something else. Thomas held 
to Jesus because he loved Him. Ransom's final word, too, was "All right, 
t lien. I' 11 just die with Him. 11 Thomas said, "Was Jesus wrong? Okay, 
then I will be wrong too. 11 Thomas's doubt, and Ransom's, was a special 
kind. It is not uninvolved. Thomas throws himself and all he is and has 
into the balance; he is prepared to die in spite of his doubt. So is 
Ransom. 
With his entire plotline, Lewis is making it clear that uninvolve-
ment is impossible. Those who are not for Maleldil are against Him, and 
those who are not against the evil of the Bent Eldil are for Him. There 
is no neutral ground, no prudent middle way. Anyone may be called to 
·fight evil in any way. 
The very fact that the Green Lady resists the temptation is, of 
course, a modification of the Genesis account and of Milton's account. 
The fact that Ransom wins his fight with the representative of the Devil 
in the Un-man points to Lewis's most significant thematic modification, 
however. He has taken his stand against the hint of the fortunate fall 
concept in Milton's Paradise Lost. Countering Weston's use of the fortu-
nate fall argument, Ransom tel ls the Green Lady: "The first King and 
first Mother of our world did the forbidden thing; and He brought good 
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out of it in the end. But what they did was not good; and what they lost 
we have not seen 11 (p. 125). Perelandra further differs from Paradise 
Lost in having the King face the same decision Adam faced, and the King 
overcomes the temptation: 
And then I saw what had happened in your {Ransom's] world, and 
how your Mother fell and how your Father went with her, doing 
her no good thereby and bringing the darkness upon all their 
children. And then it was before me like a thing coming to-
wards my hand ... what I should do in like case .... Though a 
man were to be torn in two halves ... though half of him turned 
into earth, ... the living half must sti 11 fol low Maleldi l. 
For if it also lay down and became earth, what hope would there 
be for the whole? But while one half lived, through it He 
might send life back into the other .... He gave me no assur-
ance. No fixed land. Always one must throw oneself into the 
wave.(p. 210). 
Lewis has Ransom enact the epic pattern of the visit to the under-
world wherein the hero comes out alive, thus having 11conquered 11 death or 
at least faced it. Christianity does not deny death; it transforms it; 
it permutes death into life. As Ransom is 11 reborn 11 on the mountain top 
in Perelandra, the message of the dying and reviving gods of mythology is 
acted out for and through him so that the message of Colossi ans l :13 now 
applies: God has 11 rescued us from the domain of darkness, 11 or the "power 
of darkness 11 as in the King James Version. After Ransom is reborn into 
Perelandra, the land too seems reborn. In contrast to the barren 1 ~aste 
places" of the underworld, he finds the blossoming and rejoicing land and 
the singing beasts, echoing Isaiah 35:1-2: "The wilderness and the dry 
land shall be glad, the desert shall rejoice and blossom; like the crocus 
it shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice with joy and singing. 11 
Jhe covenants of the Old and New Testaments are also suggested. The 
eldila "who ought to be obeyed" and who guided the old worlds are no long-
er the guides; as the Green Lady says, "That is all the old order, Pie-
bald, the far side of the wave that has rolled past us and will not come 
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again. That very ancient world to which you journeyed was put under the 
e ld i la. In your own world also they ruled once~ but not since our Be-
loved became a Man .... But in our world, which is the first of worlds 
to wake after the great change, they have no power. There is nothing now 
between us and Him11 (p. 82). Thus the Earth 1 s history is drawn into and 
dependent upon this tale of a far-away planet. 
Perelandra follows Paradise Lost in its inclusion of an account of 
creation, given by Raphael in Paradise Lost and here quickly recounted by 
the Oyarsa of Perelandra, which roughly parallels that given in Genesis. 
The first day God created light; the second day, the firmament above and 
below the waters, and heaven. Perelandra, who has been God 1 s agent of 
creation, says, 11 1 rounded this ball when it first arose from Arbol. 
spun the air about it and wove the roof. built the Fixed Island and 
this, the holy mountain, as Maleldil taught me 11 (p. 196). In Genesis, 
the third day God created Land, the Earth and Seas, the plants--grass, 
herbs, trees; the fourth day lights in the firmament, i.e., the sun, moon 
and stars; the fifth day water animals, fishes, fowls of the air; the 
sixth day, living creatures--cattle, creeping things, beasts of the earth; 
and this day of creation was climaxed with the creation of man--male and 
female. 11And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and 
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over 
the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living 
thing that moveth upon the earth 11 (Genesis l :28). Perelandra concludes 
the account of that world 1 s creation: 11The beasts that sing and the 
beasts that fly and all that swims on my breast and all that creeps and 
tunnels within me down to the centre ... 11 (p. 196). Table IV shows the 
comparison of these two orders of creation. And on the seventh day, God 
TABLE IV 
ORDER OF CREATION 
Earth 
1. Light 
2. Firmament (Heaven) 
3. Land--earth and seas, 
plants--grass, herbs, trees 
4. Sun, moon, stars 
5. Water animals, fishes, 
fowls of the air 
6. Living creatures--cattle, 




Light (Arbol, the sun, 
already existed) 
The air about this ball 
The roof of the planet 
The Fixed Island and 
Holy Mountain 
The beasts that sing and 
the beasts that fly and 
all that swims 




rested, and he blessed the seventh day and sanctified it on Earth. The 
story of Perelandra starts here. 
The King and Queen of Perelandra seem to have been given dominion 
over the fish of the sea and the fowl of the air and all the animals of 
their world, for the Green L?dY says it is their duty to "make them [the 
animals] older every day, 11 by which she means to increase their knowledge 
and wisdom (p. 65). But they receive dominion over all their planet as 
the story comes to its end; the Oyarsa of Perelandra has kept the planet 
for them until this moment when they have become the gods and goddesses 
they were (and Adam and Eve were) created to be. They are, as Lewis puts 
it in Reflections on the Psalms, "taken up into a new life without rel in-· 
quishing the old," so that, reversing the Incarnation, "human life be-
comes the vehicle of Divine life, 11 as they live in an unbroken relation-
ship with Maleldil. 80 In the Preface to Paradise Lost Lewis reminds of 
Milton's and Saint Augustine's theory that if there had been no Fall, the 
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human race would have been raised to angelic status; this is what he 
shows with the Green Lady and her King. 
In their stepping up to "what they were meant to be, 11 the King and 
Queen are described as 11 Paradise itself in its two Persons, Paradise walk-
ing hand in hand, its two bodies shining in the light like emeralds yet 
not themselves too bright to look at 11 (p. 204). Contrast this with Adam 
and Eve leaving Eden after the Fall: 
The world was all before them, where to choose 
Their place of rest, and Providence their guide: 
They hand in hand with wandering steps and slow 
Through Eden took their solitarie way. 
(PL Xll.646-49) 
The fortunate fall concept is hinted at in that though 11 Some natural 
tears they dropped, but wiped them soon 11 (PL XI 1.645), they are going out 
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with the world all before them. The only reference to Paradise here is 
the advice Michael gives Adam: 
add Faith, 
Add Vertue, Patience, Temperance, add Love, 
By name to come call 'd Chari tie, the soul 
Of all the rest: then wilt thou not be loath 
To leave this Paradise, but shalt possess 
A P~radise within thee, happier farr. 
(PL X 11. 582-87) 
Whereas Milton's epic ends with Adam and Eve leaving the Garden of Eden, 
albeit heroically prepared to work towards the redemption prophesied, 
Lewis's ends with the Adam and Eve of Perelandra, as the Oyarsa tel ls Ransom, 
stepping 11 up that step at which your parents fell" to 11sit in the throne 
of what they were meant to be 11 (p. 197). And whereas the delights of 
earth are diminished, those of Perelandra are increased. The change in 
nature corresponds to the change in man and rises from the same cause--on 
Earth, the loss of the old harmony between God and man, and on Perelandra, 
the gain of an even closer harmony. 
The Green Lady and the King of Perelandra parallel Milton's Adam and 
Eve in that they are not naif, barbarian, or underdeveloped. They begin 
as mature, intelligent, and thoroughly developed, majestic beings instead. 
The Green Lady is described as a perfect being: 11 Up till now her face 
had been grave. At this point she clapped her hands and a smile such as 
Ransom had never seen changed her. One does not see that smile here ex-
cept in children, but there was nothing of the child about it there" (p. 
61). This, of course, reminds us of Jesus's injunction that we should be-
come as little children. 
Later, on the third day after first seeing her, Ransom sees the Green 
Lady "standing a few yards away, motionless but not apparently disengaged 
--doing something with her mind, perhaps even with her muscles, that he 
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did not understand .. Opposites met in her and >vere _fused in a fashion 
for which we have no images. Beautiful, naked, shameless, young--she 
was obviously a goddess; but then the face, the face ... made her a Ma-
donna. The alert, inner silence which looked out from those eyes over-
awed him; yet at any moment she might laugh like a child, or run like 
Artemis or dance like a Maenad 11 (pp. 64-65). 
She delivers a speech which parallels Mary 1 s magnificat in Luke l :46-
55: 110nly my spirit praises Maleldil who comes down from Deep Heaven in-
to this lowness and will make me to be blessed by all the times that are 
rolling towards us. It is He who is strong and makes me strong and "fills 
empty worlds with good creatures 11 (p. 66). 
Lewis has one discordant note in his description of the Green Lady 
as an Eve figure--that of her with the animals: 11The beasts raced for-
ward to greet her. . . . She turned as they approached her and we l corned 
them, and once agai~ the picture was half like many earthly scenes but in 
its total effect unlike them all. It was not really like a woman making 
much of a horse, nor yet a child playing with a puppy. There was in her 
face an authority, in her caresses a condescension, which by taking seri-
ously the inferiority of her adorers made them somehow less inferior--
raised them from the status of pets to that of Slaves" (pp. 64:-5). Clear-
ly, Lewis has no concept here of the status of a pet, for that would not 
be a raising, but a definite lowering of status! Pets are not things to 
be used and manipulated and changed--and not slaves; they are beings in 
their own right with their own natures, personalities, desires and lives: 
more like the hnau animals of Malacandra than anything else. 
In spite of this, we may say of Lewis 1 s Green Lady as Bowra has of 
Milton 1 s Adam, "Within his limited experience Adam is well informed, and 
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there is no point which he does not take and understand at its proper 
worth. He is not natural man, as Rousseau was later to imagine him; 
still less is he the primitive savage of anthropology. He is man in the 
original splendor of innocence, man as he might have been if sin had not 
come into the world . 1182 Lewis 1 s Green Lady is like Mil ton's Adam in .many 
ways. Both are created entirely f~ee from sin, are to be the ancestor of 
all mankind on their respective planets, therefore also are almost with-
out human experience. As chosen companions of God, they possess a close-
ness to God and knowledge denied to Adam 1 s descendants but not to be de-
nied to the Green Lady's. Both are fully mature, pmverful, and beautiful 
beings. Milton describes, 11Adam the goodliest man of men since born His 
sons'' (PL IV.323-24). They are indeed lords of their worlds; they have 
nam~d the animals which sport for their entertainment; their dwellings 
are rich with all the beauty that nature can give. Also, for both, their 
very lack of external splendor only enhances their natural dignity, as 
when Adam is going to meet Raphael: 
·without more train 
Accompani 'd then with his own compleat 
Perfections, in himself was all his state, 
More solemn then the tedious pomp that waits 
On Princes, when thir rich Retinue long 
Of Horses led, and Grooms besmeared with Gold. 
. (PL V. 350-56) 
As Adam and Eve lived in communion with God in Eden (both in Genesis 
and in ~ilton 1 s account), the Green Lady in Perelandra experiences the 
presence of Maleldil constantly, perhaps also suggestive of the epic con-
vention of messages from the gods. At one time, 111 How do you know that? 1 
asked Ransom in amazement. 
'Maleldi l is telling me, 1 answered the woman. And as she spoke the 
landscape had become different, though with a difference none of the 
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senses would identify. The light was dim, the air gentle, and all Ran-
som 1 s body was bathed in bliss, but the garden world where he stood seem-
ed to be packed quite full, and as if an unendurable pressure had been 
laid upon his shoulders 11 (p. 61). When Ransom asks the Green Lady if she 
lives alone, she asks, 11What is alone? 11 For she is not alone. She exists 
in harmony with nature and the animals and in the continual presence of 
and in continual communication with Maleldil. Jesus said, 11The kingdom 
of God is within you, 11 and George MacDonald has commented, 110f all teach-
ings that which presents a far distant God is the nearest to absurdity. 
Either there is none, or He is nearer to every one of us than our nearest 
consciousness of self. 1183 Lewis said in Miracles, 11The supernatural is 
not remote and abstruse: it is a matter of daily and hourly experience, 
as intimate as breathing. 1184 This is what is being shown in Perelandra. 
As Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden have been given the one injunc-
tion-- 11 But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not 
eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die11 
--so the Green Lady (and presumably also the King) has been given the in-
junction not to stay on the fixed lands overnight nor dwell there. The 
meaning of the injuncti.on is later explained: to trust in and fol low 
Maleldil 1 s will rather than to insist on one 1 s own will; that is, rather 
than to set oneself up as a god. 
11And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and~were not asham-
ed 11 (Genesis 2:25). Just so, the Green Lady is naked and unashamed, but 
Ransom, from fallen mankind of Earth, is somewhat ashamed of his body 
when he sees the great beauty of the Green Lady: 11 Embarrassment and de-
sire were both a thousand miles away from his experience: and if he was 
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a little ashamed of his own body, that ... turned only on the fact that 
he knew his body to be a little ugly and a little ridiculous 11 (p. 59). 
The Satan figure, the Bent Eldil, as Lewis presents him seems chill-
ingly realistic. "And ii.--God forbid--any of us ever meets a devil, will 
he not be exactly as C. S. Lewis portrays him? 1185 "It looked at Ransom 
in silence .... It did not defy goodness, it ignored it to the point of 
annihi lation 11 (p. 8). Weston and Satan both desired to be equals with 
God. Milton's Satan denied being a created being. Weston believed him-
self to be the manifestation of God. At first, Weston tried to describe 
his concept of good and evil being part of the same force, but he is 
really interested only in himself, much as was Milton's Satan who could 
only think of himself and talk of himself. 
vJhen fully demon-possessed' Weston becomes the 11 Un-man, II the mouth-
piece and bridge for Satan. As such, he becomes totally uninterested in 
those things he had claimed as his goals in life; he has no further inter-
est in scientism, matter, or spirit. This compares with the concept of 
devils consuming man which Lewis presents humorously though grimly in 
both his Screwtape Letters and That Hideous Strength. 
David Shelley Berkeley says much of Perelandra has been written as a 
reaction to a distaste for Satan as Milton presented him in Paradise Lost. 
Lewis did not like attaching energy and vitality and even heroic qualities 
to a diabolic Satan. 86 Lewis thought of evil as 11 an ape of God, 11 a para-
sitic thing which was unable to create on its own but existed by pervert-
ing the good which God created. 87 
When Ransom explains, "The black archon--our own bent Oyarsa--is 
meditating some sort of attack on Perelandra" (p. 23), there are echoes 
of Milton's Lucifer meditating some attack on Earth and its newly created 
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creatures. Ransom adds, 11 He can 1 t get there in his own person, in his 
own photosome or whatever we should call it. .. He must be attempting 
Perelandra in some different way 11 (p. 23). This echoes the way Milton 1 s 
Lucifer 11got there 11 in the Garden of Eden in the form, first, of a cormo-
rant, then a mist, and finally in the body of the serpent. Just so, Satan 
uses Weston 1 s spaceship as his Trojan Horse to get him there and Weston 1 s 
body through which to act. 11Weston 1 s body travelling in a spaceship had 
been the bridge ... 11 (p. 111). Bridge describes Weston as the miserific 
bridge-builder. 88 The term 11 bridge-builder 11 has long been associated 
with Christianity: i.e., the Pontifex Maximus (the greatest bridge-
builder) was the. title for the Roman bridge-builder, and this term was 
adopted for the title of the Catholic Pope--one who built the supreme 
bridge for man; i.e., the bridge to their God. Here Weston is the oppo-
site to the bridge-builder of ancient Roman religions and the Catholic 
Pope. 
Bent as the term for evil suggests Augustine 1 s (and Luther 1 s) use of 
the word curvatus with reference to the sin that moves a man to turn from 
God, concupiscently, toward the world or toward himself. The entire 11 si-
lent planet 11 myth, of course, is based on mythical, apocalyptic echoes 
from the Bible. This embodiment of evil is dealt with in a way particu-
larly suited to the epic: Ransom literally and physically engages him in 
battle. 
The glee of the fallen angels over the pain of the angels hit during 
the battle in Heaven in Paradise Lost may be compared to the pleasure of 
the Un-man in the destruction of the fragile frog-like creatures, and it 
may be an echo from further back of the Olympian gods and goddesses laugh-
ing at Hephaestus as he limped among them serving nectar or as they took 
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delight in the rout of the Trojans or the Greeks when whichever side they 
favored was winning. 
The issue of the temptations is that man has free will, and this is 
also the issue for Ransom 1 s decision to sacrifice himself. As George 
MacDonald has said, 11 man is lord of his will, his action. If a 
man lay himself out to do the immediate duty of the moment, wonderfully 
little forethought, I suspect, will be found needful. That forethought 
only is right which has to determine duty, and pass into action. To the 
foundation of yesterday 1 s work well done, the.work of the morrow will be 
sure to fit. 1189 And still on free will, he later said, 11 lt is because we 
are not near enough to Thee to partake of thy liberty that we want a 
liberty of our own different from thine 11 ; and again, 11 By obeying one 
90 learns how to obey.'' The Green Lady was able to overcome temptation 
because she partook of the liberty of Maleldil, and the more she obeyed, 
the more she learned how to obey, and found the true joy in what is para-
doxically true freedom. When she came to understand that she had free 
will, she perceived its significance also: II . it is I , I myse 1 f, who 
turn from the good expected to the given good. Out of my own heart I do 
it. . I thought ... that I was carried in the wi 11 of Him love, but 
now I see that I walk with it. It is a delight with terror in it. 
... The world is so much bigger than I thought. thought we went along 
paths--but it seems there are no paths. The going itself is the path'' 
(pp. 69-70). Ransom at this point realized that, like Eve, the Green Lady 
could fall since she had freewill: 11Therewas no reasonwhy·she should 
step out of her happiness into the pyschology of our own race; but neither 
was there any wall between to prevent her doing so 11 (p. 68). The Un-man 
here is even more subtle in his temptations of the Green Lady than 
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Milton 1 s Lucifer of Eve as part of Lewis's revolt against the heroic, dy-
namic, highly energetic devil of Paradise Lost (see Table V for a listing 
of the Green Lady's temptations). The main theme of Perelandra is that 
of temptation, but, of course, temptation also implies questions as to 
the nature of a universe and a world wherein temptation is allowed to 
occur, and this universe and this world and their creatures turn out to 
have freewill to make their own choices for good or evil. Free will is 
the overriding principle upon which everything is based. The next ques-
tion that temptation implies is closely related: how will evil ma.ke the 
attempt? In such a paradise, what can evil offer as an attractive alter-
native? We find that the Un-man employs the alchemy of evi 1 upon virtues 
admirable in themselves under the proper circumstances--liberation, pro-
gress, sacrifice for others--to hide the dissatisfaction he is trying to 
arouse. He attempts to make the Green Lady's obedience and contentment 
seem confining and boring, and even, with his urging her to sacrifice her-
self for the King and their future children, demeaning. The paradox is, 
of course, that true freedom requires discipline. Lewis appropriately 
uses the image of the Heavenly Dance to illustrate the paradox, for if 
one wants to have the freedom to dance, one must first submit to the dis-
cipline of learning how it is done. As Howard notes, ' 1 ln the world of 
Malacandra and Perelandra (and Narnia), it appears that acceptance of the 
given, and submission to it, is the key to contentment. Paradoxically, 
of course, contrary to the accusations of all Nietzschean ... romantics 
like Uncle Andrew and Jadis and Weston that this is all an opiate, this 
submission is synonymous with freedom and maturity 1 '; furthermore, the 
same bright alchemy that transforms rules and obedience into freedom and 
joy here can also be seen at work in all gymnasts and ballet dancers and 
TABLE V 
THE GREEN LADY'S TEMPTATIONS 
1. Di~obedience. To stay overnight on the fixed lands. 
2. Vanity. To cause self-awareness. 
3. To become a martyr, a "tragedy queen." 
4. To disobey in order to be 11 really separate." Self-
awareness. Self-determination. 
5. Pride. 
6. Noble revolt concept. 
7. False images in the imagination to cause errors in reason-
ing. 
8. To own things. To control one's own destiny. 
9. Self-consciousness to cause an external, dramatic concep-
tion of the self. 
lb. All the temptations working together to cause alienation 
from one 1 s true self. 
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poets and athletes. They have all learned how it is done. 11 9l When one 
has mastered how it is done, one may dance with freedom or even be free 
to innovate in the dance. And when one has made a choice with one's free 
will, this is the truest freedom. As Ransom thinks upon having accepted 
his task to kill the Un-man, 11you might say that he had [been] delivered 
from the rhetoric of his passions and had emerged into unassailable free-
dom 11 (p. 149). 
In temptations, one has no way of knowing at any point just how much 
is at stake. Uusally, as with the story 1 s first temptation--that of the 
narrator Lewis--the temptation seems just a small deflection and perhaps 
even extr.emely sensible and P.lausible. The thing which saves Lewis in 
his temptation barrage is sheer decency--as he puts ·it, 11 some rag of san-
ity and some reluctance to let Ransom down 11 (p. 16), and 11 reason or con-
science awoke and set me once more plodding forwards 11 (p. 11). This is 
another major way in which Lewis 1 s epic varies from those of his predeces-
sors: heroism itself is often a matter of the common decencies or "un-
heroic 11 persistence--a no-nonsense approach to ordeals and testings and 
epic tasks. The heroism of Lewis 1 s epic heroes is often, as Howard per-
ceives of the narrator Lewis 1 s overcoming of his temptation, 11a far cry 
from the waving banner of some more obviously heroic charge into the ranks 
of temptation [or into the ranks of battle in epics such as Beowulf, the 
Iliad, the Odyssey, Jerusalem Delivered, or the Faerie Queene], but this 
is what it comes down to here: merely the old, plodding schoolboy conven-
tion of keeping your commitments and one thing and another. We find this 
again and again in the narrative--this way in which the business of re-
sisting temptation must be got through as often as not without any drama-
tic help. 1192 And once having decided what should be done, one finds 
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Ransom 1 s explanation to Lewis as to how to deal with the bent eldila the 
best course: 11 the best plan is to take no notice and keep straight on 11 
(p. 21). As Howard puts it, 11 The danger to be avoided, as seen here and 
elsewhere in Lewis's narratives ... , is wasting time discussing something 
that you know, or at least have known, to be true, as though there were 
some que~tion about it. If it is clear today that you are supposed to 
leave Ur of the Chaldees, for example, then no concatenation of bad wea-
ther , truculent camels, surly drivers, and harrying marauders ought to 
make you raise the question again .... At least this would be the case 
given the serenely fixed moral structure of the world Lewis evokes in his 
fiction--and, we might add, in all possible worlds: . if something is true, 
then that 1 s that. 1193 This is the same attitude Lewis maintained during 
his temptation barrage concerning Ransom: 11The rational part of my mind, 
even at that moment, knew perfectly well that even if the whole universe 
were crazy and hostile, Ransom was sane and wholesome and honest. And 
this part of my mind in the end sent me forward ... 11 (p. 13). Ransom 1 s 
decision to fight the Un-man, indeed, once having been made, seemed such 
a certainty that he decided 11 predestination and freedom were apparently 
identical 11 (p. 149). The thing has not become easier. 11 His fear, his 
shame, his love, all his arguments, were not altered in the least. The 
thing was neither more nor less dreadful than it had been before. The 
only difference was that he knew--almost as a historical proposition--
that it was going to be done .... There was going to arrive, in the 
course of time, a moment at which he would have done it. The future act 
stood there, fixed and unaltered as if he had already performed it. It 
was a mere irrelevant detail that it happened to occupy the position we 
call future instead of that which we call past 11 (p. 149). 
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Milton, following the thought of his period in regarding woman as 
the less rational creature and thus as inferior to man, has Eve leave 
when Adam and Michael converse, thus strongly suggesting that he does not 
consider her intellectually capable of understanding, though she says she 
desires to hear these matters from Adam. Also, while Raphael is telling 
Adam the future history of mankind, Milton does not seem to consider Eve 
rational or intellectual enough to be included in the conversation, so he 
has her sleep all through Books XI and XI I. 
Milton had Lucifer tempt Eve because she was the less rational of 
the two newly created creatures and because he was following the Genesis 
account. At least Lewis does not specify such a reason for Satan-in-Weston 
tempting the Lady rather than the King. Indeed, Weston seems only to 
choose her because he found her. Of course, at the novel 1 s end when the 
King explains that Maleldi l has taken him away for lessons of his own, we 
learn that this finding of the Lady alone may have been by Maleldil 1 s 
plan. Nonetheless, Lewis 1 s character Ransom does display some rather 
chauvinistic attitudes. Ransom is astonished that the first human figure 
he finally spots is a woman. Then he keeps trying to get her to lead him 
to those he obviously considers the important members of her planet--the 
men. When he finally discovers that there are only two of them, he is 
determined to seethe King and never once seems to entertain the thought 
that this Queen Mother of the future race might be an equally important 
figure. When he spots Weston 1 s spaceship, he once again frets, 11 lf only 
they could find this King whom the Green Woman kept on talking about . 
• 11 (p. 84). 
But when we have watched the Green Lady overcome the temptations, we 
have seen the fulfillment of what man was created to be. 11The way of 
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life which Adam and Eve take up as the poem ends is that of the Christian 
pilgrimage through this world .. Expelled from Eden, our first 'grand 
parents' pick up the burdens of humanity as we know them, sustained by a 
faith which we also know, and go forth to seek a blessing which we do not 
know yet. 1194 As Matthew Arnold has said, 11 But of Christianity the future 
is as yet almost unknown. For that the world cannot get on without righ-
teousness we have the clear experience, and a grand and admirable experi-
ence it is. But what the world will become by the thorough use of that 
which is really righteousness, the methods and the secret and the sweet 
reasonableness of Jesus, we have as yet hardly any experience at all. 1195 
In Perelandra the King and Queen take up that blessing and that glory 
which we do not yet know--they take the next step toward becoming, as 
Lewis puts it, the gods and goddesses we were created to be. As in Para-
dise Lost Milton presents the spiritual and physical·effects of the fall, 
so Lewis presents the spiritual and physical effects of Tor's and Tini-
dri l's choice to obey. 
The imagery in Paradise Lost, Book V, 469-503, presents the heart of 
Milton's thinking about the nature of man as he was created to be in Eden, 
and as by God's grace he may yet be again. This is the image Lewis is 
fleshing out for us in the King and Queen of Perelandra as they step up 
to the glory man was intended for. Milton 1 s Raphael explains man's paten-
tial divinity: 
Your bodies may at last turn all to Spirit, 
lmprov 1 d by tract of time, and wing'"d ascend 
Ethereal as wee, or may at choice 
Here or in Heav 1 nly Paradises dwell; 
If ye be found obedient, and~ retain 
Unalterably firm his love entire 
Whose progeny you are. 
As Hughes notes, ''the thought is not inharmonious with Aristotle's 
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conception of nature as growth, nor with St. Paul 1s belief that 1the human 
body is sown a natural body, 1 but 1raised a spiritual body. 11196 As Lewis 
explains in Weight of Glory, 11\4hen human souls have become as perfect. in 
voluntary obedience as the inanimate creation is in its lifeless obedi-
ence, then they will put on its glory, or rather that greater glory of 
which Nature is only the first sketch. And. in there, beyond Nature, 
we shall eat of the tree of life. At present, if we are reborn in Christ, 
the spirit in us lives directly on God: but the mind, and still more the 
body, receives life from Him at a thousand removes--through our ancestors, 
through our food, through the elements .... What would it be to taste at 
the fountain-head .••. Yet that, I believe, is what l.ies before us. The 
whole man is to drink joy from the fountain of joy. As St. Aug~stine 
said, the rapture of the saved soul will 1flow over 1 into the glorified 
body.1197 
As the King and Queen of Perelandra come hand in hand up the holy 
mountain, they are shown in a Biblical glory of light: 
A light 11 resting onr' or 11overshadowing11 a holy thing. [As] 
the light reached its perfection and settled itself, as it were, 
like a lord upon his throne or like wine in a bowl, and filled 
the whole flowery cup of the mountain top, every cranny, with 
its purity, the holy thing, Paradise itself in its two Persons, 
Paradise walking hand in hand, its two bodies shining in light 
like emeralds yet not themselves too bright to look at, came in 
sight in the cleft between two peaks, and stood a moment with 
its male right hand lifted in regal and pontifical benediction. 
And the gods kneeled and bowed their huge bodies before 
the small forms of that young King and Queen (p. 204). 
Although Biblically couched, this image also suggests ~pie echoes. 
For example, Achilles is also shown in a kind of glory of light in the 
11 i ad: 
.. Achilles favourite of Zeus leapt up. Athene cast her tas-
selled aegis round his sturdy shoulders; and the great goddess 
also shed a golden mist around his head and caused his body to 
emit a blaze of light. Thus, from some far-away beleaguered 
island, where all day long the men have fought a desperate bat-
tle from their city walls, the smoke goes up to heaven; but no 
sooner has the sun gone down than the light from the line of 
beacons blazes up and shoots into the sky to warn the neighbor-
ing islanders and bring them to the rescue in their ships. Such 
was the blaze that made its way to heaven from Achilles' head . 
. . . Achilles' cry was as piercing as the trumpet call that 
rings out when a city is beset by murderous enemies; and their 
hearts all turned to water when they heard that brazen voice. 
Even the long-maned horses felt something evil in the wind and 
began to pull their chariots round. And their charioteers were 
dumbfounded as they saw the fire, fed by Athene of the Bright 
Eyes, blaze with a fierce and steady glare from the head of the 
lion-hearted son of Peleus. 
(Iliad XVlll.101-24) 
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This destructive power of the glory of Achilles is in harsh contrast to 
the Christianized concept of glory of the King and Queen. Even the re-
sponse of the animals illustrates it; the horses fear Achilles, but the 
animals on the mountain joyfully 1 ine up to honor the King and Queen. 
Aeneas is also shown in glory surrounded by light when Dido first 
sees him: 
Aeneas was standing there in an aura of brilliant light, 
Godlike of face and figure: for Venus herself had breathed 
Beauty upon hi s head and the roseate sheen of youth on 
His manhood and a gallant light into his eyes; 
As an artist's hand adds grace to the ivory he works on, 
As silver or marble when they're plated with yellow gold. 
(Aeneid 1.588-93) 
The glory of Achilles and Aeneas has in both cases been added by a 
goddess like a kind of plating as Virgil says in the Aeneid, but the 
glory of the King and Queen arises from within, as the Paradise which 
they now enjoy is within--is part of their very being. 
Lewis points out that glory is imaged in the Bible as "brightness, 
splendour, luminosity." "We are," he says, "to shine as the sun, we are 
to ... be united with the beauty we see, to pass into it, to receive it 
into ourselves, to bathe in it, to become part of it .. That is why 
the poets ... talk as if the west wind could really sweep into a human 
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soul; but it can't. They tell us that 'beauty born of murmuring sound' 
wi 11 pass into a human face; but it won 1 t. Or not yet. For if we take 
the imagery of Scripture seriously, ... then we may surmise that both the 
ancient myths and the modern poetry, so false as history, may be very near 
98 the truth as prophecy. 11 
The King and Queen of Perelandra have 11put on the new man. 11 To "learn 
Christ 11 (Ephesians 4:20), to learn the truth as it is in Jesus "him that 
is true" (I John 5:20), is to 11 be renewed in the spirit of your mind; and 
[to] put on the new man,.which after God is created in righteousness and 
true holiness" (Ephesians 4:23-24). 
The use of light imagery is related to the strict and formal mean-
ings of the word God and its kindred Aryan words, Theos, Deus, and Deva, 
as 11 shining 11 or 11 brilliant. 11 Lewis's speculations in Mere Christianity 
are what is being acted out in Perelandra: 11 The son of God became a man 
to enable men to become sons of God. We do not know . how things 
would have worked if the human race had never rebelled against God and 
joined the enemy. Perhaps every man would have been 1 in Christ, 1 would 
have shared the 1 i fe of the Son of God, from the nioment he was born. 
Perhaps the Bias or natural life would have been drawn up into the Zoe, 
the uncreated life, at once and as a matter of course. 1199 Perhaps, as 
Lewis speculates, 11 The process of being turned from a creature into a son 
would not have been difficult or painful if the human race had not turned 
away from God. . . 11 And it is important to note that 11They were able to 
do this because He gave them free will: 'He gave them free will because a 
world of mere automata could never find love and therefore never know in-
f . . h . 11100 1n1te app1ness. (This automata aspect is represented at its worst 
in the Un-man's takeover of Weston's body.) 
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In the transcendent stage, the King and Queen of Perelandra, because 
they have let God have His way, because they have obeyed, have 11come to 
share in the life of Christ. 11 As Lewis explains, in our first state, 11We 
are not begotten by God, we are only made by Him: in our natural state 
we are not sons of God, only (so to speak) statues. We have not got Zoe 
or spiritual l.ife: only Bios or biological life which is presently going 
to run down and die. 11101 But we were created to have both. And since 
they did not fall, the King and Queen of Perelandra do have both. As Lewis 
says, this is the whole purpose and offer of Christianity--that we should 
come to share in the life of Christ: 11 He came to this world and became a 
man in ord¢r to spread to other men the kind of life He has--by what I 
call 'good infection. 1 Every Christian is to become a 1 ittle Christ. 11102 
Lewis says that from the Christian viewpoint, the next step in evolution 
has already occurred: 11 fn Christ a new kind of man appeared: and the 
k . d f l"f h" h b · H" · b · 11 103 new 1n o 1 e w 1c egan 1n 1m ts to e put into us. As the 
Oyeresu say, 110ut of the new creation . the mode of change itself is 
changed for ever. Blessed is he! 11 (p. 214). Therefore, the benediction 
the King and Queen proclaim upon Ransom is for every ordinary person, for 
all of us: 11The splendour, the love, and the strength be upon you 11 (p. 
222). 
It has become a commonplace of modern literary criticism to state 
that the epic tradition ended with Milton. It is supposed to have been 
the form of a simpler age when man and his environment, and man and his 
society, were unified. But such assumption denies the central character 
of epic as recorder and perhaps former of changes in human values and con-
sciousness. Homer 1s persistent ridiculing of Ares, the war god, in a 
poem much concerned with war and with heroism displayed in battle, 
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suggests that even the Iliad, the first of all Western epics, is partial-
ly rejecting the prior value system based upon the glorification of bat-
tle and revealing its tragic futility. From Homer to Milton 1s explana-
tion that all heroic endeavor seemed necessary because man has fallen, 
epic has rejected and redefined values. 
From its genesis epic has been concerned with the relation of human 
consciousness and outer, physical reality. 11With the Renaissance, 11 as 
Webber notes, 11 problems of the existence, meaning, and interrelationships 
of inner and outer lives become both more artificial and more cri.tical 
than ever before, as the center of human meaning shifts both in metaphor 
and in fact to the individual human being. 11104 Milton's Paradise Lost 
explains the necessity for the epic hero 1s endeavors in the fallen world 
since Adam and Eve lost the perfect union of inner and outer reality, and 
Paradise Regained makes the epic quest one for self-knowledge, an interi-
or quest, as Jesus descends into himself. This prepares the way for The 
Prelude and for any subjective hero to make an interior journey. 
In Paradise Regained, Satan represents the extremes of the outer 
view of reality with his desire to make the world into a technological 
desert of external things, as Weston wishes to do in Out of the Silent 
Planet and before his complete absorption into the Un-man in Perelandra. 
But Jesus integrates reason and intuition and inner and outer existence 
and submits fully to the wholeness of His relationship to God so that He 
becomes a totally self-integrated one, a new man. As Jesus and as Ransom, 
Tor, and Tinidril in Perelandra illustrate, the 11 fairer Paradise 
founded now/ For Adam and his chosen Sons .. 11 (PR IV.613-14) is within, 
a restoration of man 1s relationship with God. 
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There may, however, be the danger of attempts to sever the bonds of 
inner and outer being. Perelandra, following the epic tradition, reinter-
prets epic·in order to forestall the solipsism and despair attendant upon 
such severings, with a consciousness which looks beyond itself into the 
creative and spacious majesty of Deep Heaven. Perelandra is a new kind 
of epic in a new heroic language for our age--Perelandra, Paradise Retain-
ed. 
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CHAPTER V 
SIGNIFICANCES 
The epic, mythic and Biblical elements combine in the epic genre, 
and the epic and science fiction genres combine to create the total mean-
ing and inherent power in C. S. Lewis's Perelandra. Lewis has what 
Charles Moorman has cal led "the sort of sacramental mental ity"which makes 
him "more than a teller of tales; he was a maker of myths, a scholar and 
l 
a teacher." He believed that a good book was one which facilitates self-
transcendence: he says, "In reading great literature I become a thousand 
men and yet remain myself .... Here, as in worship, in love, in moral 
action, and in knowing, I transcend myself, and am never more myself than 
2 when I do." Therefore, in part we must judge the worth of Lewis's work 
by those standards. As Glover has said, we may look at Lewis's creation, 
unlike the evaluative critics, "according to the yardstick of how much it 
compels our participation, how far it enlarges our being, and what sort 
of window on the world it opens and invites us to look through. 113 
Our attitude toward Lewis's Perelandra may be that which Lewis states 
when discussing Milton's ritualistic style in Paradise Lost: "When our 
participation in a rite becomes perfect we think no more of ritual, but 
are engrossed by that about which the rite is performed. 114 "Joy or ex-
hilaration was what it produced--an overplus of robust and tranquil well-
being in a total experience which contains both rapturous and painful 
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elements, 11 so that the effect is that 11 new strength and width and bright-
ness and zest have transformed" our world. 5 
The judicious poet holds all things from the heaven to the abyss 
within his han~s, but his feet are firmly planted on common earth so that 
the emphasis is on what his material means to man. As Kathleen Williams 
has said of Spenser, 11The poet is there in the world he has made, wonder-
ing or delighted or sad, and in all this representing us. The result has 
a wonderful verisimilitude, of a certain kind ... of the kind of meaning 
we feel in life by living it. 116 Lewis said of the Faerie Queene that it 
is 11 like life itself, not like the products of life .... The things we 
read about in it are not like life, but the experience of reading it is 
like 1 iving. 1J The same may be said of Lewis's space trilogy, and espe-
cially of Perelandra. 
As Lewis said of Spenser, we may say of Lewis, 11To read him is to 
grow in mental health. 118 
Lewis's epic devices and his other worlds of science fiction speak 
to us of what we are~ potentia, as created in the image of God; of temp-
tat ion and how real the moral struggle is; of the joy of obedience to God; 
of the growth moral victory can bring. 
C. S. Lewis's Perelandra may be read as an exciting science fiction 
adventure, or it may be viewed as a special space vehicle taking one on a 
spiritual journey to Truth. However, it stands at a high level of litera-
ture apart from its covert statements of Christianity. The life story, 
experiences, character, and opinions of C. S. Lewis have been dealt with 
by many authors, but, perhaps because Lewis is so successful as a Chris-
tian writer, the literary aspects of his work have been rather neglected. 
I seem to be the first to call attention to the epic nature of Perelandra. 
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Genre is determined partially by its structure and use of convention-
al devices, such as the appeal to the muse, catalogs, and so on in epic, 
but mainly by the nature of the meaning of the work, determined by the 
kind of thing referred to--shepherds in a pastoral, the marvelous in ro-
mance, unknown worlds or modes of existence within a scientific or pseudo-
scientific reference in science fiction, and the hero and what it means 
to be heroic in epic. Howard perceptively notes, "Lewis is attempting 
something in narrative for which he had few if any precedents .... Lewis 
is attempting to achieve in prose narrative [in Perelandra] what has been 
attempted in epic or dream vision or religious lyric in other areas of 
literatu're,' namely the placing of human exper:ience in the bright light of 
the Ultimate .. The important questions at work in this light are not 
so much social and psychological as moral. Behavior is good or bad, and 
it leads to actual states of being, those states being cal led, eventually, 
heaven and hell. This is imagined in Greek epic and in the myths and in 
mediaeval dream vision and in the poetry of such poets as Spenser, Milton, 
Donne, and Eliot. I . . f. . 119 t 1s not common 1n prose 1ct1on. Howard fails to 
note that Perelandra is achieving this synthesis within the epic tradi-
tion. Perelandra shows that epic is still a living tradition. 
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